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Abstract
During vertebrate evolution, complex organs have evolved several times. The
development of these organs is encoded in the genome. However, it is currently
unclear how new complex organs, consisting of multiple interlocking parts, can
evolve as a result of genomic change. In this thesis, I aim to find the genomic basis
of one such newly evolved organ: the placenta in the livebearing fish family
Poeciliidae. In this family, a placenta has evolved nine times independently, allowing
for the investigation of multiple evolutionary origins of the same organ within a
single group of species. First, I sequence and assemble the genomes of both placental
and non-placental poeciliid species. Then, I compare the genomes of placental
species with the genomes of non-placental species, aiming to find consistent
genomic differences between placental and non-placental species that can be
associated with placenta evolution. I show that indeed, placental species show
consistent mutations in both protein-coding and regulatory regions of the genome.
Protein-coding mutations occur mainly around structural and metabolic genes, while
regulatory changes occur mainly around developmental genes. I also show that,
contrary to some predictions, gene duplications are not associated with placenta
evolution in poeciliid fish. Finally, I show that allele-specific DNA methylation is
present in the poeciliid fish Poeciliopsis gracilis, and that its inheritance is nonrandom but instead depends on parent-of-origin of the methylated allele, suggesting
genomic imprinting. Together I provide a comprehensive overview of genome
evolution in the fish family Poeciliidae, and provide new insights into the evolution
of complex traits.
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General introduction

1 General introduction

1.1 DNA and the evolution of life
For centuries, humans have been amazed by the complexity and diversity of life on
earth, and the question of where it comes from has likely been on millions of minds
before us. For scientists, the most famous early attempt of answering this question
is that of Charles Darwin. In his work on the origin of species, he proposed the
stepwise adaptation of species to their environment through natural selection, the
principle that now is the foundation of the field of evolutionary biology (Darwin
1859). Although Darwin accurately described the process of adaptation of species to
their environment, the mechanism by which these adaptations were stored and
inherited to subsequent generations was unknown at the time, until DNA was
identified as the molecule for storing genetic information (Watson and Crick 1953).
Critical for the evolution of organisms is the erroneousness of DNA replication.
Throughout time, cells divide, and with each cell division all DNA in the cell is
replicated. DNA replication is not perfect, and this imperfection leads to random
mutations in the DNA of a species over time (Kunkel 2004). These random mutations
in the DNA can, through transcription into mRNA, be translated into changes in the
amino acid sequence of a protein (Crick 1970), thereby affecting the organisms
phenotype. In this way, random DNA mutations cause phenotypic variation within
populations of species, on which natural selection can act. It is through this process
of random DNA mutations and subsequent natural selection that species evolve over
time.

1.2 The evolution of complex traits
The evolution of phenotypic traits through DNA mutations is generally quite intuitive
for simple traits, for which one or a few mutations are sufficient to cause the
observed phenotypic change. However, this process is somewhat less selfexplanatory when imagining the evolution of complex traits, such as organs.
Complex organs consist of multiple interlocking parts, each of them necessary for
the correct functioning of the organ. For example, the human eye must include a
cornea, lens, and retina to function properly. It is hard to imagine that each of these
parts evolved separately, without any selective advantage before coming together
in a fully functional organ. Therefore, it has been proposed that these organs were
not complex at first, but gradually evolved from intermediate organ-like structures
with related, but simpler functions (Dial 2003; Oakley and Speiser 2015).
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The best studied example of complex trait evolution is that of the evolution of the
eye. In the animal kingdom, eye complexity varies hugely between different clades,
with functions ranging from simple light detection in ctenophores (comb jellies) to
complex camera-like eyes capable of full image and depth vision in vertebrates,
insects and some mollusks (Lamb et al. 2007; Nilsson 2013). These observations give
an example for how these complex traits can evolve: simpler versions of the organs
we observe today can already give a selective advantage (for instance simple light
detection to allow for a circadian rhythm), allow for fixation of the mutations
necessary for this trait, and provide a stable basis for the evolution of more complex
varieties of the trait.

1.3 Comparative genomics as a means to study complex
trait evolution
1.3.1 The principle of comparative genomics

Although phenotypic observations can give us insight into the stepwise manner in
which complex traits evolve, this does not tell us anything about the genomic
mutations causing the evolution of these traits. To find the genomic basis of complex
trait evolution, the comparative genomics approach has been proposed to be
effective (Hardison 2003; Miller et al. 2004). The principle of this approach is simple:
if two animal species differ in their phenotype by a certain trait, this difference
should be encoded in the genome. By sequencing and comparing the genomes of
these two species, we should be able to obtain a list of genomic differences between
the two species, which includes the differences that cause the difference in
phenotype. The challenge here is to separate genomic differences that contribute to
the phenotypic difference of interest from those that do not.
1.3.2 Methods in comparative genomics

The field of comparative genomics as we know it today is young compared to other
fields in biology, as fully sequenced and assembled genomes were relatively rare
until about five years ago. However, due to a steady decrease in sequencing costs,
generating new genome assemblies has come within reach for individual research
groups, sparking an interest for methods to compare these genomes with each
other. Most well-known methods fall into one of three categories: comparing gene
evolution, comparing evolutionary constraint, or finding structural variations.
Several methods exist to compare gene evolution in different genomes. One
common method to infer patterns of selection impacting gene evolution is by
11
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estimating the ratio between the number of non-synonymous and synonymous
nucleotide substitutions (dN/dS) for a coding sequence within the branches of a
phylogeny. For a neutrally evolving sequence, there would be no effect of a nonsynonymous mutation, and the dN/dS ratio would approach 1. Protein-coding genes
however, are highly conserved, so purifying selection against non-synonymous
mutations is expected (dN/dS << 1). Indeed, on average, protein-coding genes have a
dN/dS ratio far below 1 (Studer et al. 2008). However, certain situations can favor
synonymous changes in a protein sequence, for instance when a protein acquires a
new function. This phenomenon is called positive selection and can lead to elevated
dN/dS ratios at specific sites in the sequence, or branches in the phylogeny.
Approaches to detect elevated dN/dS ratios have been applied in numerous studies,
some examples include detecting positively selected pathways in primate lineages
(Daub et al. 2017), scanning for different evolutionary adaptations between two
algae species (Teng et al. 2017), or detecting positive selection in plastid genes after
a change in a photosynthetic mechanism (Piot et al. 2018).
Another method for finding deviations from the expected genomic evolution of
certain genes is the so-called evolutionary rate analysis. For this method, the
mutation rate of certain genes is compared between two groups: the species that
have the phenotypic trait of interest, and species that do not. Consistent deviations
in evolutionary rate between the two groups may indicate an association of this gene
with the observed phenotypic evolution. This approach has previously been
successfully applied for the evolution of aquatic adaptations in marine mammals
(Chikina et al. 2016), as well as for adaptations in subterranean mammals (Partha et
al. 2017), but requires multiple independent evolutions of the same or a similar trait,
a phenomenon that is relatively rare for complex traits.
To compare the genomes of species outside genic regions, an evolutionary constraint
analysis is often performed to find genomic regions that are functional, but do not
code for any proteins. The principle behind this analysis is that if a genomic region
has a crucial function for the organisms involved, the mutation rate in this region will
be lower than that of neutrally evolving regions because of the possible detrimental
effect of these mutations. Therefore, genomic regions can be classified into
functional and non-functional regions by comparing mutations rates between
species across the genome. Examples of tools applying this principle include
PhastCons, GERP++ and SiPhy (Zhang et al. 2008; Garber et al. 2009; Davydov et al.
2010). The genomic distribution of these conserved regions can be compared
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between species that differ in the phenotypic trait of interest, which can give insights
in the regulatory changes that occur when the trait evolves.
The aforementioned methods have in common that they are designed to function
on single-copy regions of the genome. However, structural variants such as gene
duplications are often associated with adaptive evolution as well, and detecting
these variants is essential to get a complete picture of genome evolution
(Prud'homme et al. 2007; Wagner 2008). Finding duplicated regions when
considering only two genomes of related species is usually quite straightforward
using a pairwise genome aligner such as MUMmer (Marçais et al. 2018). Genomic
regions were two regions of one genome align to one region of the other genome
can be extracted as candidate regions and investigated further for gene duplications.
When considering larger groups of genomes, usually species pairs with an outgroup
are constructed to reduce the complexity of the analysis somewhat, as pairwise
comparisons against an outgroup are easier to interpret than all-versus-all
comparisons. An example of an application of this method can be found in comparing
freshwater with saltwater populations of the three-spined stickleback (Hirase et al.
2014). Here, a consistent association was found between gene duplications and
adaptation to a freshwater environment. Another example can be found in Antarctic
notothenioid fish, where gene copy numbers of genes related to cold adaptation had
drastically increased compared to their temperate counterparts (Chen et al. 2008).
1.3.3 Factors to consider when applying a comparative genomics
method

Regardless of the method used, several factors are important in maximizing the
statistical power to find genomic changes associated with phenotypic change. First,
multiple independent evolutionary origins of the trait of interest are essential to gain
statistical power: assuming that the genomic basis for the different evolutionary
origins is similar, the set of candidate genes can be narrowed down to those that
show a deviation from the null hypothesis in all of those evolutionary origins.
Second, comparing closely related species is generally more effective than
comparing more distant relatives. Assuming that the evolution of a complex trait is
accompanied by a roughly proportionally complex genomic change, the magnitude
of this change will stand out more against the background of neutral genomic
mutations when this complex trait evolves in a relatively short amount of time.
Therefore, comparing closely related species that still differ in the trait of interest
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will increase the signal-to-noise ratio of any analysis that aims to find genomic
mutations associated with phenotypic change.
Third, high quality genome assemblies are essential. Comparing two genome
assemblies of the same species, one of which has been made ten years ago and
another one that has been made this year will yield a large list of, mainly structural,
differences. These differences rarely represent biological differences, but rather the
technical limitations of the sequencing techniques involved. It is therefore important
to be aware of the effect of sequencing technique on the resulting genome assembly.
This is especially true for analyses that involve structural variant detection, as these
types of variants are most affected by genome assembly quality (Mahmoud et al.
2019).
Fourth, although not technically important for maximizing statistical power,
including species showing intermediate stages of complexity of the trait of interest
can yield additional insight, as these species are expected to display an
“intermediate” genotype as well, with some but not all causal mutations being
present in their genomes. This can also reveal information about the directionality
by which these complex traits evolve on a genomic level: if certain key mutations are
necessary for the evolution of a complex trait, these should also be found in species
showing intermediate stages of complexity.
In short, to optimally study the genomics of complex trait evolution we would need
a model in which the complex trait has evolved several times in closely related
species, with intermediate stages of complexity still being present in present-day
species. Additionally, practical availability of biological material is essential for the
generation of high-quality genome assemblies. Such a model can be found in the
livebearing fish family Poeciliidae.

1.4 The poeciliid placenta: an excellent model to study
complex trait evolution
The Poeciliidae (sensu (Parenti 1981)) are a family consisting of around 275 species
of small livebearing fish, living in both South and Central America (Reis et al. 2003;
Van Der Laan et al. 2014). All species in this family except for one (the egg-laying
Tomeurus gracilis (Parenti et al. 2010)) bear live young, but the mode of nutrient
provisioning to the offspring differs per species. The ancestral state of nutrient
provisioning to the offspring in the Poeciliidae is thought to be lecithotrophy
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(Furness et al. 2019), which is the feeding of the offspring via egg yolk proteins. In
this mode, nutrients are supplied to the egg cell before fertilization. However, in
several species a deviation from the ancestral state has been observed, with the
majority of nutrients being supplied after fertilization through a placenta (Turner
1940; Pollux et al. 2009). This mode of provisioning is called matrotrophy.

Figure 1.1 Schematic overview of the poeciliid follicular placenta. Individual embryos of
poeciliid species grow within a follicle (bottom). In lecithotrophic species, the follicular wall
consists of a thin layer of cells (top left). In some extensive matrotrophic species, the follicular
wall is thick and extensively folded (top right).

The complexity of the placenta of poeciliid species is often approximated using the
Matrotrophy Index (MI), which is defined as the weight of the offspring at birth
divided by the weight of the egg at fertilization (Wourms et al. 1988). Lecithotrophic
species provide all nutrients before fertilization, which means the offspring at birth
will have lost weight relative to the egg at fertilization due to metabolic costs, leading
to a MI lesser than 1. In matrotrophic species the embryo weight will increase
throughout pregnancy due to nutrients being supplied via the placenta, leading to a
MI greater than 1. MI values in the Poeciliidae range from 0.6 for fully lecithotrophic
species to 117 for the highly matrotrophic Poeciliopsis retropinna (Pollux et al. 2014).
Morphological studies show that these MI values correlate well with complexity of
the placental tissue of the species: both the thickness and the degree of folding of
the follicular tissue surrounding the embryo correlates well with MI (Wourms et al.
15
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1988; Grove and Wourms 1991; Grove and Wourms 1994; Kwan et al. 2015).
Therefore, in this thesis, MI will be used as a proxy for placental complexity in
poeciliid fish.
As a model for complex trait evolution, the Poeciliidae meet all aforementioned
requirements. First, phylogenetic analysis has shown that the species that supply
nutrients through a placenta are not monophyletic within this family, instead it has
been estimated that the poeciliid placenta has evolved nine times independently
(Furness et al. 2019). This allows for comparison of different instances of placenta
evolution and, assuming genomic convergence, for a high statistical power in finding
the genes involved in placenta evolution. Second, the most recent common ancestor
of the Poeciliidae has been estimated to have lived around 54 million years ago
(Reznick et al. 2017), which is relatively recent for the evolution of a new organ. As
a comparison, the mammalian placenta is estimated to be 200 to 250 million years
old (Tarver et al. 2016). Additionally, most of the poeciliid placentas have evolved
much more recently than 54 million years ago. For instance, the three instances of
placenta evolution in the genus Poeciliopsis have been estimated to be between 2
and 10 million years old, and have evolved within between 0.75 and 2.36 million
years (Reznick et al. 2002; Reznick et al. 2017). This more recent evolution means
that causal changes in the genome will be easier to find, as the genomes have
changed to a lesser extent since a placenta has evolved than would be the case for,
for instance, placental mammals. Third, intermediate stages of placental complexity
can be found within this family as well, as some species provide a part of the
nutrients before fertilization, and another part after fertilization. Examples of this
can be found in the genus Gambusia, as well as the subgenus Mollinesia (Trexler
1985; Marsh-Matthews et al. 2001; DeMarais and Oldis 2005). This suggests that
placenta evolution is an ongoing process in the Poeciliidae, and that genes involved
in placenta evolution may be under the influence of natural selection, allowing us to
detect them with established evolutionary analyses.

1.5 Hypotheses on poeciliid placenta evolution
As the poeciliid placenta has evolved nine times independently, it seems self-evident
that having a placenta provides a certain selective advantage in poeciliid fish, at least
under some circumstances. Several hypotheses have been put forward that try to
explain the repeated emergence of this organ in poeciliid fish. Three of these
hypotheses are the most well-known: the locomotor cost hypothesis, the resourceavailability hypothesis, and the viviparity-driven conflict hypothesis.
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The locomotor cost hypothesis centers around the idea that pregnancy reduces
locomotory performance in female fish, because pregnant females are heavier and
less streamlined compared to their non-pregnant counterparts. This makes them
more vulnerable to predators (Ghalambor et al. 2004). For non-placental species,
this burden is on average heavier than for placental species, because they have to
produce much bigger eggs as they have to contain all necessary resources for the
fetus at once. Placental species can start with smaller eggs, which do not have such
a big effect on locomotory performance, and feed their embryos throughout
pregnancy. This implies that placental species have a selective advantage compared
to their non-placental counterparts in habitats with a high predation pressure or
water flow velocity. Indeed, evidence was found supporting this theory in
populations of Poeciliopsis turrubarensis, as well as Poeciliopsis turneri (Jaime
Zúñiga-Vega et al. 2007; Fleuren et al. 2018; Hagmayer et al. 2020).
The resource-availability hypothesis was originally proposed by Trexler, suggesting
that matrotrophic species can have a higher reproduction rate compared to
lecithotrophic species in situations of high food abundance, because they can spread
out their resource allocation over the whole course of their pregnancy (Trexler
1997). This would mean that in habitats with high and constant food availability,
matrotrophic species would have a selective advantage over lecithotrophic species.
Indeed, there seems to be some evidence that higher food abundance favors
matrotrophy over lecithotrophy as a reproduction strategy (Pollux and Reznick 2011;
Riesch et al. 2012), although some conflicting evidence also exists (Marsh-Matthews
and Deaton 2006; Banet and Reznick 2008).
The viviparity-driven conflict hypothesis proposes that there is a conflict of interest
between the mother and her offspring over the amount of resources allocated by
the mother to her offspring. For the mother, it is optimal to provide sufficient
resources to as many offspring as possible, as every fetus carries the genetic material
of the mother in an equal degree. However, for the offspring it is more beneficial to
demand as much resources as possible, thereby increasing its own chance of survival
(Trivers 1974; Zeh and Zeh 2000). This conflict would then cause an evolutionary
“arms race” between mother and offspring at the site of nutrient transfer: the
placenta. Consequently, this would lead to accelerated evolution of the placenta,
leading to a diverse variety in degree of placentation as observed in Poeciliids. Direct
evidence for accelerated evolution of placenta associated genes in livebearing fish is
scarce, although one study provides evidence for accelerated evolution of the igf2
17
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gene in poeciliid fish (O'Neill et al. 2007). Indirect evidence of parent-offspring
conflict can be found in so-called genomic imprinting, which is the mono-allelic
expression of genes based on parent-specific methylation patterns (Li et al. 1993a;
Reik and Walter 2001). Genes associated with neonatal growth are often found to
be imprinted in mammals: growth promoting genes like Igf2, Peg1, Peg3 are often
expressed only from the paternal allele, while growth repressors are maternally
expressed (Barlow and Bartolomei 2014).This suggests that genomic imprinting is
used as a “weapon” in the parent-offspring conflict, at least in mammals. However,
in livebearing fish evidence for this has not been found. In fact, the igf2 gene was
found to be expressed bi-allelically in the embryos of Poeciliopsis prolifica and
Heterandria formosa (Lawton et al. 2005).
To summarize, several theories exist on the evolution of the placenta in poeciliid fish,
none of which are mutually exclusive. Although it is unclear which of these predicted
processes influence the occurrence of placenta evolution the most, it is clear that
the evolution of the placenta is an adaptation to certain environments. This adaptive
evolution should leave its marks on the genomic level as well.

1.6 Thesis outline
In this thesis, I aim to find the genomic basis of the repeated evolution of the
placenta in the livebearing fish family Poeciliidae. This process consists of two steps:
first, I will sequence and assemble the genome of multiple poeciliid species. Although
several genome assemblies of poeciliid species were already available before the
start of this thesis project, all of these species are non-placental (Schartl et al. 2013;
Künstner et al. 2016; Shen et al. 2016b). Therefore, my sequencing efforts will focus
on placental species, together with their closest non-placental relatives. Second, I
will compare the genomes of placental species to the genomes of non-placental
species in an effort to find genomic differences that occur consistently in association
with the evolution of the poeciliid placenta.
The first two research chapters focus on the sequencing and assembly of new
genomes. In chapter 2, I re-assemble the genome of the placental Heterandria
formosa using existing sequencing data, and look for genes that exhibit signs of
positive selection, while these signs are absent in the non-placental poeciliids
Poecilia reticulata, Poecilia formosa and Xiphophorus maculatus. In chapter 3, I
sequence and assemble the genomes of the placental Poeciliopsis retropinna and its
non-placental relative Poeciliopsis turrubarensis using third-generation sequencing
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techniques. With the resulting assemblies, I assess gene duplications and deletions
that occur in the placental P. retropinna, but not in the non-placental P.
turrubarensis.
The next two research chapters focus on finding genomic changes associated with
placenta evolution. In chapter 4, I compare the genomes of 26 poeciliid species, 15
of which were assembled for this study. I focus on the rate of evolution of
orthologous genes throughout this family, attempting to associate this rate with
placenta evolution. Additionally, I look for consistent differences in the presence or
absence of conserved non-coding elements in the genomes of placental species
versus the genomes of non-placental species. In chapter 5 I use 12 high-quality
poeciliid genomes to test the hypothesis that the poeciliid placenta evolution is
consistently associated with certain structural variants, such as gene duplications or
deletions.
The first five chapters are about linking genomic variation to phenotypic
observations. However, phenotypic variation can also be caused through epigenetic
means, such as methylation. In chapter 6 I develop and apply a new method to
detect allele-specific DNA methylation in Poeciliopsis gracilis, and investigate how
these instances of allele-specific methylation are inherited from parent to offspring.
Finally, in chapter 7 I discuss my findings and provide recommendations for future
research.
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Abstract
The evolution of complex organs is thought to occur via a stepwise process, each
subsequent step increasing the organ’s complexity by a tiny amount. This
evolutionary process can be studied by comparing closely related species that vary
in the presence or absence of their organs. This is the case for the placenta in the
live-bearing fish family Poeciliidae, as members of this family vary markedly in their
ability to supply nutrients to their offspring via a placenta. Here, we investigate the
genomic basis underlying this phenotypic variation in Heterandria formosa, a
poeciliid fish with a highly complex placenta. We compare this genome to three
published reference genomes of non-placental poeciliid fish to gain insight in which
genes may have played a role in the evolution of the placenta in the Poeciliidae.
We sequenced the genome of H. formosa, providing the first whole genome
sequence for a placental poeciliid. We looked for signatures of adaptive evolution by
comparing its gene sequences to those of three non-placental live-bearing relatives.
Using comparative evolutionary analyses, we found 17 genes that were positively
selected exclusively in H. formosa, as well as five gene duplications exclusive to H.
formosa. Eight of the genes evolving under positive selection in H. formosa have a
placental function in mammals, most notably endometrial tissue remodeling or
endometrial cell proliferation.
Our results show that a substantial portion of positively selected genes have a
function that correlates well with the morphological changes that form the placenta
of H. formosa, compared to the corresponding tissue in non-placental poeciliids.
These functions are mainly endometrial tissue remodeling and endometrial cell
proliferation. Therefore, we hypothesize that natural selection acting on genes
involved in these functions plays a key role in the evolution of the placenta in H.
formosa.
Key words: Heterandria formosa, Poeciliidae, placenta, matrotrophy, positive
selection, gene duplication, molecular evolution, whole genome sequencing
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conserved vertebrate genes in the evolution of placental fish

2.1 Background
Explaining the evolution of complex organs, consisting of multiple interacting parts,
is one of the greatest challenges in evolution. Charles Darwin was the first to propose
an explanation for this phenomenon; in his seminal work on natural selection, he
hypothesized that complex organs were not complex at first, but gradually evolved
into what we observe today (Darwin 1859). However, finding examples of this
stepwise process poses a challenge, mainly because of two reasons. First, species
possessing an organ of intermediate complexity have often gone extinct, leaving the
present-day observer with only the end-result of a long series of potentially minute
evolutionary steps. Second, when differences in organ complexity between species
exist, these species are often separated by a large phylogenetic distance, sharing
only a very remote common ancestor. For instance, intermediate stages of
complexity can be found in the mollusk eye (Ekström and Meissl 2003; Fernald 2006).
However, the different types of mollusk eyes are found in distantly related taxa,
which diverged about half a billion years ago. This makes a comparative analysis on
a genomic level not straightforward. To truly understand how molecular pathways
are altered during evolution to give rise to complex organs, a model system is
required that has recently evolved a complex organ with the ancestral and
intermediate states still extant in closely related species. Ideally, such a complex
organ should have originated multiple times, e.g. due to convergent evolution
resulting from similar evolutionary pressure. Such a model system can be found in
the development of the placenta in the livebearing fish family Poeciliidae (Reznick et
al. 2002).
The placenta is an organ that facilitates nutrient exchange between mother and
offspring. It is present in all major vertebrate lineages, although its anatomical details
differ between taxa (Blackburn 2015; Griffith and Wagner 2017). Numerous genes
involved in placental development have been identified, making the placenta a
prime example of complexity (Rossant and Cross 2001; Cross et al. 2003; Hou et al.
2009). Most research on the placenta has been performed in eutherian mammals.
Eutherian mammals, however, are limited in their suitability to study the evolution
of the placenta, because all contemporary placental mammals (i) inherited their
placenta from a single common ancestor that lived >160 million years ago, and (ii) all
have complex placentas and have no close living relatives that lack placentas. By
contrast, the placenta has been estimated to evolve independently nine times in
amphibians, and 12 times in ray-finned fish (Blackburn 2015).
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There are three reasons to focus on placental evolution of the live-bearing fish family
Poeciliidae. First, the placenta has evolved independently at least eight times in the
Poeciliidae (Pollux et al. 2009). This makes it possible to compare different instances
of placental evolution within closely related species. Second, intermediate stages of
placental complexity exist within this family. In fact, placental complexity in the
Poeciliidae seems to vary continuously amongst species, rather than species either
having a placenta or not (Reznick et al. 2002). Third, all of this variation is present
among relatively closely related species. This allows us to more easily compare the
genomes of these species. A genomic comparison between species varying in
placental complexity may unveil the genomic basis underlying this difference in
complexity.
The degree of maternal provisioning in the family Poeciliidae has been quantified in
the Matrotrophy Index (MI), which is the estimated dry mass of offspring at birth
divided by the dry mass of the egg at fertilization (Wourms et al. 1988). Poeciliid fish
have a MI ranging from 0.6 for non-placental (lecithotrophic) species to more than
100 for species with a highly complex placenta (matrotrophic), with species
exhibiting intermediate values also being present (Reznick et al. 2002). The MI can
act as a proxy for placental complexity, because species with a high MI have a more
complex placenta compared to species with a low or intermediate MI (Turner 1940;
Grove and Wourms 1994; Kwan et al. 2015; Olivera-Tlahuel et al. 2018). The main
differences lie in the structure of the maternal follicular epithelium. The
unspecialized follicular wall of lecithotrophic (non-placental, MI < 1) species is very
thin and plays no role in maternal provisioning (Turner 1940; Jollie and Jollie 1964).
In matrotrophic (placental) species the follicular epithelium is much thicker, more
extensively folded and features specialized adaptations that facilitate maternal-toembryo nutrient transfer, such as a high vascularization, a high density of microvilli,
and the presence of specialized cytoplasmic organelles (Grove and Wourms 1994;
Kwan et al. 2015). Given the co-occurrence of these structural tissue features with a
high MI, it is likely that these adaptations facilitate extensive matrotrophy.
Early studies on natural selection at the molecular level in the family Poeciliidae have
compared genes of one or more poeciliid species to genes of other more distantlyrelated teleosts (Schartl et al. 2013; Jue et al. 2018; Warren et al. 2018), or the
analysis was limited to one or only a few genes known to be involved in placenta
development in mammals (O'Neill et al. 2007; Schartl et al. 2013). Exhaustively
identifying genes responsible for placentation is impossible in such approaches,
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because large differences in placental complexity exist within the family Poeciliidae.
In the present study, therefore, natural selection is investigated between more
closely related species, focusing on the genomic differences between lecithotrophic
and matrotrophic species within the family Poeciliidae.
Here, we investigate the genomic basis of placental complexity by exploring the
genome of a highly matrotrophic poeciliid: the least killifish, Heterandria formosa.
This species has a MI of around 35, and morphological analysis has shown that it has
a highly complex placenta (Grove and Wourms 1994). Specifically, we aim to, (1)
sequence the genome of H. formosa, providing the first whole genome sequence of
a matrotrophic poeciliid, and (2) compare this genome to published reference
genomes of three related lecithotrophic species: the Trinidadian guppy (Poecilia
reticulata) (Künstner et al. 2016), the Amazon molly (Poecilia formosa) (Warren et
al. 2018), and the Platyfish (Xiphophorus maculatus) (Schartl et al. 2013). These latter
three species are lecithotrophic (MI < 1), and lack a placenta. Such large difference
in placentation in closely related species may suggest the involvement of natural
selection, which should be visible in associated signatures of selection in the
genome. Comparing genes evolving under positive selection to their orthologs in
three non-placental species allows prioritization of genes related to placentation;
genes showing evidence of positive selection in H. formosa, but not in any of its
lecithotrophic relatives are likely enriched for involvement in placentation.
Additionally, we identified genes that have likely been duplicated in the genome of
H. formosa, using a combination of breakpoint and read-depth based methods. Gene
duplications are known to be an important driving force of adaptive evolution, so it
is plausible that an increased placental complexity is associated with distinct gene
duplications (Lynch 2002). Through these methods we identify a number of genes
that have likely contributed to phenotypic variation in, and evolution of, placentation
in the family Poeciliidae.

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Whole genome sequencing of Heterandria formosa
We sequenced the genome of H. formosa to an average coverage of 40X, yielding 90
Gb data containing 182 million 150 bp paired-end reads. The genome was assembled
using SPAdes assembler (Bankevich et al. 2012), resulting in a draft assembly with a
size of 722 Mb. H. formosa genome size estimation based on k-mer analysis showed
an estimated genome size of 670 Mb, which is slightly lower than the assembly size.
This is possibly a result of the relatively high heterozygosity of the sample leading to
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redundant contigs, as the sequenced individual was not from an inbred population.
To reduce this redundancy, redundans (Pryszcz and Gabaldón 2016) was run on the
assembly to remove heterozygous contigs, and rescaffold the assembly based on
paired-read information. This reduced the assembly size to 608 Mb, which is slightly
lower than the estimated genome size, and also lower than other poeciliid genome
assemblies (Schartl et al. 2013; Künstner et al. 2016; Warren et al. 2018).
Additionally, scaffold N50 increased from 11 Kb to 26.5 Kb by the rescaffolding
procedure. The lower assembly size compared to the estimated genome size can be
explained by the fact that this assembly was based on short reads, and some
repetitive sequences will likely be collapsed in the assembly, leading to a somewhat
smaller assembly size. Summary statistics of this genome assembly are listed in table
2.1.

Table 2.1 Summary statistics for the H. formosa genome assembly
Assembly size
Contig N50
Largest contig
Scaffold N50
Largest scaffold
GC content
Heterozygosity

608 Mb
6108 bp
77373 bp
26563 bp
226934 bp
38.59%
1 in 203 sites

The genome of H. formosa was aligned to the reference genome of P. reticulata using
LAST (Kiełbasa et al. 2011) . The majority of the scaffolds of the H. formosa assembly
aligned to one linkage group in P. reticulata (figure 2.1B), suggesting extensive
synteny between the two species. For some smaller contigs, no match to P. reticulata
linkage groups was found (Figure 2.1A). All P. reticulata linkage groups were covered
roughly equally by the H. formosa contigs, covering around 80% of the bases in P.
reticulata (figure 2.1C). This means that around 20% of the P. reticulata bases were
not covered by any H. formosa sequence, which may be because the H. formosa
assembly is smaller than the P. reticulata assembly, or because there is high
sequence divergence in these regions.
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The coverage drops at the edges of the linkage groups, likely reflecting the
underrepresentation of repetitive sequences in the H. formosa assembly due to it
being assembled from paired-end reads only. A portion of the H. formosa contigs
(23% base fraction) was split in the alignment to two P. reticulata linkage groups
(figure 2.1B). For a minority (10%) of these contigs, alignment length was longer than
1000 bp for both linkage groups to which the contig aligned. This observation
suggests that some genomic rearrangements may have occurred. For contigs
aligning to three or more linkage groups, alignments were generally very short for all
but one linkage group, indicating that this is most likely a result either of contigs
aligning to ambiguous regions in the genome, or assembly errors.

Figure 2.1 A: Fraction of H. formosa assembly contigs aligning to a certain number of linkage
groups of the P. reticulata genome assembly. B: Fraction of bases in H. formosa contigs that
align to a certain number of linkage groups of the P. reticulata genome assembly. C:
Percentage of P. reticulata bases covered by the 1:1 H. formosa:P.reticulata alignment, 2Mb
bins.
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2.2.2 Positive selection
We identified 8,056 1:1:1 gene orthologs between P. reticulata, P. formosa and X.
maculatus using ProteinOrtho (Lechner et al. 2011). From these genes, we retrieved
the complete coding sequences of 6,774 genes in H. formosa through the whole
genome alignment with P. reticulata. Using the codeml program of the PAML
package (Yang 2007), we tested these genes for both positive selection across all
investigated poeciliid species, and positive selection in H. formosa. At 10% FDR, we
found 104 genes to be positively selected across the whole phylogeny and 29 genes
to be positively selected in H. formosa. Eleven genes were significant for both tests,
leaving 18 genes exclusively positively selected in the H. formosa lineage (table 2.2).
In one case, a stop-gained mutation was observed inside the first exon, so this
protein was left out of the final results.

Table 2.2 positively selected genes in H. formosa (10% FDR).
Gene symbol

gene name

p-value

pla2g2a

Phospholipase A2 Group IIA

3.32E-07

timp4

Tissue Inhibitor Of Metalloproteinases 4

2.92E-06

rbl1

Retinoblastoma-Like 1

1.63E-05

cldnd

Claudin d

2.28E-05

tmem230

Transmembrane Protein 230

3.34E-05

kiaa1324/eig121

Estrogen Induced Gene 121

3.43E-05

pnkd

Paroxysmal Nonkinesigenic Dyskinesia

6.69E-05

mmp15

Matrix metalloproteinase 15

2.50E-04

gpr34

G Protein-Coupled Receptor 34

2.55E-04

btbd7

BTB Domain Containing 7

2.68E-04

glp1

Glucagon-like peptide 1

2.84E-04

cldn4

Claudin 4

3.04E-04

slc35d3

Solute Carrier 35 Member d3

3.27E-04

pcdh10

Protocadherin-10

4.05E-04

loc103465290

Uncharacterized protein

4.51E-04

allc

Allantoicase

4.58E-04

slc20a1

Solute Carrier Family 20 Member a1

5.60E-04
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A substantial number of these genes have placental functions in mammals. First,
pla2g2a was isolated from human placenta (Buhl et al. 1995), and evidence found in
horse points to a function in placental steroid metabolism (Ababneh and Troedsson
2013). However, activity of this protein is not limited to placenta, and has been linked
to the immune system as well (Saegusa et al. 2008). Second, a matrix
metalloproteinase and a matrix metalloproteinase inhibitor (mmp15 and timp4)
were both positively selected in H. formosa. Both proteins are involved in
endometrial tissue remodeling and placental labyrinth formation (Yang et al. 2006;
Szabova et al. 2010). Third, rbl1 and kiaa1324 gene expression has been linked to
endometrial cell proliferation (Cavallotti et al. 2001; Deng et al. 2010). Fourth, genes
coding for two claudin proteins (cldnd and cldn4) were found to be positively
selected in this analysis. Claudins are cell-cell adhesion proteins known to be
essential in placental tight junctions, regulating ion transport (Aplin et al. 2009; Ahn
et al. 2015). Interestingly, claudins are also involved in tissue remodeling by
interacting with matrix metalloproteinases (Miyamori et al. 2001; Gaetje et al. 2008).
Finally, btbd7 is involved in tissue remodeling of embryonic epithelial cells by
interacting with cell-cell adhesion proteins (Onodera et al. 2010), and is associated
with preeclampsia in humans (Jia et al. 2012). We searched for expression of these
genes in the human protein atlas (Uhlén et al. 2015) and the tissue-specific
transcriptome of the closely related Poeciliopsis prolifica (Jue et al. 2018). All of these
proteins are expressed in the human placenta, except for kiaa1324, which is more
active in the endometrium (supplementary table 2.1). In P. prolifica, we found
expression of all of these genes in either placental or ovarian tissue, except for
pla2g2a (supplementary table 2.1).
As for the remaining nine positively selected genes in H. formosa, most are neuron
associated (pnkd, tmem230, pcdh10, gpr34, slc35d3) (Wolverton and Lalande 2001;
Shen et al. 2015; Deng et al. 2016; Wei et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2017), which suggests
ongoing selection on behavioral traits as observed earlier in poeciliids and teleost
fish in general (Bisazza 1993; Bshary et al. 2002). The four remaining genes evolving
under positive selection in H. formosa have varying or unknown functions. For a
further elaboration on all genes found to be evolving under positive selection in H.
formosa, see supplementary table 2.1.
To assess the function of positively selected genes in a quantitative manner, GO term
enrichment analysis was performed using GOrilla (Eden et al. 2009). The enriched
GO terms with the lowest p-value were associated with cell-cell adhesion. Other
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enriched GO terms of interest were negative regulation of endopeptidase activity,
dopamine and catecholamine metabolism, positive regulation of cytosolic calcium
ion concentration, and cell migration. For all results of the GO enrichment analysis,
see supplementary table 2.2.
The evolution of complex structures may also involve changes in gene function and
to investigate this possibility in H. formosa, we employed Bayes Empirical Bayes
(BEB) analysis with PAML to infer which codons in the coding sequence are most
likely subject to positive selection and thereby obtain information about a possible
change of function. Two examples of this inference are shown for the Timp4 and
mmp15 genes (figure 2.2 and 2.3). As shown in the figure, positive selection in H.
formosa Timp4 is widespread throughout the protein, as 20 out of 224 codons are
predicted to be under positive selection (p > 80%). Positively selected sites interfere
with residues of both the metzincin- as well as the hemopexin-binding domain,
although most residues of these domains remain conserved. This may indicate a
change in function, for instance in the type of metalloproteinases the protein binds
to. Positively selected sites in Mmp15 are located next to and in between the
catalytic and hemopexin (metal binding) domains, but do not overlap with the active
residues. Little is known about these regions of the protein, but its catalytic function
is not likely affected.

Figure 2.2 Likelihood of positive selection for each codon in H. formosa Timp4. Active residues
are plotted on the bottom panel. Color codes for probability of positive selection: Red > 95%
> blue > 80% > grey.
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Figure 2.3 Likelihood of positive selection for each codon in H. formosa Mmp15. Active
residues are plotted on the bottom panel. Color codes for probability of positive selection:
Red > 95% > blue > 80% > light blue > 50% > grey.

2.2.3 Gene duplications
Potential gene duplications were identified by mapping reads from H. formosa to the
P. reticulata genome, and identifying potential breakpoints by running Lumpy (Layer
et al. 2014) on the alignment. Combining the breakpoints with a read depth signal
allowed for identifying potential duplications. Using this method, we identified 46
potentially duplicated segments. However, after manual evaluation (see methods)
only six of these segments were retained as likely true duplications, reflecting the
difficulty to identify true duplications using short reads. These segments are given in
table 3.
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Table 3. Duplicated regions in H. formosa
Duplicated area (position on P.
reticulata genome)
NC_024349.1:9797934-9803865
NC_024331.1:4200605-4202283
NC_024335.1:30069829-30071128

Length (bp)

Genes

5931
1678
1299

NC_024338.1:15595450-15598894
NC_024345.1:3814448-3869038

3444
54590

NC_024333.1:20591856-20595250

3394

Overlaps with Cdh1
None
Overlaps uncharacterized
protein
Contains Pla2g2a
Overlaps with Camk2g,
Ccdc88a
Contains Urah

Although not many genes were found to be duplicated in H. formosa, the results are
concordant with the results from the positive selection analysis. Firstly, the gene
coding for 5-hydroxyisourate hydrolase (Urah) was duplicated. This gene belongs to
the same uric acid degradation pathway as the positively selected gene allantoicase
(Allc). Secondly, Pla2g2a, which we showed above to be evolving under positive
selection, is duplicated completely. Thirdly, a cadherin gene (Cdh1) appeared
partially duplicated, in addition to Pcdh10 evolving under positive selection. Cdh1
expression is also known to be regulated by Btbd7 (Daley et al. 2017), a gene found
to be positively selected in H. formosa. Finally, a relatively large duplication
containing the majority of the Camk2g gene and a small part of the Ccdc88a gene
was observed. Both of these genes are involved in neural development (Rose et al.
2006).

2.3 Discussion
In this study, we sequenced and assembled the genome of H. formosa, a
matrotrophic poeciliid. We aimed to use this information to gain insight in the
evolution of the placenta in H. formosa, by looking for signatures of natural selection
in its genome. One difficulty in identifying genes responsible for placentation is that
natural selection in poeciliids is not limited to matrotrophy associated genes. For
instance, immunity-related genes are consistently fast evolving in most vertebrate
species, as a consequence of an evolutionary “arms race” between host immunity
and pathogens (for instance (Boller and He 2009; Anderson et al. 2010)).
Furthermore, it is known that courtship behavior is selected for in the family
Poeciliidae (Bisazza 1993; Pollux et al. 2014), which implies that many genes
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associated with behavior are likely under the influence of sexual selection. These and
other ongoing processes will cause coinciding genomic signatures of selection when
considering selection acting on matrotrophy associated genes. We selected against
these coinciding signatures of selection by distinguishing between positive selection
across all investigated poeciliids and positive selection only observed in H. formosa,
assuming that genes which are positively selected in both matrotrophic and
lecithotrophic poeciliids are not likely responsible for the differences in placentation
between the two groups.
Using this strategy, we identified 18 genes evolving under positive selection
exclusively in H. formosa. Additionally, we identified six duplicated segments
affecting a small number of genes. Significantly, mammalian orthologs of a
substantial number of these genes are known to be involved in placental function
and development, although most of these genes have different functions as well. For
instance: protocadherin-10 (Pcdh10) is positively selected in H. formosa, and
expressed in the human placenta (Wolverton and Lalande 2001). Cadherins are
known to be important for placental cell-cell adhesion (Aplin et al. 2009). However,
Pcdh10 is also involved in certain parts of the brain associated with visual and
olfactory function (Hirano et al. 1999), thus selective pressure on this gene could also
occur because of selection on behavioral traits. Distinguishing between significance
in placenta functioning or other functions was further evaluated by comparing gene
function to the morphological differences between the placenta of H. formosa and
that of its lecithotrophic relatives.
The main morphological differences in the placenta between matrotrophic and
lecithotrophic poeciliids are found in the follicular epithelium, which is thicker and
more extensively folded in matrotrophic species (Kwan et al. 2015). For a number of
genes found to be positively selected in H. formosa it is possible they play a role in
this change in tissue structure, most notably mmp15 and timp4. Matrix
metalloproteinases and their inhibitors are responsible for tissue remodeling (Lu et
al. 2011), and both mmp15 and timp4 are active in the mammalian placenta (Yang
et al. 2006; Szabova et al. 2010). Therefore, it is plausible that positive selection
acting on these genes could result in a difference in placental morphology. Similarly,
claudins are also involved in endometrial tissue remodeling, by activating matrix
metalloproteinases (Miyamori et al. 2001; Gaetje et al. 2008). Two claudin genes
found to be positively selected are cldnd and cldn4. Yet another protein family
involved in tissue remodeling are the cadherins, as these cell-cell adhesion proteins
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are involved in transducing the mechanical tension that regulates tissue remodeling
(Hinz and Gabbiani 2003; Twiss and de Rooij 2013). We found one cadherin (pcdh10)
to be positively selected in H. formosa, and another cadherin (cdh1) to be partially
duplicated in H. formosa. Because the duplicated cdh1 is a modular protein,
consisting of six similar cadherin domains, a partial duplication could result in a
functional protein. Both of these cadherins are expressed in the mammalian
placenta, with cdh1 being essential for placental development in mice (Wolverton
and Lalande 2001; Aplin et al. 2009; Stemmler and Bedzhov 2010). Finally, btbd7 is
involved in tissue remodeling as a key regulator of cleft formation in branching
morphogenesis (Onodera et al. 2010). In mammals, branching morphogenesis is an
important mechanism in placental development (Cross et al. 2006). As for poeciliids,
much less is known about the mechanisms that regulate placenta formation,
although cleft-like structures can be observed inside the folds of the follicular
epithelium and branched microvilli in extensive matrotrophs (Grove and Wourms
1991; Kwan et al. 2015). GO terms associated with these genes were also significantly
enriched in positively selected genes in H. formosa, most notably “cell-cell adhesion
via plasma-membrane adhesion molecules”, and “negative regulation of
endopeptidase activity” (supplementary table 2.2).
Molecular pathways other than those involved in tissue remodeling will also have
played a role in placental development. For instance, a thicker follicular epithelium
may result from an increased proliferation of the epithelial cells in H. formosa. Two
of the positively selected genes identified are involved in endometrial cell
proliferation in humans, namely rbl1 and kiaa1324 (Cavallotti et al. 2001; Deng et al.
2010).
Previous studies have shown that matrotrophic species carry an increased number
of vesicles in their placental epithelial cells that are involved in trafficking nutrients
from mother to embryo (Olivera-Tlahuel et al. 2018). We found one gene involved in
the regulation of vesicle trafficking to be positively selected in H. formosa, tmem230.
The involvement of Tmem230 in vesicle trafficking, however, has so far only been
assessed in the brain (Kim et al. 2017). Tmem230 is expressed in the human placenta
(Uhlén et al. 2015), but there is no literature on the function of tmem230 in this
tissue.
These results give us a first insight into the genes that may be involved in the
evolution of the placenta in H. formosa. Future studies should focus on generating
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genomic information for more species from different matrotrophic lineages in the
family Poeciliidae (Reznick et al. 2002). Since the statistical power to detect positive
selection is directly related to the number of species from different independent
evolutionary lineages, adding genome information of more matrotrophic species
and their closely related lecithotrophic ‘sister-species’ is likely to allow the detection
of more matrotrophy-associated genes under positive selection. For example, an
earlier study detected positive selection on the poeciliid igf2 gene using the proteincoding sequence of 38 teleost species (including 26 poeciliids), of which eight are
extensive matrotrophs (O'Neill et al. 2007). In our study, positive selection was not
shown for igf2 (p = 0.12). This result may be a consequence of a different role of igf2
in H. formosa compared to other placental taxa, as it was shown that variation in igf2
expression is not correlated with changes in offspring size in H. formosa (Schrader
and Travis 2012). However, this different result may also be because using less
(matrotrophic) species in the comparison reduces statistical power. In any case,
genomic information for additional species will likely reveal other genes subject to
positive selection that may have gone undetected in the present study. Additionally,
this could also yield new insights into whether placental evolution in the different
independent matrotrophic lineages is the result of selection on related or even the
same genes, which would be an example of parallel evolution.
Finally, the low number of true duplications found in H. formosa reflects the difficulty
of identifying duplicated segments using short read data only. To increase the
amount of gene duplications that can be found, a reference genome of a
matrotrophic poeciliid using long read or scaffolding information would be highly
beneficial. Nevertheless, we were able to identify 18 genes that are exclusively
selected in a highly matrotrophic species. Of these genes a high proportion is
important in mammalian placenta function, suggesting convergence in the genetic
building blocks of placental development between distantly related vertebrate
lineages.

2.4 Conclusions
We found 18 genes that show evidence of positive selection exclusively for the
branch leading to the matrotrophic species Heterandria formosa, and not in any of
the three lecithotrophic species in the family Poeciliidae that were used for
comparison. Additionally, five (partial) gene duplications were identified in H.
formosa. A substantial portion of these genes is involved in endometrial tissue
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remodeling and endometrial cell proliferation, consistent with morphological
changes in the placenta of H. formosa. Based on these results, we hypothesize that
the differences in placental morphology between lecithotrophic and (extensively)
matrotrophic poeciliids are at least partly due to positive selection on genes involved
in tissue remodelling and endometrial cell proliferation.

2.5 Methods
2.5.1 Whole genome sequencing of Heterandria formosa

H. formosa individuals were caught from Wakulla Springs under state permit number
07040111, after which they were transported to Leiden, the Netherlands, where
they were kept in population tanks. An F3-generation female was sacrificed using a
lethal dose of ms-222. DNA was isolated from the liver using the DNeasy kit from
Qiagen, according to the manufacturers’ protocol. 1000 ng of DNA was sheared to a
100-800 bp range using a Covaris S-series sonicator. Genomic fragments were fit with
adapters using the Paired-End DNA Sample Preparation Kit PE-102-1002 (Illumina
inc.) and size-selected for 500 bp. Concentration and size profiles were determined
on a Bioanalyzer 2100 using a High Sensitivity DNA chip. Paired-end sequencing was
performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing system (Illumina Inc.) using the
HiSeq Paired-End Cluster Generation Kit (PE-401-1001) and HiSeq Sequencing kit (FC401-1001), yielding ~40X coverage of paired-end sequencing data.
2.5.2 Heterandria formosa genome assembly

A de novo assembly of the genome of H. formosa was made using SPAdes 3.10.0
(Bankevich et al. 2012), with default settings. To estimate the genome size and
heterozygosity beforehand, we performed k-mer counting (k=20) using the Jellyfish
software (Marçais and Kingsford 2011). Redundant contigs due to heterozygosity of
the sample were removed using redundans v0.13c (Pryszcz and Gabaldón 2016)
using default settings, and this tool was also used to rescaffold the assembly using
paired-read information. After finishing of the assembly, we recalculated
heterozygosity by mapping back the reads to the assembly with BWA 0.7.15 (Li and
Durbin 2009), removing PCR duplicates using SAMtools 1.5 (Li et al. 2009), realigning
using GATK 4.0 (McKenna et al. 2010), before variant calling using the SAMtools
mpileup and bcftools call commands (Li et al. 2009), using default settings.
2.5.3 Coding sequence alignments

Published reference genomes of Poecilia reticulata, Poecilia formosa and
Xiphophorus maculatus were downloaded from the NCBI ftp server. A scan for
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orthologs between these genomes was performed using ProteinOrtho 5.16 (Lechner
et al. 2011), with settings -p=blastn+ and –sim=0.8. We chose to only select 1:1:1
orthologs, of which we found 8,056. In order to locate these genes in the genome of
H. formosa, a 1:1 alignment of the H. formosa assembly to the P. reticulata genome
was created using LAST 810 (Kiełbasa et al. 2011), meaning that every nucleotide
from the H. formosa genome can align to no more than one nucleotide of the P.
reticulata genome, and vice versa. For all selected orthologs, the H. formosa
sequence was then retrieved via this alignment. Only genes for which the coding
sequence was completely covered by the whole genome alignment were selected
for further analysis, which was the case for 6,774 genes. For these genes, four-way
codon alignments of the coding sequence were made using PRANK v.170427
(Löytynoja and Goldman 2008).
2.5.4 Detecting positive selection

To detect positive selection, the codeml program of the PAML (Yang 2007) package
was used. This program provides a number of methods to detect positive selection,
based on the ratio of non-synonymous versus synonymous substitutions (dn/ds), in
the context of a known phylogenetic framework. A phylogenetic tree of the four
species was constructed based on a PRANK alignment of the mitochondrial
cytochrome b gene. For a neutrally evolving sequence, no distinction between
synonymous and non-synonymous mutations is expected, and the dN/dS ratio would
approach 1. Protein-coding genes however, are expected to be conserved, so
purifying selection against non-synonymous mutations is expected (dN/dS << 1).
Indeed, on average, protein-coding genes have a dN/dS ratio far below 1. However,
certain situations can favor synonymous changes in a protein, for instance when a
protein acquires a new (sub)function. This phenomenon is called positive selection
and can lead to elevated dN/dS ratios at some sites in the sequence, or branches in
the phylogeny. PAML provides a number of models to test for the hypothesis that a
gene is evolving under positive selection. For all analyses, we deleted columns with
gaps in the alignment prior to analysis by using the PAML “cleandata” function.
Although this leads to somewhat conservative results, it reduces false positives due
to alignment gaps.
For this study, we use two models. Firstly, we use the site model to detect genes,
which contain sites subject to positive selection across the entire phylogeny. For this,
we compare the fit of a model allowing dN/dS > 1 at certain codons in the coding
sequence (model = 0, NSsites = 2) to a model where dN/dS is not allowed to go above
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1 (model = 0, NSsites = 1). The assumption is that genes subject to positive selection
across the whole phylogeny are not likely to be matrotrophy-associated, as three out
of four investigated species are lecithotrophic. Secondly, we use the branch-site
model to test for positive selection in the phylogenetic branch leading to H. formosa.
Here, again, a model allowing dN/dS > 1 was compared to a model in which this is not
the case, with dN/dS able to vary within both amino acid positions and phylogenetic
branches (model = 2, NSsites = 2, fix_omega = 0 for the selection model, model = 2,
NSsites = 2, fix_omega = 1 for the neutral model). We chose H. formosa as the
foreground branch, testing positive selection for this phylogenetic branch only.
P-values were obtained by performing likelihood ratio tests using a chi-square
distribution (df=2 for the site model, df=1 for the branch-site model, as suggested in
the PAML manual). Correction for multiple testing was performed using the
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995), with 10% False
Discovery Rate (FDR). Genes displaying significant positive selection in the branch
leading to H. formosa were only kept in the analysis if they did not display significant
positive selection for the site model. As an extra check, remaining genes were also
tested for positive selection in all other branches of the phylogeny, and excluded
from further analysis when this was the case. For positively selected genes belonging
to gene families, 1:1 orthology was validated by aligning the H. formosa sequence
against different P. reticulata paralogs of the corresponding gene family, so a false
assessment of positive selection due to alignment to paralogs could be ruled out.
Expression of identified genes was examined by performing blastn searches against
the published transcriptome of the closely related P. prolifica (Jue et al. 2018),
searching only against the placental and ovarian transcripts (supplementary table
2.1).
2.5.5 GO term enrichment analysis

GO terms enriched in genes subject to positive selection were detected using GOrilla
(Eden et al. 2009). GOrilla takes a ranked list of genes and looks for GO terms
occurring densely at the top of this list. For this, genes were ranked based on their
p-value from the branch-site test, using H. formosa as foreground branch. We chose
this method because the amount of positively selected genes in H. formosa was too
small to find any enriched GO terms using ‘classical’ enrichment analysis (e.g.
enriched GO terms in a list of significant genes compared to a background list).
2.5.6 Detecting gene duplications
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H. formosa sequencing reads were mapped on the P. reticulata genome using BWA
0.7.15 (Li and Durbin 2009). Duplicate read removal and realignment was performed
using GATK 4.0 (McKenna et al. 2010). Breakpoints in the genome indicating
potential copy number variations (CNVs) were detected by running Lumpy 0.2.13
(Layer et al. 2014) on the resulting alignment file. Because of the phylogenetic
distance between H. formosa and P. reticulata, regions in the genome containing no
mapped reads due to sequence divergence could not be distinguished from regions
deleted in H. formosa. As a result, deletions could not be reliably assessed.
Therefore, we focused on duplicated segments. Potential duplications were
validated by comparing the read depth in a potentially duplicated segment to the
average read depth of the alignment file, followed by visual evaluation in JBrowse
(Skinner et al. 2009b). For the validation of a potential duplication, four criteria were
used. First, the read depth signal had to be at least 2 times the average read depth
of the genome. Second, the coverage inside the putative duplication had to be even,
that is, no coverage spikes because of repetitive elements that increase the average
read depth. Third, a clear breakpoint on both sides of the CNV with discordant reads
had to be visible. Fourth, only duplications with a minimum length of 1 kb were
considered. To generate a set of H. formosa–specific duplications, resequencing
libraries of P. reticulata, P. formosa and swordtail (Xiphophorus hellerii) were
downloaded from GenBank, and the same analysis was performed for these species.
If a putative duplication found in H. formosa was also found in one of these species,
it was excluded from further analysis. Expression of genes that overlap with a
duplication was examined by performing blastn searches against the published
transcriptome of the closely related P. prolifica (Jue et al. 2018), searching only
against the placental and ovarian transcripts (supplementary table 2.1).
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Abstract
The evolution of a placenta is predicted to be accompanied by rapid evolution of
genes involved in processes that regulate mother-offspring interactions during
pregnancy, such as placenta formation, embryonic development and nutrient
transfer to offspring. However, these predictions have only been tested in
mammalian species, where only a single instance of placenta evolution has occurred.
In this light, the genus Poeciliopsis is a particularly interesting model for placenta
evolution, because in this genus a placenta has evolved independently from the
mammalian placenta. Here, we present and compare genome assemblies of two
species of the livebearing fish genus Poeciliopsis (family Poeciliidae) that differ in
their reproductive strategy: Poeciliopsis retropinna which has a well-developed
complex placenta and Poeciliopsis turrubarensis which lacks a placenta. We applied
different assembly strategies for each species: PacBio sequencing for P. retropinna
(622Mbp assembly, contig N50 of 21.6 Mbp) and 10X Genomics Chromium
technology for P. turrubarensis (597Mbp assembly, contig N50 of 4.2Mbp). Using the
high contiguity of these genome assemblies and near-completeness of gene
annotations to our advantage, we searched for gene duplications and performed a
genome-wide scan for genes evolving under positive selection. We find rapid
evolution in major parts of several molecular pathways involved in parent-offspring
interaction in P. retropinna, both in the form of gene duplications as well as positive
selection. We conclude that the evolution of the placenta in the genus Poeciliopsis is
accompanied by rapid evolution of genes involved in similar genomic pathways as
found in mammals.
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3.1 Introduction
The origin of biological innovations is one of the most tantalizing questions in
evolution – how does something seemingly complex emerge? All biological
innovations ultimately find their origin in the genome. The evolution of genes, and
the selective pressures on them to modify traits, or even generate novelties, can be
studied by comparative analysis. With an increase in the number of sequenced
genomes, and improvements in cost and quality, the power of comparative genomic
methods is similarly increasing, bringing this approach within reach to study well
established, classic, evolutionary models of biological innovation.
The fish family Poeciliidae (sensu (Parenti 1981)) constitutes such an evolutionary
model. The Poeciliidae form a large family of live-bearing fish, consisting of
approximately 275 species (Van Der Laan et al. 2014). They are widely distributed
across the American continents, living in South-, Middle- and North America, as well
as in the Caribbean (Reis et al. 2003). Species within this family are models for a
variety of research areas, including cancer research (Meierjohann and Schartl 2006),
invasion biology (Hoffberg et al. 2018), life history evolution (Reznick et al. 1996),
phenotypic plasticity (Trexler et al. 1990), sexual selection (Basolo 1990) and
placenta evolution (Pollux et al. 2009). Because of their use in various research areas,
the genomes of several poeciliid species have been sequenced and assembled,
including members of four major genera Poecilia, Xiphophorus, Gambusia and
Poeciliopsis (Schartl et al. 2013; Künstner et al. 2016; Shen et al. 2016a; Hoffberg et
al. 2018; Warren et al. 2018; Mateos et al. 2019).
Within the Poeciliidae, the genus Poeciliopsis plays a particularly important role as a
model for the evolution of the placenta. Within this genus, the placenta evolved
independently three times (Reznick et al. 2002). As a consequence, this genus
contains closely related species that either have or lack a placenta (referred to as
matrotrophic and lecithotrophic species, respectively). Additionally, the species that
have placentas show a more or less continuous variation in the complexity of the
placenta (Turner 1940; Kwan et al. 2015). This remarkable variation within a single
genus allows for a comparison between closely related species that differ in the
degree of placentation.
The implications of creating an interface between mother and offspring - that is, a
placenta - have been the subject of a number of theories. For instance, it has been
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predicted that the evolution of the placenta should result in parent-offspring
conflict: while it is in the mother’s interest to balance the reproductive investments
among her offspring, it is in each of the individual offspring’s interest to claim more
for itself than would be in the interest of the mother to give (Trivers 1974; Zeh and
Zeh 2000; Crespi and Semeniuk 2004). The placenta is the site where this conflict is
most apparent, because of the intimate contact between mother and offspring (Zeh
and Zeh 2000). On a genomic level, parent-offspring conflict has been predicted to
manifest in rapid antagonistic co-evolution of genes involved in placenta formation,
embryonic development and nutrient transfer to offspring (Haig 1993; Zeh and Zeh
2000). In mammals, several studies support this hypothesis. For example, placental
Cadherin (CDH) genes evolve under positive selection in humans (Summers and
Crespi 2005). It is hypothesized that this rapid change is driven by antagonistic coevolution between CDH genes and genes that modify their binding or expression,
due to the influence of CDH genes on nutrient transfer from mother to offspring. In
addition to positive selection, it has been shown that this rapid evolution of placental
genes can also manifest in the form of gene duplications (Knox and Baker 2008).
Examples of these duplications are for instance the duplication of BMP8 in mice
(Zhao and Hogan 1996) and the expansion of the pregnancy-associated glycoprotein
(PAG) gene family in artiodactyl species (Hughes et al. 2000). Within the Poeciliidae,
evidence for this rapid genomic change as a consequence of placenta evolution is
scarce (but see (O'Neill et al. 2007)).
Another predicted consequence of placenta evolution is a shift from pre-copulatory
sexual selection to post-copulatory or even post-zygotic mechanisms of selection
(Zeh and Zeh 2000). Indeed, it has been shown that the evolution of the placenta in
the Poeciliidae correlates with phenotypic and behavioral male traits that are
associated with a reduced reliance on pre-copulatory female mate choice (e.g. an
absence of, or less intense, body coloration, courtship behavior and ornamental
display traits) (Pollux et al. 2014). The placenta is further associated with smaller
male bodies and longer genitalia, traits that facilitate sneak mating and aid in
circumventing pre-copulatory female mate choice (Pollux et al. 2014). If placental
species indeed rely more on post-copulatory or post-zygotic means of selection, then
this should be reflected in the selective pressures on genes involved in these
processes. An example of a post-copulatory process is sperm competition, which in
mammals is known to drive the rapid evolution of sperm proteins (Torgerson et al.
2002). However, it is currently unknown whether increased post-copulatory
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selection also drives rapid evolution of sperm proteins in placental species from the
Poeciliidae.
Placental evolution is thus predicted to be accompanied by rapid evolution of genes
involved in placenta formation, embryonic development and nutrient transfer to
offspring, as well as sperm proteins. However, whether placentation universally
results in similar selection on the same pathways is unknown – the placenta in
mammals evolved only once, making it very difficult to disentangle the genomic
innovations and drivers behind this evolutionary novelty. To test whether similar
drivers operate in the evolution of the placenta in fish, we sequenced and assembled
the genomes of two species from the genus Poeciliopsis (family Poeciliidae): P.
retropinna and P. turrubarensis. Although these two species are from the same
genus, P. retropinna has a complex placenta, whereas P. turrubarensis completely
lacks a placenta (Reznick et al. 2002). Comparing these genomes allows us to identify
differences between these two closely related species that may stem from selection
on genes associated with placentation. We employ two novel sequencing techniques
to sequence these genomes: PacBio long read sequencing for P. retropinna (Rhoads
and Au 2015), and 10X Genomics linked read sequencing, generating ‘pseudo long
reads’, for P. turrubarensis (Weisenfeld et al. 2017). Both of these techniques allow
for very high contiguity assemblies, either by generating very long reads (PacBio) or
by using barcodes to mark sequencing reads originating from the same DNA
molecule (10X Genomics).
As more high-quality genomes become available, it is becoming increasingly clear
that some evolutionary novelties are based on structural variations, such as gene
duplications. The high contiguity expected from our study should enable us to
investigate such gene duplications and assess their potential role in generating
evolutionary innovations such as the placenta. Additionally, genome annotations
generated in this study allow us to perform a genome-wide scan for genes evolving
under positive selection in these two genomes. Using these methods, we can test
the hypothesis that the evolution of the placenta in the genus Poeciliopsis is
accompanied by rapid evolution of genes involved in placenta formation, embryonic
development, nutrient transfer to offspring and sperm proteins.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1 Genome assemblies

We sequenced and assembled the genomes of P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis,
using two different sequencing techniques. The genome of P. retropinna was
sequenced and assembled using ~80X coverage PacBio sequencing, supplemented
with ~40X coverage Illumina 150 bp paired end data for assembly polishing. The
genome of P. turrubarensis was sequenced and assembled using 10X Genomics
linked reads, sequenced on an Illumina platform. Both assemblies show good quality
metrics. Total assembled bases are congruent with estimated genome size based on
k-mer analysis, with the P. turrubarensis genome estimated to be slightly smaller
than the P. retropinna genome (table 3.1). Both genomes show good contiguity,
although the P. retropinna assembly is more contiguous than the P. turrubarensis
assembly, having a scaffold N50 of 21.6 Mb, with half of the assembly contained
within just 13 scaffolds. A blast search for telomeric repeat sequences showed that
for three scaffolds, telomeres could be found on both sides, indicating that these
scaffolds were completely assembled chromosomes (Figure 3.2B, Supplementary
figure 3.1). In terms of expected genes, both genome assemblies are very complete:
97.5% and 95.5% of universal single-copy orthologs are present and full-length in the
assembly of P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis, respectively (table 3.1). The genomes
of P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis have similar repeat contents of 20.8% and
18.5%. This is comparable to other sequenced poeciliid species (Künstner et al. 2016;
Hoffberg et al. 2018).
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Table 3.1 Assembly statistics for the P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis assemblies.

Assembly size

P. retropinna
621.8 Mb

P. turrubarensis
597.0 Mb

Predicted genome size (k-mer analysis)

621 Mb

586 Mb

Scaffold N50

21.6 Mb

4.2 Mb

Scaffold L50

13

35

Scaffold N90

6.0 Mb

0.34 Mb

Scaffold L90

31

195

Largest scaffold

30.7 Mb

17.0 Mb

Total number of scaffolds

78

5398

GC content

38.8%

39.5%

Repeat content

20.8%

18.5%

Heterozygosity

0.22%

0.34%

BUSCO score

97.5%

95.5%

Number of predicted genes

25,375

24,077

Synteny between the two assemblies is highly conserved, and large collinear blocks
can be observed when aligning the assemblies (supplementary table 3.1). When
aligning the five largest scaffolds from P. turrubarensis to the P. retropinna assembly,
all but one of these scaffolds fall within a single P. retropinna scaffold, without signs
of chromosomal rearrangements (figure 3.1A). The five largest P. retropinna
scaffolds align to a number of P. turrubarensis scaffolds each, which is a logical
consequence of the difference in contiguity between the two assemblies. Again,
almost no large-scale rearrangements are evident (figure 3.1B). By contrast, when
aligning the P. retropinna assembly to the published Poecilia reticulata genome
assembly, many within-chromosome inversions and rearrangements can be
observed. However, on the inter-chromosomal level, synteny is still highly conserved
(figure 3.1C).
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Figure 3.1 A: Dotplot of the five largest scaffolds of the P. turrubarensis assembly, compared
to the P. retropinna assembly. B: Dotplot of the five biggest scaffolds of the P. retropinna
assembly, compared to the P. turrubarensis assembly. C: Dotplot of the five biggest scaffolds
of the P. retropinna assembly, compared to the published Poecilia reticulata assembly. Only
alignments longer than 1 Kb from scaffolds longer than 1 Mb were plotted. Color codes: blue:
forward alignment, red: reverse alignment.

3.2.1 Genome annotation

The genome assemblies of P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis were annotated using
the BRAKER2 pipeline (Hoff et al. 2019), with subsequent filtering steps to filter out
predicted genes that were likely false positives (see methods). In total, 25,375
protein-coding genes were predicted for P. retropinna, and 24,077 for P.
turrubarensis. These numbers are slightly higher compared to genome assemblies
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from the related Poecilia reticulata and Xiphophorus maculatus (Schartl et al. 2013;
Künstner et al. 2016), but similar to Poecilia formosa and other members from the
subgenus Mollinesia (Warren et al. 2018). The annotations of the P. retropinna and
P. turrubarensis genomes contained 94.5% and 95.4% of all universal single-copy
orthologs, respectively, as determined by running BUSCO on the predicted
transcriptome.
We characterized repeat content and composition using the RepeatModeler and
RepeatMasker programs (Smit and Hubley 2008; Smit et al.). Furthermore, satellite
DNA was identified using Tandem Repeat Finder (Benson 1999). Repeat content is
similar for both genome assemblies (20.8% for P. retropinna, 18.5% for P.
turrubarensis). DNA elements are the main repeat class for both genomes
(Supplementary table 3.2). When looking at the repeat content throughout the
largest scaffolds, some repetitive “hotspots” can be observed near the edges of
these scaffolds (Figure 3.2C, Supplementary figure 3.1). Differences in occurrence
are even more pronounced when looking only at satellite DNA (figure 3.2D,
Supplementary figure 3.1). Regions with high density of satellite DNA likely
correspond to centromeric regions, as centromeric DNA is usually satellite-rich (Lee
et al. 1997). Additionally, the location of these satellite “hotspots” corresponds well
to the most likely location of the centromeres, as chromosomes of Poeciliidae
species are acrocentric (Cimino 1973; Haaf and Schmid 1984).
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Figure 3.2 Overview of scaffold 2 of the P. retropinna assembly, a presumed completely
assembled chromosome. Statistics are displayed in bins (bars) and moving average (line). A:
gene density as percent of bins covered by genic region, 200kb bins. B: blast hits for telomeric
repeats, 200kb bins. C: repeat content as identified by RepeatMasker, 100kb bins. D: satellite
content as identified by Tandem Repeat Finder, 100kb bins. E: Pairwise nucleotide divergence
between P. retropinna and aligned P. turrubarensis assembly, 100kb bins. F: Dotplot between
P. retropinna scaffold 2 and aligned scaffolds of the P. turrubarensis assembly.

3.2.3 Whole genome alignment and gene duplications

We aligned the genome assemblies of P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis to each
other and to the published genome of the guppy, Poecilia reticulata, (Künstner et al.
2016) using the reference free whole genome aligner ProgressiveCactus (Paten et al.
2011). The resulting alignments were post-processed into pairwise synteny blocks
(see methods for details). Pairwise average nucleotide divergence between the P.
retropinna and P. turrubarensis assemblies were computed, and likewise between
these two assemblies and the Poecilia reticulata assembly (figure 3.2, supplementary
figure 3.2). Nucleotide divergence between pairs of species was higher in regions
with high repeat density. On average, nucleotide divergence between Poecilia
reticulata and P. turrubarensis was higher than nucleotide divergence between
Poecilia reticulata and P. retropinna (supplementary figure 3.2), although both
species pairs have the same most recent common ancestor (Pollux et al. 2014).
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Gene duplications are an important driving force in adaptive evolution. Duplicated
segments from the whole genome alignment were extracted and checked for
duplicated genes. Using this method, we identified 151 duplicated segments in the
P. retropinna genome, and 102 duplicated segments on the P. turrubarensis genome.
On these segments, 29 duplicated genes were identified in P. retropinna, and 4
duplicated genes in P. turrubarensis (supplementary table 3.3).
Within the duplicated genes in P. retropinna, we found a number of genes that code
for sperm-associated proteins. Three duplicated proteins (spag6, cfap58 and cep162)
are a part of sperm flagella or cilia in mammals (Sapiro et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2013;
Nixon et al. 2018), and their expression (in humans) is either restricted to testis
(spag6 and cfap58), or biased towards testis (cep162) (Uhlén et al. 2015). One more
gene that is duplicated in P. retropinna (gcnt1) is involved in sialyl Lewis X antigen
presentation, which is the antigen responsible for sperm-to-egg cell recognition
(Pang et al. 2011).
Another interesting result is the expansion of the Vitellogenin (vtg) gene family in P.
retropinna. Vitellogenin is an egg yolk precursor, but in placental teleosts may be
involved in post-fertilization nutrient provisioning (Vega-López et al. 2007). Other
poeciliid fish have three vtg genes: two similarly sized vtg genes that are placed in
tandem (vtg1 and vtg2), and a smaller vtg on a different location on the same
chromosome (vtg3). However, in P. retropinna, vtg1 is duplicated, leading to a
cluster of three vtg genes placed in tandem, along with the additional vtg3 gene
(figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 A: Phylogeny of the vtg gene family in five poeciliid fish species. B: conserved
synteny of the vtg gene cluster in five poeciliid species.

3.2.4 Positive selection

We performed likelihood tests for positive selection in phylogenetic branches
leading to P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis using the codeml program from the
PAML package (Yang 2007). Briefly, the hypothesis was tested that a coding
sequence shows an elevated ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous mutations at
certain codon sites, in one of the tested branches, implemented in PAML as the
branch-site model. For this, we used 1:1 orthologous genes found in four poeciliid
genomes, of which the coding sequence was aligned using a codon-aware aligner
(see methods). We found 180 genes evolving under positive selection in P.
retropinna, and 165 genes evolving under positive selection in P. turrubarensis, using
a 5% false discovery rate (supplementary table 3.4). GO term enrichment analysis
showed that the genes evolving under positive selection in P. retropinna were
significantly enriched for genes involved in “neural system development”, and
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“protein targeting to peroxisome” (supplementary table 3.5). We found that five out
of seven genes with GO term “protein targeting to peroxisome” in this gene set are
involved in peroxisomal lipid metabolism, while the other two genes are involved in
regulating the transport of enzymes to the peroxisomes.
Shown in figure 3.4 is the probability of positive selection for each amino acid of one
of these peroxisomal enzymes, peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type 2
(hsd17b4). This enzyme is involved in peroxisomal beta oxidation of fatty acids.
Positive selection is most apparent in three subsequent residues inside the Nterminal MaoC-like dehydratase domain. This domain contains no catalytic sites, but
instead determines substrate specificity (Koski et al. 2004). Therefore, positive
selection within this domain may change the substrates on which the enzyme acts,
without impairing catalytic function.

Figure 3.4 Likelihood of positive selection for each codon in P. retropinna peroxisomal
multifunctional enzyme 2. Conserved domains are plotted on the bottom panel. Color codes
for probability of positive selection: Red > 95% > blue > 90% > light blue > 50% > grey.

Additionally, we found several genes coding for parts of the Wnt signaling pathway
to be positively selected in P. retropinna (wnt6, wnt7b, cxxc4, rspo2, ctnnd1),
suggesting changes in this pathway as well. The Wnt signaling pathway is an essential
signaling cascade in embryonic development throughout the vertebrate lineage
(Clevers 2006), and a regulator of placenta formation in mammals (Sonderegger et
al. 2010).
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For P. turrubarensis, significant enrichment among positively selected genes was
found for the GO term “phosphate-containing compound metabolic process”
(supplementary table 3.6). Genes belonging to this GO term seemed to be involved
in a variety of metabolic processes and pathways, in which we did not observe a clear
trend.
It is predicted that mate choice prior to copulation plays a more important role in
sexual selection in non-placental (lecithotrophic) species compared to their placental
relatives. In our analysis, we find four genes involved in vision that are positively
selected in P. turrubarensis (eya4, rlbp1, opso, rp9). Positive selection on genes
involved in vision could facilitate optimizing signaling of visual cues from potential
mating candidates. Additionally, we found evidence of positive selection in P.
turrubarensis for the Melanin Concentrating Hormone Receptor 1 (mchr1) gene.
Melanin concentrating hormone is involved in pigment pattern formation in teleosts
(Nagai et al. 1986).

3.3 Discussion
Studying the origin of biological innovations by comparative approach requires highquality genomes and fairly complete gene sets. To meet this requirement, we
sequenced and assembled the genomes of two live-bearing fish from the same
genus: Poeciliopsis retropinna and Poeciliopsis turrubarensis. The resulting genomes
are of high contiguity and quality, and will be valuable for future genomic analyses
that involve these species.
Although both assemblies showed good quality metrics, the P. retropinna assembly,
based on PacBio sequencing, outperformed the P. turrubarensis assembly both in
terms of contiguity and gene completeness, especially in regions that are rich in
repeats. (figure 3.2, supplementary figure 3.1). An additional advantage of the
PacBio assembly is that we could validate tandem duplications directly by mapping
reads to the assembly (see supplementary figure 3.3 for example). However, these
advantages come at a cost, as PacBio is considerably more expensive in raw
sequence generation and computational resources for assembly, even with an
efficient assembler such as wtdbg2. A possible reason for the difference in contiguity
is that 10X Genomics based assemblies, even more so than PacBio based assemblies,
rely heavily on the extraction of very high molecular weight DNA. DNA extraction
based on red blood cells allows for the highest molecular weight DNA, since no
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mechanical degradation of tissue is necessary for DNA extraction. Sampling blood,
however, is not feasible for these small fishes as single fish simply do not contain
sufficient quantities. Extracting DNA from tissues, as was done in this study, results
in additional mechanical stress on DNA, resulting in a shorter average molecule size
(~40kb). Finally, the 10X Genomics method is primarily optimized for mammalian
genomes; non-mammalian genomes are known to result in reduced contiguity.
Despite the observed difference in contiguity, the quality of both genomes allows for
a comprehensive and systematic assessment of gene duplications, as well as a
genome-wide scan for genes evolving under positive selection.
The evolution of the placenta in mammals was accompanied by an increased rate of
evolution of genes involved in mother-offspring interaction: genes involved in
nutrient transfer to offspring, embryonic development and placenta formation (Clark
et al. 2003; Crespi and Semeniuk 2004; Nielsen et al. 2005). Furthermore, sperm
selection is predicted to intensify in placental species (Zeh and Zeh 2000) and is
hypothesized to drive rapid evolution of sperm proteins in placental mammals
(Torgerson et al. 2002). Our results indicate that similar processes are ongoing in the
placental P. retropinna.
The high rate of evolution of genes involved in nutrient transfer in P. retropinna may
provide insights into the metabolic mechanisms that play a role in the evolution of
the poecilid placenta. Specifically, five enzymes involved in peroxisomal lipid
metabolism evolve under positive selection in P. retropinna, as well as two genes
involved in protein transport to the peroxisomes, highlighting a very specific
metabolic pathway. Lipids metabolized in the peroxisome include very long chain
fatty acids and certain steroids (Mannaerts and Van Veldhoven 1996). The
expression of these enzymes is regulated by the Peroxisome Proliferator Receptor α
(PPARα) nuclear receptor (Reddy and Chu 1996), and it has been reported that
PPARα regulates placental lipid metabolism through the proliferation of
peroxisomes in rats (Martinez et al. 2008). Co-upregulation of peroxisomal lipid
metabolizing enzymes and Vitellogenin was observed after treatment with
estrogenic compounds in Zebrafish (Ortiz-Zarragoitia and Cajaraville 2005). These
results may suggest that changes in peroxisomal lipid metabolism in P. retropinna
result from a shift from pre- to post-fertilization provisioning that is inherent to the
evolution of a placenta. Directly related to this may be the expansion of the
Vitellogenin (vtg) gene family in P. retropinna. Vitellogenin proteins are egg yolk
precursors that, in non-placental poeciliids, are synthesized in the liver before being
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transferred to the oocyte to build up nutrient supply, a process called vitellogenesis
(Rocha et al. 2008). Placental poeciliids such as P. retropinna supply only a very small
amount of yolk before fertilization, which makes an expansion of the vtg gene family
seem somewhat counterintuitive at first. However, it has been shown that
Vitellogenin is also used as a means of post-fertilization maternal nutrient
provisioning in placental fish from the family Goodeidae (Vega-López et al. 2007).
This duplication suggests that Vitellogenin may fulfil a similar function in P.
retropinna. At the same time, the egg, although small, does contain some yolk. One
of the vtg gene copies may be involved new role in embryo provisioning, while the
other remains active in yolking the egg. Although we have no further evidence to
support this, it can be hypothesized that the two copies therefore have different
timing in expression.
Innovations in tissue development, as clearly the case during placental evolution,
require novel recruitment of signalling- and other pathways involved in cell
differentiation and cell migration. In this study we report the rapid evolution of genes
involved in embryonic development in P. retropinna. The most striking finding are
five genes involved in the Wnt signalling pathway that were found to evolve under
positive selection. This pathway is crucial in early embryonic development and tissue
formation, and its function is conserved across vertebrates as well as some
invertebrates (Clevers 2006). By contrast, no members of the Wnt pathway were
found to evolve under positive selection in P. turrubarensis, implying that these
changes are not characteristic for the genus Poeciliopsis but rather a feature of the
lineage leading to the placental P. retropinna.
Another compelling finding is that four genes encoding sperm-associated proteins
are duplicated in P. retropinna. Three out of four of these proteins are located in
sperm flagella of cilia. This may be an indication for increased post-copulatory
selection in P. retropinna, for instance on sperm quantity or quality. However, we
also find some evidence for rapid evolution of sperm proteins in the non-placental
P. turrubarensis in the form of positive selection on three sperm-associated genes
(spata4, spata17, spag16). These proteins are involved in sperm production (Liu et
al. 2004; Nie et al. 2013) and motility (Zhang et al. 2007). Although it is predicted that
sperm selection intensifies in placental species, sperm selection plays a role in nonplacental poeciliids as well (Brown et al. 2018). These results indicate a continuing
selection on sperm-related traits, with possible different traits related to the
different life histories in the two species under study.
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The rapid evolution of genes involved in mother-offspring interactions in mammals
show a high degree of overlap, in the pathways involved, with accelerated evolution
in genes in P. retropinna. On the gene level, we do not find convergence between
our results and studies on the genomic consequences of mammalian placenta
evolution (Clark et al. 2003; Crespi and Semeniuk 2004; Nielsen et al. 2005; Hou et
al. 2009). This may be explained by the fact that while the mammalian and poeciliid
placentas perform a similar function (e.g. post-fertilization nutrient transfer to
offspring), the morphological and physiological characteristics of these placentas are
in fact quite different (Griffith and Wagner 2017). For example, the vtg1 gene that is
duplicated in P. retropinna, and which may be involved in lipid transfer to offspring
in that species, is not functional in mammals. In mammals lipid transfer to offspring
is mediated by other proteins such as apolipoprotein B-100 (Madsen et al. 2004).
Similarly, many aspects of placentation may be functionally convergent but not
molecularly homologous between the poeciliid and mammalian placenta.
Genomes of non-model species are increasingly accessible for accurate
characterization and annotation, creating opportunities for comparative analyses by
filling in crucial phylogenetic gaps providing powerful evolutionary contrasts. This
study shows compelling evidence for selection on genes and pathways involved in a
key life history trait, providing a valuable hypothesis on placental evolution in
livebearing fish that can be readily tested in future studies.

3.4 Methods
3.4.1 DNA preparation and sequencing

A male individual of P. retropinna and a male individual of P. turrubarensis were
caught at Rio Cañas, Costa Rica. DNA was extracted using the Qiagen Genomic-tip
100/G DNA extraction kit, following the instructions on the manufacturer’s protocol.
For the P. turrubarensis sample, extracted DNA was size-selected for fragments >
30kb using a BluePippin system. The P. retropinna DNA was sequenced on a PacBio
Sequel System (Rhoads and Au 2015), generating ~6.75 million reads with an N50
read length of ~17kb. Additionally, a fraction of the same DNA was sequenced on an
Illumina HiSeq 4000 sequencer, generating ~240 million 150bp paired-end reads. The
P. turrubarensis DNA was processed by a Chromium controller chip, together with
10x Chromium reagents and gel beads following the manufacturer’s protocol.
Subsequently, the DNA was sequenced in a single lane of an Illumina HiSeq X Ten
sequencer, producing ~344 million 150bp paired-end reads.
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For generating RNA-seq data, pregnant females were stored in RNAlater. Dissection
of individual maternal follicles was performed in the laboratory and stored in TriZol.
RNA was extracted from late stage maternal follicles in six P. retropinna and one P.
turrubarensis females using a Direct-zol RNA miniprep kit. Total RNA was then
depleted of rRNA as described by (Adiconis et al. 2013). This depletion was only
partial, because human DNA oligos were used, as Poeciliopsis-specific DNA oligos
tiling rRNAs do not exist. Libraries were subsequently prepared using the NEBNext
Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina for use with rRNA depleted RNA.
In brief, 100ng of each RNA sample was subjected to a 7-minute fragmentation and
primed using random primers, followed immediately by cDNA synthesis. Samples
were end-prepped and standard NEBNext adapters were ligated to the resulting
cDNAs. Each sample was enriched for adapter ligated DNA using a 7-cycle PCR with
each sample using a unique index primer, and then purified using Ampure XP beads.
Library quality was assessed using both Qubit and Bioanalyzer technology. Libraries
were multiplexed, and then sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq using one 150 cycle
High Output v2 kit.
3.4.2 Poeciliopsis retropinna assembly

Before assembly of the Poeciliopsis retropinna genome, genome size and
heterozygosity were estimated using a k-mer analysis. K-mers from Illumina short
reads were counted using KMC 3 (Kokot et al. 2017). The assembly was generated
using a hybrid pipeline where reads were corrected using Canu v1.7.1 (Koren et al.
2017)
using
settings
genomeSize=625m,
MhapSensitivity=normal,
correctedErrorRate=0.085, corMhapSensitivity=normal, corOutCoverage=50, and
assembly was performed by wtdbg v2.1 (Ruan and Li 2019) using default settings.
After assembly, redundant contigs corresponding to heterozygous regions in the
genome were removed using Redundans v0.14a (Pryszcz and Gabaldón 2016), only
using the reduction step of the pipeline. Then, the assembly was re-scaffolded using
SSPACE-longread v1-1 (Boetzer and Pirovano 2014). The reasons for re-scaffolding
an assembly already based on long reads are twofold: first, contigs corresponding to
heterozygous regions of the genome were removed by running Redundans. These
sections of the genome can decrease contiguity of an assembly by breaking contigs
at heterozygous parts. After these contigs were removed this was no longer an issue,
allowing further scaffolding of the assembly. Second, assembly was performed after
read correction by Canu, which uses all reads to correct the longest reads
corresponding to 50X coverage (as determined by the corOutCoverage parameter).
Other reads that are not used for the assembly may still bridge multiple contigs. After
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re-scaffolding, the draft assembly was polished by aligning Illumina reads to the
genome using bwa v0.7.5, using the ‘mem’ option (Li and Durbin 2009), after which
the assembly was polished in two rounds using Pilon v1.22 (Walker et al. 2014). Gene
completeness was assessed using BUSCO 3.0.2 (Simão et al. 2015). The assembly was
checked for possible mis-assemblies by alignment to the published guppy (Poecilia
reticulata) genome assembly (v1.0) (Künstner et al. 2016) using MUMmer 3.23 (Kurtz
et al. 2004). One putative mis-assembly was manually corrected.
3.4.3 Poeciliopsis turrubarensis assembly

For the Poeciliopsis turrubarensis assembly, Illumina basecall files were
demultiplexed using bcl2fastq v2.20 (https://support.illumina.com/sequencing/
sequencing_software/bcl2fastq-conversion-software.html), after which they were
assembled using the Supernova assembler v2.1.1 (Weisenfeld et al. 2017), using
setting --maxreads=300,000,000, producing an assembly with a size of 618 Mb, and
a scaffold N50 of 4.2 Mb. Although the Supernova assembler should separate
haplotypes for the majority of the genome, we still observed a number of redundant
contigs belonging to heterozygous regions in the genome that were assembled
separately. We removed these using Redundans v0.14a (Pryszcz and Gabaldón
2016), using only the reduction step of the pipeline. Gene completeness was
assessed using BUSCO 3.0.2 (Simão et al. 2015).
3.4.4 Genome annotation

Placental RNA-seq libraries of P. retropinna and RNA-seq libraries of the
corresponding follicular tissue in P. turrubarensis were aligned to their respective
genomes using HISAT2 2.1.0 (Sirén et al. 2014). Additionally, published RNA-seq
libaries of Poeciliopsis prolifica (Jue et al. 2018) tissues were downloaded from
GenBank and aligned in the same way. For both genomes, a de novo repeat library
was constructed using RepeatModeler 1.0.11 (Smit and Hubley 2008). Subsequently,
the genome was softmasked using RepeatMasker 4.0.7 (Smit et al. 2013), using these
newly created species-specific repeat libraries. The softmasked genomes were
subsequently annotated using the BRAKER2 pipeline (Hoff et al. 2019). Besides the
aligned RNA-seq, protein sets from Poecilia reticulata and Xiphophorus maculatus
were included as additional evidence for the annotation pipeline. After annotation,
gene predictions were filtered by scanning all predicted proteins for functional
domains against the protein family (pfam) database (Bateman et al. 2004), using
HMMer 3.2.1 (Mistry et al. 2013). Predicted genes coding for a protein without any
known protein domain were excluded from the final gene set. Additionally, predicted
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genes having a total length shorter than 500 base pairs were also excluded from the
gene set. Functional annotations were added by performing protein Blast (Altschul
et al. 1990) searches to the Swissprot database (Boeckmann et al. 2003) and running
InterProScan (Jones et al. 2014) to add domain information for every predicted
protein.
3.4.5 Whole genome alignment

Soft-masked assemblies of P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis were aligned to each
other and to the published genome assembly of Poecilia reticulata (Künstner et al.
2016) using ProgressiveCactus (Paten et al. 2011). Pairwise alignments were
obtained by generating a Multi Alignment Format (MAF) file for pairs of species using
the hal2maf utility that is part of the hal toolbox (Hickey et al. 2013). Then, synteny
blocks were formed by chaining the resulting pairwise alignments using UCSCs
axtChain program (Kent et al. 2003). Because the ProgressiveCactus alignment is
reference-free, we could obtain these synteny blocks relative to each of the three
genomes that we used, as well as from within-genome alignments (paralogous
blocks). Chains were converted to GFF3 format for further analysis and visualization
in Jbrowse (Skinner et al. 2009a).
3.4.6 Gene duplications

Gene duplications between the genomes of P. retropinna and P. turrubarensis were
assessed using synteny blocks, applying the following criteria. First, regions of the
reference genome where multiple synteny blocks of the query genome align to the
same region of the reference genome were extracted. Then, these regions were
filtered on the following criteria: (1) the overlapping synteny blocks should also
overlap in the positions to which their “raw” alignments align, (2) the duplicated
region must be at least 3 kb long, (3) no paralogous alignments should be present
within the duplicated region, (4) the duplication must lie on a scaffold that is bigger
than 100kb, to prevent separate assembly of heterozygous regions of the genome to
mimic a duplication, and (5) the average coverage of mapped short reads within the
duplicated region must not differ more than 25% from both the surrounding region
(10kb upstream and downstream) and the genome-wide average. Genes that were
found to reside within these duplicated regions were extracted from the genome
annotation. To infer the most likely ancestral copy number of these genes, the
Poecilia reticulata genome was included in the alignment as an outgroup. Using the
same methodology as previously stated, the gene copy number was determined for
Poecilia reticulata. Duplications were kept only if the Poecilia reticulata copy number
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matched the non-duplicated state. For an overview of the effect of distinct filtering
steps on amount of duplicated segments passing the filtering, see supplementary
table 3.7.
3.4.7 Positive selection

We detected orthologous genes shared between the genomes of P. retropinna, P.
turrubarensis, Poecilia reticulata (Künstner et al. 2016) and Xiphophorus maculatus
(Schartl et al. 2013) using ProteinOrtho v5.16b (Lechner et al. 2011). To avoid
comparing paralogs, we only selected genes displaying 1:1 orthology for all species.
In total, we found 11323 1:1 orthologs. A codon-aware alignment was made for the
sequences of these orthologs using PRANK v.170427 (Löytynoja 2014). These
alignments were tested for signs positive selection using the codeml program that is
part of PAML 4.9 (Yang 2007). Alignment columns that have gaps in one of the
species were excluded from analysis. All genes were tested for positive selection in
the phylogenetic branch leading to P. retropinna, as well as in the branch leading to
P. turrubarensis by applying the branch-site model. Additionally, we tested the genes
for positive selection across the whole phylogeny using the site model. This way, a
distinction was made between positive selection that is unique for a certain branch
and positive selection that is shared between all poeciliid species. P-values were
obtained by performing likelihood ratio tests using a chi-square distribution,
following recommendations from the PAML manual. Correction for multiple testing
was performed with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg
1995), using a 5% false discovery rate. For genes with sufficient evidence for positive
selection, the sites most likely evolving under positive selection were selected using
the Bayes Empirical Bayes (BEB) analysis integrated in the PAML toolkit.
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The online version of this article (10.1093/molbev/msaa011) contains
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supplementary material referenced to in this thesis are available on the Zenodo
database (10.5281/zenodo.5647272).
Sequencing reads used for both assemblies are available in the European Nucleotide
Archive under accession number PRJEB3354. Genome assemblies are available in
GenBank under accession numbers PRJNA555005 for P. retropinna and
PRJNA555006 for P. turrubarensis.
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Abstract
The evolutionary origin of complex organs challenges empirical study because most
organs evolved hundreds of millions of years ago. The placenta of live-bearing fish in
the family Poeciliidae represents a unique opportunity to study the evolutionary
origin of complex organs, because in this family a placenta evolved at least nine times
independently. It is currently unknown whether this repeated evolution is
accompanied by similar, repeated, genomic changes in placental species. Here we
compare whole genomes of 26 poeciliid species representing six out of nine
independent origins of placentation. Evolutionary rate analysis revealed that the
evolution of the placenta coincides with convergent shifts in the evolutionary rate of
78 protein-coding genes, mainly observed in transporter- and vesicle-located genes.
Furthermore, differences in sequence conservation showed that placental evolution
coincided with similar changes in 76 non-coding regulatory elements, occurring
primarily around genes that regulate development. The unexpected high occurrence
of GATA simple repeats in the regulatory elements suggests an important function
for GATA repeats in developmental gene regulation. The distinction in molecular
evolution observed, with protein-coding parallel changes more often found in
metabolic and structural pathways, compared to regulatory change more frequently
found in developmental pathways, offers a compelling model for complex trait
evolution in general: changing the regulation of otherwise highly conserved
developmental genes may allow for the evolution of complex traits.
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4.1 Introduction
The emergence of complex organs is one of the most significant phenomena in the
evolution of multi-cellular organisms. Characterizing the origin of this complexity is
a challenge because we are most often confronted with the end-products of
evolution as they appear in currently living organisms, with little knowledge on
intermediate stages. Ultimately, the development of these organs is encoded in the
genome. This same genome, however, poses a puzzle: while there is remarkable
diversity in vertebrate morphology, the genes that regulate morphological
development tend to be highly conserved (Gaunt 2002; Hoegg and Meyer 2005).
Over the past decades, developments in genome science have unraveled details in
how cell differentiation, cell signaling, and cell migration shape organisms and their
organs during ontogeny. As the developmental pathways leading to specific
organismal traits are better understood, it is becoming clear that organs, especially
in vertebrates, are not only highly conserved in morphology and physiology, but also
in developmental pathways (Farrell et al. 2018). The deep conservation in
developmental pathways deployed once organs have emerged in evolution,
however, does question the genomic basis of convergence: if structures, such as
organs, develop in parallel in another animal group, is that mirrored in convergence
in underlying molecular pathways, or is the parallel evolution only superficial, based
on different developmental triggers?
Studies of genomic changes associated with convergent phenotypic evolution have
identified genomic changes in physiological and structural genes common to
convergent lineages (Foote et al. 2015; Chikina et al. 2016). However, this alignment
of convergent morphology with convergent changes in the genome does not include
the developmental genes that govern morphology. The absence of the expected
association between developmental genes and phenotypic evolution may be
because evolution has been assessed via changes in amino acid sequences or copy
number, while another cause for morphological evolution could lie in changes in the
spatio-temporal expression patterns of developmental gene expression (Carroll
2008; Levin et al. 2016). Such changes in expression are instead controlled by the
elements that regulate developmental genes.
An excellent model to study convergent evolution of a complex trait is found in the
live-bearing fish family Poeciliidae. The Poeciliidae are a family of livebearing fish
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consisting of around 275 species (Parenti 1981; Van Der Laan et al. 2014). In this
family, a placenta has evolved independently at least nine times from a nonplacental ancestor (Pollux et al. 2009; Furness et al. 2019). The evolution of the
placenta in this family coincides with a shift from pre- to post-fertilization nutrient
provisioning to the offspring. Non-placental or lecithotrophic species supply
nutrients to their offspring before fertilization in form of egg yolk. Placental or
matrotrophic species supply only a very small amount of yolk, with the majority of
nutrients being supplied after fertilization by means of their placenta. Furthermore,
species that have a placenta of intermediate complexity are also present in this
family, where nutrients are provided both before and after fertilization (Jollie and
Jollie 1964; Grove and Wourms 1994; Kwan et al. 2015).
On a morphological level, differences between placental and non-placental poeciliid
species are found in the follicular tissue surrounding the embryos. In non-placental
species, a thin follicle can be observed surrounding the embryos. In placental species
however, this tissue is thicker and has extensive folds (Jollie and Jollie 1964; Grove
and Wourms 1991; Grove and Wourms 1994; Kwan et al. 2015). Additionally,
microvilli and vesicles can be observed in the follicular tissue of placental species.
The variation in placental complexity can be characterized by quantifying the degree
of post-fertilization nutrient provisioning to offspring with the Matrotrophy Index
(MI) (Reznick et al. 2002; Pollux et al. 2009). The MI is defined as the embryo mass
at birth divided by the egg mass at fertilization, and is used as a proxy for placental
complexity (Pollux et al. 2009). Morphological studies have shown that the MI
correlates well with the placental complexity in multiple poeciliid species (Jollie and
Jollie 1964; Grove and Wourms 1994; Kwan et al. 2015).
The placenta in the fish family Poeciliidae allows for a genomic study of complex trait
evolution because of several reasons. First, the integration of estimates of MI with a
DNA-based phylogeny for the family suggests that the degree of placentation can
evolve very quickly, with estimations based on molecular data suggesting that a
placenta can evolve in as little as 0.75 million years (Reznick et al. 2002). Placenta
evolution in the Poeciliidae is a fairly recent event, with the most recent placenta
evolutions in the genus Poeciliopsis being estimated to have happened less than five
million years ago (Reznick et al. 2017). Second, in some cases, species with placentas
have closely related sister species without a placenta, which allows for comparisons
between species that differ in placentation (Reznick et al. 2002; Pollux et al. 2014),
but have very similar genomes in general (van Kruistum et al. 2020). Third, the
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multiple independent evolutions of the poeciliid placenta allows investigating
genomic changes between multiple instances of placenta evolution that happened
in parallel, which will increase the reliability of our results.
Previous studies have identified species-specific genomic changes in pathways
involved in metabolism and development in individual placental poeciliids (O'Neill et
al. 2007; Jue et al. 2018; Van Kruistum et al. 2019; van Kruistum et al. 2020).
However, these studies did not compare multiple instances of placenta evolution on
a genome-wide scale, include closely related non-placental species, or consider noncoding regions of the genome. The similar physiological and morphological details of
placentation, and the similarities in intermediary paths towards placentation,
suggest that throughout the Poeciliidae similar pathways are at the basis of
conferring placentation in all these species. Moreover, the intermediate stages
suggest a quantitative nature of the trait, meaning it is not expected that a single
‘switch’ gene exists that regulates this trait. Here we take advantage of the multiple
independent placenta evolutions in our study system to test whether the convergent
morphological evolution of the placenta is reflected in convergent molecular
evolution on a genomic level.
In this study we use both publicly available and new genome assemblies to construct
a large-scale comparative framework of genome evolution in the Poeciliidae,
consisting of 26 species, of which eight species have a placenta (figure 1). These eight
placental species include six independent origins of placentation. Although it may
seem from our data that independent losses of placentation are also a plausible
option in the genus Poeciliopsis, studies that include more species from this genus
show that the placental species we include do in fact represent three independent
instances of placenta evolution (Reznick et al. 2002; Reznick et al. 2017). By
comparing the genomes of these 26 species, we are able to investigate (i) which
genomic changes are associated with placenta evolution in the Poeciliidae, (ii)
whether similar genomic changes occur in each of the six origins of placentation, and
(iii) whether mutation in coding or non-coding genomic regions are most important
for placenta evolution. Our study will provide new insights in genome evolution
during the evolution of complex traits.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Reconstructing a molecular phylogeny
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We reconstructed a Maximum Likelihood phylogeny of the Poeciliidae using a
concatenated alignment consisting of (i) whole mitochondrial genomes acquired
from the whole genome sequencing data and (ii) the complete coding sequence from
1010 nuclear genes (figure 4.1). Because of the difference in nuclear divergence
between mitochondrial an nuclear DNA, these parts of the data were partitioned
separately (supplementary figure 4.1). For the same reason, the three codon
positions were also partitioned separately for both nuclear and mitochondrial genes.
The resulting phylogeny was used as the basis for subsequent comparative analyses.

Figure 4.1 Molecular phylogeny of investigated species. The colors of the branches represent
the natural logarithm of the Matrotrophy Index (MI), either the observed MI for terminal
branches or the estimated MI as determined by ancestral trait reconstruction.

4.2.2 Convergent shifts in evolutionary rate for genes in placental
poeciliid species

To test for the presence of convergent genomic changes in protein-coding regions,
we applied an evolutionary rate analysis based on the method used by Chikina et al
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(Chikina et al. 2016), modified to test for correlation between evolutionary rate and
the continuous variable MI, instead of testing for a significant difference between
two discrete classes. This analysis tests whether the relative rate of gene evolution
is correlated with the MI across the phylogeny. The relative evolutionary rate is
inferred from the number of amino acid substitutions across each branch of the
phylogeny for a certain protein-coding gene and is normalized for branch- as well as
gene-specific evolutionary rates (see methods). These relative rates are then tested
for correlation with observed or estimated MI values using Spearman’s correlation
test. Both the observed and estimated MI values can be found in supplementary
table 4.1. We created a null distribution by generating simulated data sets in which
the MI values were randomly assigned to individual branches (orange in figure 4.2).
We infer genome-wide convergence in the rate of evolution by comparing the
distribution of p-values for the null and observed distributions. Analysis of the
simulated data revealed a uniform p-value distribution, as expected, when no
convergent evolution is present. However, the results for placental branches were
heavily skewed towards lower p-values (figure 4.2), indicating that more genes show
a good correlation between MI and evolutionary rate than would be expected by
chance (p=1.36e-61, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).
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Figure 4.2 In blue, distribution of p-values for the test that the spearman correlation between
MI and relative evolutionary rate of each branch is significantly different from zero. In orange,
the same test, but MI values are shuffled randomly across phylogenetic branches.

After correcting for multiple testing, we identified 78 genes showing a significantly
higher or lower evolutionary rate correlated with MI (q-value < 0.1, supplementary
table 4.2). 76 of these correlations were positive, indicating a higher evolutionary
rate in placental species, and only two genes showed a negative correlation. The
near-absence of slowly evolving genes in placental species may be due to the
relatively short branches in the phylogeny: if the average number of mutations per
branch is already low, the power to identify genes evolving at lower than average
rates may be limited. Because of this, we focused on genes showing accelerated
evolution in placental lineages for subsequent analyses.
GO enrichment analysis of accelerated genes revealed an enrichment of genes
involved in metabolite transport. Overrepresented GO terms included “carboxylic
acid transport” and “base amino acid transport” (supplementary table 4.3). For
cellular components, the gene set was enriched in vesicle-located genes.
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The slc7a7 gene is an example of a transporter gene showing evidence of accelerated
evolution in placental poeciliids. This gene codes for an amino acid transporter and
is involved in nitric oxide synthesis in human umbilical vein (Arancibia-Garavilla et al.
2003). Almost all placental poeciliids show a faster evolutionary rate than expected
for this gene, with Heterandria formosa and Poeciliopsis prolifica showing
exceptionally high evolutionary rates (figure 4.3). These results suggest that the
evolution of the placenta in the Poeciliidae is associated with consistent changes in
nutrient transport systems. Four more examples of genes showing evidence of
accelerated evolution in placental poeciliids are shown in supplementary figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Relative evolutionary rate of the slc7a7 gene in all branches of the investigated
phylogeny, sorted from high to low MI. The relative rate is defined as the deviation from the
expected evolutionary rate, given branch- and gene-specific average rates. Points labelled 1
to 24 represent ancestral branches in the phylogeny, which have estimated MI values based
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on ancestral trade reconstruction. See supplementary figure 4.2 for the poeciliid phylogeny
with labelled ancestral branches corresponding to these points.

To gain more insight in the expression of our candidate genes in placental tissue, we
used a previously published RNA-seq dataset of placental tissue of Poeciliopsis
retropinna to see whether our candidate genes are expressed within placental tissue
of this species (Guernsey et al. 2020). Using this dataset, we could confirm placental
expression of 44 of 78 candidate genes (supplementary table 4.2). All amino acid
transporters in our candidate gene list show expression in placental tissue of P.
retropinna.
4.2.3 Convergent shifts in evolutionary rate are not due to positive
selection

We tested the hypothesis that the accelerated evolutionary rate of our candidate
genes was due to positive selection by quantifying the synonymous to nonsynonymous mutation ratio (dN/dS, see methods). After correction for multiple
testing, five out of 76 placenta-accelerated genes show evidence of positive selection
in at least one branch leading to a placental species in the form of an elevated dN/dS
mutation ratio (supplementary table 4.2). This is not a significantly higher proportion
compared to the genome-wide proportion of genes evolving under positive selection
in at least one of the placental branches (665 out of 14468 genes, p=0.41, Fisher’s
exact test). Additionally, evidence for positive selection was only apparent in one
placental branch in the phylogeny for these five genes. A comparison of dN and dS
between phylogenetic branches leading to placental species and other branches
shows that for the majority of placenta-accelerated genes, both dN and dS are higher
for placental branches than for other branches (supplementary table 4.2). This leads
to an increased evolutionary rate while not necessarily increasing the dN/dS ratio.
Another hypothesis is that positive selection manifests on other genes than those
for which we observe an accelerated evolutionary rate among placental species, but
is still convergent among placental species. To test this hypothesis, we tested all the
14468 orthologous gene sets that were previously identified for positive selection
using a branch-site model (see methods), with the phylogenetic branches leading to
six highly placental poeciliids as foreground branches. As a control, we performed
the same analysis using six non-placental species as foreground branches for which
we do not expect any convergent molecular evolution. If placental species have more
similar genes evolving under positive selection, the p-value distribution would be
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skewed towards lower p-values compared to the control group. However, the
placental group did not show an excess of low p-values compared to the control
group (supplementary figure 4.4), indicating that convergent placenta evolution
does not manifest in a molecular signal that can be picked up by this test for positive
selection. It seems that the genes evolving under positive selection show no
similarity between different placental species, whereas changes that are captured
by the evolutionary rate analysis do show a clear sign of convergence.
4.2.4 No excess of convergent amino acid substitutions in placental
species compared to control groups

If certain amino acid substitutions are necessary for placenta evolution, these
substitutions would have to be observed across all phylogenetic branches where a
placenta has evolved. We tested whether we could observe an excess of these
convergent substitutions among six placental branches in the phylogeny in the 14468
orthologous gene sets the we have identified across the Poeciliidae. For this, we
compared the observed sequences of placental species with the inferred ancestral
sequences. A convergent event was defined as an amino acid substitution at the
same position in the protein for at least four placental species.
In total, we found 117 genes with one or more convergent amino acid substitutions
in placental species. As a control, we performed the same analysis on 100 random
combinations of six branches in the phylogeny, for which we do not expect
convergent molecular evolution. We did not find an excess of convergent amino acid
substitutions in placental species, compared to the control distribution (figure 4.4).
This shows that although convergent amino acid substitutions happen somewhat
frequently, convergent amino acid substitutions linked to convergent phenotypic
evolution does not happen at a frequency that allows it to be detected in these
species, if it occurs at all.
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Figure 4.4 Percentage of convergent amino acid substitutions compared with the total
number of substitutions in hundred random sets of six branches in the poeciliid phylogeny.
Orange line: percentage of convergent amino acid substitutions compared with the total
number of substitutions in the branches leading to six extensive matrotrophs in the
Poeciliidae. For each test for convergent substitutions, we examined 14,468 genes.

4.2.5 Convergent differences in the conservation of non-coding
elements between placental and non-placental poeciliid species

To also test for convergent changes outside protein-coding regions, we generated
two multi-genome alignments: one with six placental poeciliids (MI > 10), and one
with six non-placental poeciliids (MI < 1). To gain insight in more ancient
conservation in our study system, we included a third alignment with five teleost fish
species, four of which are outside of the family Poeciliidae (see methods for species).
For all of these alignments, conserved elements were called independently using
PhastCons (Hubisz et al. 2010). All of these conserved element predictions were
aligned to the P. retropinna genome, allowing for a direct comparison of conserved
elements in the different groups. Then, we identified conserved elements for
placental poeciliids that showed no trace of conservation in the non-placental
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species, as well as conserved elements for non-placental poeciliids that showed no
trace of conservation in placental species. This means that for these elements,
genomic sequences are identical or almost identical across all species in one group
(average nucleotide diversity of 0.11 substitutions per site), while for the other group
there are a substantial number of mutations in these regions (average nucleotide
diversity of 0.43 substitutions per site). This does not necessarily mean that these
mutations have to occur in all species for the non-conserved group: a large number
of mutations in the majority of the species will still lead to a low conservation score,
even if the remaining species show high similarity to the conserved group. In total
we found 76 of these Differentially Conserved Elements (DCEs). Fifty of these
elements were more conserved in the placental species, and 26 were more
conserved in the non-placental species. Our DCEs were highly enriched for simple
sequence repeats (SSRs), especially GATA repeats: out of the 76 identified elements,
53 contained an SSR, and in 31 cases this was a GATA repeat. The proportion of DCEs
containing a SSR is significantly higher than expected given the proportion of
conserved elements containing a SSR across the whole genome (p=1.26e-85, Fisher’s
exact test).
To infer which genes these DCEs potentially regulate, we extracted each gene from
the P. retropinna genome that lies directly downstream from a DCE (maximum
distance 50kb). Additionally, we extracted genes for which a DCE lies in an intron or
within the UTR of this gene. This resulted in a set of 85 genes that are potentially
differently regulated in placental poeciliids compared to their non-placental
counterparts (supplementary table 4.5). The Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment
analysis revealed that this gene set was enriched for genes involved in several
developmental processes, such as “anatomical structure development” or “system
development” (supplementary table 4.6). By contrast, a control analysis consisting
of the same workflow to test for differences between two sets of non-placental
poeciliid species resulted in only 22 potentially differently regulated genes between
these two groups of species, for which no significantly enriched GO terms were
found (supplementary table 4.7). To test for a possible influence of different
conserved element density across the genome, we also tested 25 sets of 76 random
conserved elements for GO term enrichments, using the same strategy. This yielded
a few enrichments for some of these sets, but none of them had such a clear
overrepresentation of developmental genes as our candidate gene set
(supplementary table 4.8).
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A notable example of a difference in gene regulation between placental and nonplacental species is found within a cluster of four ultra-conserved genes (foxa2, pax1,
nkx2-2a, nkx2-4) that play a role in embryonic development. Synteny of this gene
cluster is conserved across both teleost fish and mammals. A DCE was found
between the pax1 and nkx2-2a genes, consisting of a GATA simple repeat that was
found in all placental species, but is not conserved in non-placental species (figure
4.5). The absence in conservation of this element in both the non-placental species,
as well as the ancient conservation track suggests that this element has emerged in
all placental species, although the partial presence of this element in some nonplacental species indicates that this element did probably not emerge in the
individual branches leading to placental species, but rather emerged deeper in the
Poeciliid phylogeny and subsequently acquired mutations only in non-placental
species. It has been shown that GATA repeat elements act as regulatory boundaries
in both human and fruit fly, and a similar mechanism seems to be present in the
Poeciliidae (Kumar et al. 2013).

Figure 4.5 A placenta-specific boundary element near an ancient conserved element. Color
codes: blue: placental poeciliids alignment; orange: non-placental poeciliids alignment; green:
“ancient” teleost alignment. (A) Average nucleotide diversity for each alignment, 20-bp sliding
window. (B) Per-base conservation scores, representing the estimated likelihood of the base
belonging to a conserved element according to PhastCons. (C) Conserved elements predicted
by PhastCons.
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4.3 Discussion
Our results support the hypothesis that similar genomic changes underlie the
repeated evolutionary origins of the placenta in the Poeciliidae. We find convergence
in evolutionary rate shifts of protein-coding genes for placental species, as well as in
differential conservation of non-coding elements for placental species as compared
to their non-placental relatives. In both cases, we find a significantly higher incidence
of these events compared to control analyses.
Our phylogenetic analysis based on a maximum likelihood strategy revealed a
phylogeny that is identical to previous work (Pollux et al. 2014). However, some of
the basal branches showed sub-optimal bootstrapping support. An alternative
analysis based on a coalescent method resulted in a tree topology that is somewhat
different at these basal nodes (supplementary figure 4.5). It seems that the earliest
splits in the poeciliid phylogeny are hard to solve. However, running the downstream
analyses on 100 random bootstrap trees showed that these slight differences in
topology have very little effect on the results of the evolutionary rate analysis.
Many of the genes showing accelerated evolution in placental poeciliids are involved
in vesicle functioning. This result is in agreement with a recent study showing that
the placenta in the genus Poeciliopsis is based on a secretory system (Guernsey et al.
2020), a mechanism that likely applies to other genera in the Poeciliidae given the
morphological similarities in placenta structure and development. The presence of
several plasma membrane transporters in our accelerated gene set, such as the
amino acid transporters slc3a2, slc7a7 and slc38a3, suggests that additionally some
nutrients are secreted through transporter proteins instead of vesicles. Investigation
of a previously published RNA-seq dataset of placental tissue of P. retropinna
(Guernsey et al. 2020) shows that these genes are indeed expressed in placental
tissue of this species (supplementary table 4.2).
Despite the clear signature of convergence in the evolutionary rate of these genes,
we did not find more genes evolving under positive selection in placental species
than would be expected by chance. Prior studies employing an evolutionary rate
approach to find convergent evolution also found only a small proportion of their
candidate genes to evolve under positive selection (Chikina et al. 2016; Partha et al.
2017). An increase in evolutionary rate without evidence for positive selection is
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usually attributed to relaxation from evolutionary constraint. In our case this seems
unlikely, as many of our candidate genes have vital functions in all fish species, and
placenta evolution would presumably not affect this. A possible explanation for this
discrepancy could be low power of tests for positive selection when selection is weak
and phylogenetic branches are relatively short, as is the case for our phylogeny
(Gharib and Robinson-Rechavi 2013). Alternatively, the observed changes in amino
acid residues could be a consequence of positive selection acting outside of the
coding region, with the increase in evolutionary rate inside the coding region being
due to linkage disequilibrium rather than positive selection on certain amino acid
residues. Further research, for instance on population genomic data, may be able to
detect these selective forces.
The observed changes in the size and location of conserved elements between
placental and non-placental poeciliids suggest convergent regulatory change in these
species. However, the conservation differences between placental and nonplacental species in our DCEs are not of the nature that the element is completely
absent in the non-conserved group. Often, the element is still present or partially
present in some of the species of the non-conserved group, but has acquired several
mutations for others. This indicates that these elements likely did not emerge in the
phylogenetic branch leading to highly placental species, but deeper in the phylogeny
of the Poeciliidae. Then, the element was only conserved in either placental or nonplacental species, while acquiring mutations in the other group. This suggests that
some preconditions for placenta evolution may have already taken place before the
evolution of a complex placenta in this family, which is not surprising given the
continuous nature of the trait.
The overrepresentation of GATA repeats in our DCEs suggests a role of these
elements in the gene regulation of these species. GATA repeats are known to
function as enhancer blockers in both human and fruit fly (Kumar et al. 2013), can
modulate promotor activity (Krishnan et al. 2017), and are associated with chromatin
structure (Subramanian et al. 2003). GATA elements appear to have a specific length
distribution, with GATA10-12 being the most abundant in humans (Kumar et al.
2010). In the Poeciliidae, we generally observe a prevalence of GATA20-40, longer
than reported for other vertebrates (Kumar et al. 2010) (supplementary figure 4.6).
The length of these repeats further suggests a functional significance, as without
selection maintaining their length these would be highly unstable (Kim and Mirkin
2013). Indeed, other four-base SSRs do not show a preference for longer repeats
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(supplementary figure 4.7). Besides this apparent functional significance, SSRs are
exceptionally variable, having mutation rates that are orders of magnitude higher
than non-repetitive DNA (Gemayel et al. 2012). Because of this combination of
having a functional role and being highly variable, GATA repeats could provide a
potential mechanism for placenta evolution in the Poeciliidae by changing the
regulation of developmental genes.
Finally, our results show that the evolution of the placenta in the Poeciliidae is
accompanied by changes in both protein-coding and regulatory regions, suggesting
that genomic changes in both categories are important for complex trait evolution.
Notably, mutations in these two categories seem to be associated with different
biological processes: protein-coding genes that show an evolutionary rate that
correlates well with MI are mainly involved in metabolism and transport, while
differentially conserved non-coding elements are mostly associated with
development. This observed duality seems logical given that the amino acid
sequences of developmental genes are usually highly conserved because they often
act on many targets, making changes in the ensuing protein likely harmful due to
pleiotropic effects. Although our study focuses on placenta evolution, the paradigm
of protein-coding change in metabolic genes and regulatory change around
developmental genes has been observed before and may be applicable to complex
trait evolution in general (Partha et al. 2017; Sackton et al. 2019). As the genomes of
more species become available this hypothesis can readily be tested in other
evolutionary models.

4.4 Methods
4.4.1 Genome assemblies

15 genomes were assembled for this study, and 12 publicly available genome
assemblies were included (supplementary table 4.9). Short-read assemblies were
assembled from 30-50X coverage of 150bp paired-end Illumina reads using SPAdes
3.13.0 (Bankevich et al. 2012) with default settings, using the assembly generated
with a k-mer size of 77. This is the default k-mer size for 150bp reads. Following
assembly, contigs corresponding to heterozygous sections of the genome were
removed using redundans v0.14a (Pryszcz and Gabaldón 2016), using settings -usebwa and --nogapclosing. For the Phalloptychus januarius assembly, the genome
was assembled from 20X coverage of Oxford Nanopore long-reads (read N50 8.7kb)
using Flye version 2.5 (Kolmogorov et al. 2019) with default settings and setting the
estimated genome size to 600 Mbs. After assembly, the bases were polished by
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mapping 30X coverage of 150bp paired-end Illumina reads to the assembly using
BWA mem 0.7.17 (Li and Durbin 2009), before consensus calling with the wtdbg 2.5
consensus module (Ruan and Li 2019) with default settings.
4.4.2 Collecting orthologous genes

For assemblies of reference quality (see supplementary table 4.9), predicted protein
sets were collected based on their annotations and analysed for orthology using
ProteinOrtho v5.16b (Lechner et al. 2011) using default settings and blastp as the
used program for alignment. Genes that displayed 1:1 orthology across all species
were used for further analysis. Genes that displayed 1:1 orthology but were missing
in one species were also used. This resulted in a set of 15,305 orthologous genes.
Subsequently, the coding sequences of these genes were recovered from all shortread assemblies by aligning the coding sequence of the closest relative with a
reference-quality genome to the assembly using exonerate version 2.2.0 (Slater and
Birney 2005), using the cdna2genome model. Considering a 1:1 orthology in 12
reference genomes, a full-length match of the coding sequence in a single contig of
the respective short-read assembly was assumed to be the 1:1 orthologous gene in
this species too. Sequences with a premature stop codon were removed from the
database. We continued analysis on genes of which we could recover the full coding
sequence in at least three placental species, which was the case for 14,468 genes.
4.4.3 Construction of a molecular phylogeny

For the construction of a molecular phylogeny, we reconstructed the complete
mitochondrial genome of all investigated species using MITObim 1.9.1 (Hahn et al.
2013) using settings --mismatch 1, -start 1 and -end 30, using the published
mitochondrion of P. reticulata as reference. In addition, we made codon alignments
of all orthologous genes recovered from all investigated species, as well as the nonpoeciliid Oryzias latipes (1010 genes). Columns with gaps were removed from this
alignment using trimAl v1.4 (Capella-Gutiérrez et al. 2009), using the -nogaps flag.
The resulting alignments were concatenated into a ‘supermatrix’ alignment with a
length of about 1.1 Mb. With this alignment, the phylogeny was reconstructed using
RAxML 8.2.9 with the GTR+GAMMA model (Stamatakis 2014). O. latipes was used as
an outgroup to root the tree. The RAxML analysis was done with eight partitions:
three partitions for the three codon positions in both the mitochondrial coding
sequence and the nuclear genes, one partition for mitochondrial non-coding RNA
(tRNA and rRNA), and one partition for mitochondrial non-coding DNA (D-loop and
some very small segments).
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As an alternative analysis, we generated a phylogeny using a coalescent method. We
made gene trees for each of the 1010 previously mentioned genes, as well as the
mitochondrial genes using RAxML 8.2.9 with the GTR+GAMMA model (Stamatakis
2014). Then, we combined these gene trees into a species tree using ASTRAL v5.7.1,
using default settings (Zhang et al. 2017). As ASTRAL does not estimate terminal
branch lengths, branch lengths for the resulting phylogeny were estimated using
RAxML 8.2.9 using option “-f e” for branch length estimation for a given topology.
4.4.4 Evolutionary rate analysis

Evolutionary rate analysis was performed as in Chikina et al (Chikina et al. 2016),
slightly modified to test for a correlation with MI instead of a difference between
two discrete classes. Amino acid alignments of previously identified orthologous
genes were made using mafft v7.402 (Katoh et al. 2002). For each alignment, branch
lengths were estimated for each branch across the reconstructed phylogeny using
the AAML program of the PAML package (Yang 2007), using an empirical substitution
model (Whelan and Goldman 2001). These raw branch lengths were converted into
relative rates of evolution by normalizing for both the average rate of evolution of
the investigated gene across all branches as well as the average rate of evolution of
all genes within the investigated branch (as in Sato et al (Sato et al. 2005)). A resulting
relative rate that is higher than zero corresponds to a gene that evolves faster than
expected in the investigated branch, while a relative rate below zero corresponds to
a gene that evolves slower than expected in the investigated branch. The relative
rates were then used to test for the hypothesis that a gene evolves with a relative
rate that correlates with the Matrotrophy Index (MI) - a proxy for placental
complexity - using a Spearman ranked correlation test. For terminal notes in the
phylogeny, this MI value was taken from Pollux et al., 2014 (Pollux et al. 2014). For
ancestral nodes, the MI value was estimated using the phytools R package (Revell
2012). As a control, the same analysis was performed on the same dataset, but with
MI labels for each node randomly shuffled across the phylogeny. On a genome-wide
scale, the hypothesis was tested that more genes show an evolutionary rate that
correlates well with MI than expected by comparing the case and control p-value
distributions using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. To find candidate genes, correction
for multiple testing was performed using the q-value method, with a threshold value
of q=0.1 (Dabney et al. 2010).
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Additionally, to assess robustness of results we repeated the ancestral trait
reconstruction and evolutionary rate analysis on 100 random bootstrap trees
(supplementary table 4.10). We confirmed our candidates for each of the 100 trees,
and added the amount of trees that support our candidates in supplementary table
4.2.
4.4.5 Comparative non-coding elements analysis

To compare conserved non-coding elements between placental and non-placental
poeciliids, two multi-genome alignments were made: one alignment consisting of
the six placental species that have the highest MI values in the family (Poeciliopsis
retropinna, Poeciliopsis presidionis, Poeciliopsis turneri, Phalloptychus januarius,
Heterandria formosa, Poecilia bifurca), and one with six non-placental species that
were chosen to follow a similar topology on the phylogeny as for the placental
species (Alfaro cultratus, Poeciliopsis turrubarensis, Poeciliopsis gracilis, Poeciliopsis
infans, Poecilia picta, Xiphophorus hellerii). A third multi-alignment consisting of five
teleost fish (Poeciliopsis retropinna, Oryzias latipes, Oreochromis niloticus,
Gasterosteus aculeatus, Danio rerio) was used to get insight on more ancient
conservation, but it was not used for differential conservation analysis. The multi
alignments were made by a custom pipeline (available on https:/
/git.wageningenur.nl/kruis015/whole_genome_alignment). All genomes were
aligned to the chosen reference genome (P. retropinna) using the pairwise genome
aligner MUMmer 4.0.0 (Marçais et al. 2018). After pairwise alignment, overlapping
alignment blocks were merged based on reference coordinates and locally re-aligned
using mafft v7.402(Katoh et al. 2002), yielding a reference-based multi-genome
alignment. For both multi-genome alignments, conserved elements and basespecific conservation scores were called using PhastCons v1.5 (Hubisz et al. 2010).
The non-conserved model was based on fourfold degenerate sites extracted from
the respective alignment. For the non-placental alignment, the sequence of the
placental reference genome (P. retropinna) was not used for predicting conservation
by using the --not-informative option of the PhastCons program. In this way, basewise conservation scores between the placental and the non-placental multialignment could be compared within the same genome, without using this genome
for both predictions. After prediction of conserved elements, regions with a large
difference in conservation between placental and non-placental species were
extracted from the reference genome. The requirements for this were (1) the
predicted element based on one multi alignment should not overlap with one based
on the other multi alignment, (2) the mean difference in conservation scores across
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all bases of the predicted element should be at least 0.75, (3) there should be a
significant difference in base-wise conservation scores between the two predictions
based on a permutation test. As a control, the same analysis was performed, but
instead of extracting differentially conserved elements between a placental and a
non-placental set of species, differences between two non-placental sets of species
were extracted. For this, the six non-placental poeciliid multi genome alignment as
mentioned before was used and compared to a multi genome alignment of six other
non-placental poeciliids (Brachyrhaphis roseni, Gambusia affinis, Poecilia gilii,
Poecilia mexicana, Poecilia reticulata, Xiphophorus maculatus).
4.4.6 Simple Sequence Repeat analysis

To investigate the presence of Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs) in our conserved
elements, we identified SSRs across the genome of P. retropinna using MISA v1.0
(Thiel et al. 2003). The minimum number of repeated elements for identification of
a SSR was given as ten repeats for an element size of one, six repeats for an element
size of two, and five repeats for an element size of three or more.
4.4.7 Gene Ontology enrichment analysis

Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment tests and network analysis were performed using
STRINGdb (database version 11.0)(Szklarczyk et al. 2016). For the evolutionary rate
analysis, the predicted protein sequences of genes evolving at significantly different
rates in placental species were extracted from the P. retropinna genome. The STRING
database was searched for the human orthologs of these sequences, followed by
manual curation when multiple candidates were presented. Subsequently, GO
enrichment tests and network analysis were performed using the STRING web
application (database version 11.0).
To find genes potentially regulated by our candidate DCEs, the first gene for which
the element lies upstream was selected on both sides of the element as potentially
regulated gene. If the first gene next to the element was not in the orientation so
that the element lies upstream of the gene, the gene was not selected. Also, the gene
was not selected if it was further than 50kb away from the element. The identified
genes were subjected to the same analysis in STRINGdb as done for the genes
identified in the evolutionary rate analysis.
4.4.8 Detecting positive selection
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We performed tests for positive selection on the 14,468 orthologous gene sets that
were previously identified. For each gene, a codon alignment was made using PRANK
v.170427 (Löytynoja 2014), using options -codon and -F. These alignments were used
to test for positive selection with the codeml program that is part of PAML 4.9 (Yang
2007).
To test for positive selection that may arise during the evolution of the placenta, we
used the so-called branch-site model to test for positive selection for every branch
leading to all placental species (P. retropinna, P. paucimaculata, P. presidionis, P.
turneri, P. prolifica, P. januarius, H. formosa, P. bifurca). Each gene was tested for
every placental branch separately. The hypothesis that genes evolving under positive
selection in placental species are overrepresented in the set of genes that show
accelerated evolution in placental species was tested using Fisher’s exact test.
Additionally, convergence among positive selection when evolving a placenta was
tested by using the same branch-site model, but now using the phylogenetic
branches leading to six highly placental poeciliids (P. retropinna, P. presidionis, P.
turneri, P. januarius, H. formosa, P. bifurca) as foreground branches. As a control, the
same analysis was performed to a group of six non-placental species (A. cultratus,
P. turrubarensis, P. gracilis, P. infans, P. picta, X. hellerii) for which we do not expect
genomic convergence. We then compared the distribution of p-values between the
placental group and the control group to see if there is a consistent enrichment of
low p-values when using the placental species as foreground branches using the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
4.4.9 Detecting convergent amino acid substitutions

To test whether placental species disproportionally show convergent amino acid
substitutions, we reconstructed ancestral sequences of each of the 14,468
orthologous gene sets that were previously identified with the AAML program that
is part of PAML 4.9 (Yang 2007) , using an empirical amino acid substitution matrix
(Whelan and Goldman 2001). For six highly placental species (P. retropinna, P.
presidionis, P. turneri, P. januarius, H. formosa, P. bifurca) we compared the
observed amino acid sequence with that of its closest ancestor. However, we took
an exception for the ancestor of P. presidionis and P. turneri, as these species
represent a single origin of placentation in the Poeciliidae, and their common
ancestor is hypothesized to have a placenta a well. Therefore, we compared both
the sequences of P. presidionis and P. turneri with the common ancestor of these
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two species and the non-placental P. gracilis. In these comparisons, amino acid
substitutions that occur on the same position in at least four out of six comparisons
were identified. These amino acid substitutions were noted as potential convergent
events. Then, the same analysis was performed for 100 random combinations of six
species, to get a background distribution of convergent amino acid substitutions
when no morphological convergence is apparent.
4.4.10 Placental expression analysis

To confirm expression of candidate genes in placental tissue, we downloaded RNAseq data gathered from follicular epithelium of the placental P. retropinna (Guernsey
et al. 2020). This data was mapped to the P. retropinna genome using HISAT2 v2.1.0
(Kim et al. 2019), using default settings. To detect expression of candidate genes, the
coverage of mapped reads was determined for all exonic positions of candidate
genes using samtools depth (Li et al. 2009). An average read coverage of 2x across
all exons was used as the cutoff for gene expression.
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Abstract
During vertebrate evolution, complex organs have evolved several times. It has been
hypothesized that gene duplications can drive the evolution of new complex traits.
However, testing this prediction consistently poses a challenge because the
emergence of a new complex trait is relatively rare. Here, we test the hypothesis that
gene duplications are associated with complex trait evolution in the livebearing fish
family Poeciliidae. In this family, a placenta has evolved nine times independently,
allowing for the study of genomic convergence in association with placenta
evolution. We show that different instances of placenta evolution are not associated
with gene duplications in the same genes, nor in genes with a similar biological
function. However, we do find an association with placenta evolution and loss-offunction mutations within genes involved in certain developmental pathways,
specifically the calcineurin-NFAT signaling cascade and the BMP signaling pathway.
We hypothesize that removing a copy of some previously duplicated genes that are
a result of the teleost-specific genome duplication can influence these
developmental pathways in some tissues, while other tissues are not affected by the
deletion, thereby allowing to circumvent deleterious pleiotropic effects that would
normally accompany such a deletion.

5 Not gene duplications, but deletions are associated with placenta evolution in
livebearing fish

5.1 Introduction
Studying the evolution of vertebrate morphological diversity is a major goal in
evolutionary biology. As all species develop based on their genomic information,
morphological variation should be encoded in the genome. This allows for studying
the evolution of morphological diversity by studying genomic diversity. As the
availability of genomics data increases, it becomes increasingly straightforward to
associate simple phenotypic variation with genomic mutations. However, the
association of genomic data with more complex evolutionary novelties is less clearcut, as generally more than a few simple polymorphisms are necessary for the
generation of complex traits, such as the evolution of an organ. Rather, complex trait
evolution is thought to be associated with larger-scale variation, such as duplications
or translocations of genes or regulatory elements (Prud'homme et al. 2007; Wagner
2008).
Even before the genomics era, gene duplications have been predicted to play a major
role in the evolution of complex traits (Ohno 1970; Holland et al. 1994; Wagner
1994). A duplication of an essential gene would allow for more flexibility in the
evolution of both coding and regulatory sequences, as deleterious pleiotropic effects
would be circumvented when conserving one of the two copies. The process of gene
duplication to relieve regulatory constraints was later observed in yeast (Hittinger
and Carroll 2007). Since then, gene duplications have been proposed to play a role
in the evolution of a variety of complex traits. A few examples of this are the
evolution of C4 photosynthesis in plants (Bianconi et al. 2018), parasite-to-host
adaptation in a fish parasite (Konczal et al. 2020), or centromere function in
Drosophila (Ross et al. 2013). Although these reports show that gene duplications in
certain situations can be associated with adaptive evolution, a causal link between
gene duplications and complex trait evolution in general is hard to establish, as most
of these traits evolve only once.
To reliably correlate gene duplications with evolutionary novelties, one would need
a model in which a trait evolves multiple times independently in closely related
species. Such a model can be found in the fish family Poeciliidae. The Poeciliidae are
a family of livebearing fish that consist of about 275 species (Parenti 1981; Van Der
Laan et al. 2014). Most species in this family are lecithotrophic, meaning that
nutrients are supplied to the offspring before fertilization, in the form of egg yolk.
However, some species have evolved a placenta and supply nutrients through this
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placenta after fertilization, a phenomenon known as matrotrophy. This placenta
evolution has occurred nine times independently in this family (Pollux et al. 2009;
Furness et al. 2019), which allows for the study of multiple occurrences of complex
trait evolution in closely related species.
Although the genomic basis of this placenta evolution has been studied before (Van
Kruistum et al. 2019; van Kruistum et al. 2020; van Kruistum et al. 2021), a genomewide assessment of gene duplications and gene losses in the phylogenetic branches
leading to placental species has, until now, been performed on one placental species
only (van Kruistum et al. 2020). Therefore, it is currently unknown whether the
structural variants found in this past study apply to other instances of placenta
evolution as well. In this study we perform a genome-wide assessment of gene
duplications in the genomes of ten Poeciliid species, of which three have a placenta.
As a result of this repeated evolution, the importance of gene duplications can be
assessed in multiple independent origins simultaneously. Using this dataset we test
the prediction that gene duplications are playing a role in the evolution of complex
traits: if gene duplications play a major role in placenta evolution, gene duplications
in the same genes or genes involved in a similar function would be observed for each
placental species, while being absent in closely related non-placental species.
Besides gene duplications, we assess the occurrence of gene loss in placental
poeciliid species. This is interesting in the context of immune system evolution, as
the evolution of the placenta is hypothesized to be associated with some form of
immune suppression (Gobert and Lafaille 2012). In seahorse and pipefish, species
that have evolved a brood pouch simultaneously lost their MHC II system (Roth et al.
2020). If the association between placenta evolution and immune gene loss is
consistent, we should be able to detect immune gene loss in placental poeciliid
species as well.

5.2 Results
To assess the occurrence of structural variation in the Poeciliidae, we used genome
assemblies of ten Poeciliid species, three of which have a placenta (green branches
in figure 5.1). Additionally, we used five outgroup species to compare structural
variation also outside of the Poeciliidae (grey branches in figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 Molecular phylogeny of the investigated species. Red branches: non-placental
livebearing species. Green branches: placental livebearing species. Grey branches: outgroup
(egg-laying) species.

We applied a whole genome alignment based method to find gene duplications in
several clades of the phylogeny. For the family Poeciliidae as a whole, we found a
small number of duplicated segments that did not contain any genes. A much larger
part of the outgroup genomes were deleted in the Poeciliidae, which can be seen in
the large amount of deleted segments and genes (table 5.1). For each of the
placental species, we found a small number of duplicated genomic segments that
are not present in any of the non-placental species, and a somewhat larger number
of deleted genomic segments that are still present in all non-placental species.
However, almost all of these structural variants are only found in one placental
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species. This shows that there is no convergent evolution on the level of segmental
duplications or deletions in the three placental species that we investigate.
Table 5.1 Number of duplicated and deleted genomic segments and the genes within these
segments in all species of the Poeciliidae, the number of duplicated and deleted genomic
segments observed in the three placental species, while being absent in any non-placental
species, as well as the overlap between then duplications and deletions in the three placental
species
Species group
All Poeciliidae
P. januarius
P. retropinna
P. turneri
All three placental

Duplicated
segments
16
72
49
83
1

Duplicated
genes
0
5
3
13
0

Deleted
segments
1248
265
176
249
1

Deleted
genes
28
13
33
36
0

Although this method exhaustively detects deleted and duplicated genomic
segments, this does not capture all forms of gene loss, as in theory a mutation of a
single nucleotide could render a gene inactive, while the genomic segment itself
would not be lost. To detect these deleterious variants, we mapped all predicted
proteins of the Oryzias latipes genome annotation to their approximate
corresponding position in all poeciliid genomes, and checked for indications of
deleterious mutations in the resulting alignment (stop-gain or frameshift mutations).
A substantial number of O. latipes transcripts showed indication of loss-of-function
in their poeciliid counterparts: we found 177 genes for which loss-of-function
mutations were found in all poeciliid species (table 5.2). Even higher numbers were
found for species-specific loss-of-function mutations in placental species. However,
the number of genes that showed loss-of-function mutations in all placental species
and were still functional in any non-placental species was not significantly higher
than expected by chance (p = 0.091, permutation test, figure 5.2). This shows that
placental species do not show genomic convergence in regard to gene loss.
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Table 5.2 Number of genes for which a loss-of-function mutation was observed, relative to
the outgroup species, for all species of the Poeciliidae, and the number of genes for which a
loss-of-function mutation was observed in the three placental species, while a fully intact
coding sequence was still found in all non-placental species.
Species group
All Poeciliidae
P. januarius
P. retropinna
P. turneri
All three placental

Genes with loss-of-function mutation
177
585
533
501
8

Figure 5.2 in blue: histogram of the distribution of the number of overlapping genes between
three sets of randomly selected genes. In orange: bin of the histogram containing the overlap
of three sets of genes with a loss-of-function mutation in placental species.

An alternative hypothesis is that although the placental species show no
convergence in structural variants on the gene level, the duplicated and deleted
genes are involved in a similar function (functional convergence). To test this
hypothesis, we downloaded Gene Ontology (GO) annotations for genes inside
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structural variants or genes having loss-of-function mutations and scanned the
candidate gene sets for overlapping ontology terms. GO terms that were present at
least two times in each candidate gene set were tested for a higher overlap than
expected by chance between the candidate gene sets of different placental species
by sampling random gene sets of the same size as our candidate gene sets, and
making a distribution for the overlap occurrence. For genes inside structural variants,
we see for some GO terms a slightly greater than expected degree of overlap
between the candidate gene sets, but these results were not statistically significant
after correction for multiple testing (supplementary table 5.1). From this we can
conclude that we have no evidence that the observed structural variants in different
placental species show convergence in molecular function. However, for genes
showing loss-of-function mutations we see a significantly higher co-occurrence of
several GO terms than expected by chance (figure 5.3, supplementary table 5.2). This
shows that although loss-of-function mutations in different placental species do not
coincide on the same gene more than expected by chance, they do coincide in genes
having a similar function.
Of the 73 GO terms that co-occur more than expected by chance in gene losses in
placental species, many are related to neuron development (supplementary table 2).
Additionally, we found evidence for co-occurrence of gene losses involved in
signaling pathways, specifically the calcineurin-NFAT signaling cascade and the BMP
signaling pathway (supplementary table 2).
Although this analysis shows that gene losses in placental species occur in genes with
related functions, this does not distinguish whether this gene loss is associated with
placenta evolution or with poeciliid evolution in general. To test this, we performed
the same analysis on three non-placental species with similar phylogenetic topology
(Poeciliopsis gracilis, Poeciliopsis turrubarensis and Xiphophorus maculatus). For this
species trio, we found that 11 GO terms co-occurred more than expected by chance
(supplementary table 5.3). Again, we found several neuron related GO terms in this
set, suggesting that neuron related gene loss is prevalent across the poeciliid family.
However, we did not find any loss of genes involved in the calcineurin-NFAT or BMP
signaling cascades in these species, suggesting that gene loss in this pathway is
restricted to placental species.
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Figure 5.3 In blue: for four GO terms, probability distributions for the minimum number of
genes of this GO term showing a loss-of-function mutation in all placental species, given the
observed amount of genes showing a loss-of-function mutation randomly drawn from the
complete pool of genes. In orange: for four GO terms, the observed minimum amount of genes
of this GO term showing a loss-of-function mutation in all placental species.

5.3 Discussion
In this study, we tested the occurrence of gene duplications and deletion in relation
to placenta evolution in poeciliid fish. Specifically, we aimed to test two hypotheses:
(1) whether the evolution of the poeciliid placenta coincides with specific gene
duplications that would explain the emergence of this new organ, and (2) whether
the evolution of the poeciliid placenta coincides with gene loss of immune genes that
would otherwise promote rejection of the embryo.
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We did not find any evidence that confirms the first hypothesis. Although all three
placental species showed some species-specific gene duplications when compared
with the outgroups, none of these duplications were shared between all three
placental species. Additionally, the duplicated genes were not involved in similar
function more than would be expected by chance. The same results were found for
duplications in non-coding regions, indicating that neither coding nor non-coding
segmental duplications are involved in the evolution of the placenta. This suggests
that no new genes are necessary for the poeciliid placenta to evolve, but instead
repurposing of existing genes is sufficient.
We do find some evidence suggesting that placenta evolution in livebearing fish may
be accompanied by gene loss of genes involved in similar functions. For instance, all
three placental species showed loss of genes involved in the calcineurin-NFAT
signaling cascade. Normally, this signaling cascade activates when Ca2+ enters the
cell, activating calcineurin. Calcineurin dephosphorylates members of the NFAT
protein family, which then move into the nucleus and activate transcription of
downstream targets (Crabtree and Schreiber 2009). Interestingly, all genes that were
found to contain loss-of-function mutations in placental species have been identified
as an inhibitor of NFAT signaling in other species: both mtor and dyrk2 phosphorylate
NFAT proteins, preventing downstream activity (Gwack et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2008).
The myoz1 and fhl2 genes inhibit NFAT signaling by inhibiting calcineurin activity,
therefore inhibiting dephosphorylation of the NFAT proteins (Frey et al. 2008;
Hojayev et al. 2012). This seems counterintuitive, as overexpression of this pathway
in immune cells is associated with a more active immune system and higher
inflammation levels in humans (Park et al. 2020), while the evolution of the placenta
is expected to be associated with some form of immune suppression (Gobert and
Lafaille 2012). However, based on this data we cannot gather in which cell types the
inhibition of NFAT signaling is diminished, and the genomic targets of this signaling
cascade are highly varied, depending on cell type (Crabtree and Schreiber 2009). For
instance, NFAT activation in endothelial cells is essential for the development of new
blood vessels, a phenotype that would be consistent with placenta evolution (Graef
et al. 2001; Moccia et al. 2019). Further research is needed to identify the cell types
in which NFAT signaling is affected to gain more insight in the phenotypic result of
these deletions.
Another interesting developmental pathway in which placental species showed and
excess of genes with a loss-of-function mutation is the BMP signaling pathway
(GO:0030513). This signaling pathway is involved in the development of a wide range
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of tissues, such as bone, vascular and ovarian tissue (Wang et al. 2014). Unlike the
deleted genes involved in the NFAT signaling pathway, the genes deleted in placental
species that are involved in BMP signaling are not involved in one specific molecular
function, and seem to be influencing BMP signaling in a wide variety of cell types
(supplementary table 5.2). Deletions of genes within the BMP signaling pathways
could have numerous consequences, as these pathways have broad functions in
energy metabolism and development.
Concluding, we do not find any evidence for involvement of structural variants in
placenta evolution in the “classical” sense, that is, gene duplications leading to neoor sub-functionalization. We do find an association of placenta evolution with lossof-function mutations in genes involved in several developmental pathways.
Although some of these genes seem vital for proper functioning of these pathways,
it has to be noted that because of the teleost-specific genome duplication (Glasauer
and Neuhauss 2014), in most of these cases a second copy of the gene corresponding
to the same human ortholog is still present, without evidence of functional loss. This
suggests that the corresponding pathways will only be influenced in cell types that
express the copy showing a loss-of-function mutation. Pruning the expression of
previously duplicated genes in this way may allow for these developmental pathways
to evolve in certain tissues without resulting in deleterious pleiotropic effects in
other tissues.

5.4 Methods
5.4.1 Genome assembly of Poeciliopsis gracilis and Poeciliopsis
turneri

To assemble the genomes of P. gracilis and P. turneri, a male specimen of both
species was sacrificed using a lethal dose of MS-222. DNA was then isolated from fin
tissue using the Qiagen Genomic-Tip 100/G DNA extraction kit. This DNA was then
sequenced on an Oxford Nanopore MinION sequencer, yielding around 30X coverage
for the P. gracilis individual, and 22X for the P. turneri individual. Subsequently, the
sequencing data was assembled using Flye version 2.5 (Kolmogorov et al. 2019),
using default settings and setting the estimated genome size to 600 Mb. The
resulting assembly was polished using ~40X coverage of Illumina short reads from
the same individual, by mapping the short reads to the assembly using BWA mem
version 0.7.17 (Li and Durbin 2009), followed by consensus calling using the redbean
version 2.5 consensus module (Ruan and Li 2020).
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5.4.2 Whole genome alignment

A multi genome alignment of all 17 fish species investigated in this study was
constructed with Cactus version 1.3.0 (Armstrong et al. 2020), using default settings.
To construct the phylogenetic tree required for the input, we used the tree topology
as determined in an earlier study (van Kruistum et al. 2021) for poeciliid species, and
then adding the outgroups to this tree as determined by their taxonomy (from ncbi
taxonomy). Then, branch lengths were estimated by aligning full mitochondrial
genomes of all investigated species using mafft v7.402 (Katoh et al. 2002), and then
estimating branch lengths using RAxML version 8.2.9 (Stamatakis 2014) using option
‘-f e’ to estimate branch lengths given a tree topology.
5.4.3 Identifying deleted and duplicated genomic segments

Using the previously generated whole genome alignment, we identified duplicated
and deleted genomic segments in the genomes of poeciliid species relative to the
outgroup species. For this analysis, we used the genome of Fundulus heteroclitus as
a reference, as this is the outgroup most closely related to the Poeciliidae. For each
species, we extracted pairwise synteny blocks of this species to the F. heteroclitus
genome using the halLiftover utility of the cactus tool, with option --outPSL to output
synteny blocks. Then, we created a database where for each base of the F.
heteroclitus genome, we counted the number of synteny blocks of each species
overlapping this base. To then identify deleted or duplicated genomic segments, we
searched for genomic segments with zero (for deletions) or more than one (for
duplications) synteny blocks overlapping its bases for our species or species group of
interest, while checking for one-on-one synteny with the other outgroup species.
5.4.4 Identifying loss-of-function mutations

To identify genes showing a loss-of-function mutation in poeciliid species, we used
the Oryzias latipes genome as a reference, as this is the outgroup most closely
related to the Poeciliidae that has a high-quality annotation. For each transcript in
the O. latipes genome annotation, the orthologous genomic region for all poeciliid
species was extracted using the halLiftover utility of the cactus tool. Then, the
predicted protein sequence was aligned to this region using exonerate version 2.2.0
(Slater and Birney 2005), using the protein2genome model. The resulting alignment
was then scanned for stop-gain or frameshift mutations for each species.
5.4.5 Gene Ontology enrichment tests

To test the hypothesis that duplicated or deleted genes in different placental species
show a higher degree of congruence in biological function than expected by chance,
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we performed a permutation test. For each candidate gene, Gene Ontology (GO)
annotations were downloaded from the gene ontology website. Then, for each GO
term, the amount of genes being annotated with this go term was counted for each
of the three placental species’ candidate gene sets. We then defined the lowest
observed count as the overlap value, e.g. the minimum amount of genes being
annotated with this particular GO term being present in each candidate gene set.
Then, a background distribution of overlap values for each GO term was constructed
by taking 10000 random gene sets of identical sizes as our candidate gene sets, and
calculating overlap values for each of these sets. The raw p-value is then defined as
one minus the fraction of values in the overlap distribution lower than the observed
value. Raw p-values were then corrected for multiple testing using the BenjaminiHochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995).
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Abstract
DNA methylation plays an important role in the regulation of gene expression. In a
diploid organism, the two haplotypes are expected to have the same methylation
state for most of the genome. However, differences in methylation between the two
haplotypes can occur at certain genomic regions, which can result in allele-specific
expression of nearby genes. Allele-specific methylation has been studied in
mammals and flowering plants, but studies in other organisms are scarce. Here we
look for allele-specific methylation in the genome of the livebearing fish Poeciliopsis
gracilis by sequencing four individuals: two parents and two of their offspring. We
developed a new approach to detect allele-specific methylation based on the Oxford
Nanopore long read sequencing technology, and use a trio binning approach to link
the alleles of sites with evidence for allele-specific methylation to their parent-oforigin. We found allele-specific methylation to be widespread across the genome of
Poeciliopsis gracilis, depending on the individual affecting CpG sites around 824 to
3442 protein-coding genes. We show that although heterozygous positions at CpG
sites can explain some of these observations, most CpG sites showing allele-specific
methylation do not contain heterozygosity. We also show that allele-specific
methylation in the offspring is not random in terms of parent-of-origin, with the
methylated allele more often than expected originating from the parent of the
opposite sex. Genes that are nearby or overlapping regions showing allele-specific
methylation are significantly enriched for neurological function. Our results show
that allele-specific methylation is widespread in the genome of Poeciliopsis gracilis,
and that its pattern of inheritance is non-random. We hypothesize that these
patterns of allele-specific methylation can evolve if different selective pressures exist
for the two sexes on the same locus, and that sexual selection as observed
throughout the genus Poeciliopsis can explain these results.

6 Allele-specific DNA methylation in the livebearing fish Poeciliopsis gracilis

6.1 Introduction
DNA methylation is a common epigenetic mechanism in eukaryotes to control gene
expression. DNA methylation refers to the addition of a methyl (CH3) group to a
nucleotide residue, often cytosine. These cytosine residues are methylated to form
5-methylcytosines, in vertebrates usually when the cytosine is followed by a guanine
residue (i.e. a CpG site). Methylation of CpG sites within a gene can change its
expression. When first discovered, methylation of CpG sites was predominantly
associated with gene silencing (Vardimon et al. 1982). However, later it was
discovered that DNA methylation inside the gene body could also enhance gene
expression when combined with an unmethylated promoter region (Ball et al. 2009;
Yang et al. 2014). Generally, methylation inside the promoter region is thought to be
associated with gene silencing, while unmethylated CpG sites in the promoter
correspond with actively transcribed genes (Razin and Cedar 1991; Illingworth and
Bird 2009).
Although in a diploid organism most CpG sites are either symmetrically methylated
or non-methylated at both chromosomal copies, some CpG sites are methylated on
only one of the two alleles, a phenomenon known as allele-specific methylation
(ASM). ASM can lead to skewed or even mono-allelic expression of nearby genes.
The emergence of ASM in evolution can be easily explained in some contexts but has
yet to be completely explained in others. There are several recognized mechanisms
that may lead to ASM.
First, random epigenetic inactivation of one of the X chromosomes in diploid
organisms with an XY sex-determination system can lead to ASM. X-chromosome
inactivation refers to the transcriptional silencing of one X chromosome in XX
females, preventing them from making twice as many gene products as XY males [6].
In eutherian mammals X-chromosome inactivation occurs early during embryonic
development with both female X chromosomes having an equal probability of being
silenced (Gartler and Riggs 1983). In this case, ASM is thought to act as a mechanism
to avoid that the different number of X chromosomes between mammalian males
and females affects viability (Heard et al. 1997).
Second, ASM may be mediated by SNPs inside CpG sites. When a heterozygous SNP
occurs inside a CpG site, this site may be disrupted for one of two alleles, leading to
ASM. A study by Shoemaker et al (2010) revealed SNP-mediated ASM in human cell
lines of multiple tissues (Shoemaker et al. 2010). They showed that, depending on
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the cell line, 38-88% of ASM in humans could be explained by heterozygous SNPs
inside CpG sites. When this happens inside promotor or enhancer regions, this can
lead to allele-specific gene expression.
Third, genomic imprinting refers to the asymmetric silencing of one of the parental
alleles through epigenetic mechanisms, such as ASM (Li et al. 1993b). The key feature
of genomic imprinting is that ASM is not dependent on genomic variation as is SNPmediated ASM but is instead dependent on the parent of origin of the allele. Several
theories attempt to explain the emergence of genomic imprinting in evolution.
The genetic conflict theory (Haig 2000) proposes that a dispute over the allocation
of nutrients between mother and her developing offspring is driving the asymmetric
silencing of one of the parental alleles. Parent-offspring conflicts are shaped by
opposing interests of the mother versus the father on how much resources are spent
by each to benefit the offspring. Such conflicts are especially notable in placental
mammals, where the mother provides all nutrients for early growth, which, if
demand from the offspring is too high, may go at the expense of the female’s survival
and future reproductive success. Therefore, genes that drive demand for nutrients
during development need to be balanced in their expression, specifically paternallyderived fetal genes. For the male, it may be beneficial to increase the transfer of
nutrients to the fetus, while for the mother it is important to balance investment
with survival and future reproductive success. This conflict between maternal and
paternal genes is thought to drive the silencing of one of the parental alleles of genes
involved in nutrient transfer and embryonic growth (Haig 2000), with genes that
restrict the transfer of excessive amounts of resources evolving a paternally silenced
allele, and genes that aim to maximize the transfer of resources to the offspring
evolving a maternally silenced allele (Forejt and Gregorová 1992; Haig 2004). The
most famous example of parent-offspring conflict leading to genomic imprinting is
that of the reciprocal imprinting of the IGF2 and IGF2R genes (Giannoukakis et al.
1993). In humans, the maternal allele of the IGF2 locus is methylated, leading to
expression only from the paternal allele. For the IGF2R locus, the reverse pattern can
be found. Because IGF2 promotes embryonal growth and IGF2R inhibits embryonal
growth, a parental conflict over the resources provided to the embryo was thought
to be the driving force behind this reciprocal imprinting (Wilkins and Haig 2003).
Additionally, it has been proposed that intralocus sexual conflict can drive genomic
imprinting as well (Day and Bonduriansky 2004). The idea behind this theory is that
alleles that provide a sex-specific selective advantage will be more likely to be passed
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on to the next generation from the sex for which the advantage is present. For
example, if an allele provides a male-specific advantage to find a female to mate
with, this allele is more likely to be passed on to the next generation, because males
having this allele will on average have more offspring. As a result of this, it is
predicted to be beneficial for the offspring to express the allele received from the
parent of the same sex in this case, as this allele has a higher chance of having the
aforementioned selective advantage. Genomic imprinting may then emerge to
ensure alleles from the opposite sex are silenced in these loci. Examples of loci where
a different allele would be favored for the opposite sex would be genes that
influence mate choice or courtship behavior. Therefore, this theory could explain
genomic imprinting as observed in genes expressed in the brain (Davies et al. 2008;
Tucci et al. 2019).
In this study, we study ASM across the genome of the livebearing fish Poeciliopsis
gracilis (family Poeciliidae). This species supplies nutrients to offspring via yolk
proteins provided before fertilization, a phenomenon known as lecithotrophy. This
limits the opportunity for parent-offspring conflict, since the developing embryo
does not have a direct influence on the amount of nutrients provided by the mother.
However, sexual dimorphism and skewed sex ratios suggest that genes could be
under the influence of sexual selection in this species (Contreras-MacBeath and
Espinoza 1996). This makes P. gracilis an interesting case to see if ASM can be found
in genes involved in sexual selection, and whether it is absent in genes involved in
direct parent-offspring interaction, as predicted by the conflict theory (Haig 2000).
We present a new approach for determining ASM based on the methylationdetecting abilities of the Oxford Nanopore sequencer (Simpson et al. 2017). By using
reads that overlap with both a CpG site and heterozygous SNPs we can directly
determine ASM, instead of inferring it indirectly from intermediate methylation
levels. We sequence four individuals: two parents and two of their offspring (one
male offspring, one female offspring). We hypothesize that if ASM due to sexual
selection is present in this species, the female offspring will have a disproportional
amount of methylation in alleles originating from the male parent, while in the male
offspring the same should be the case for the female parent.
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6.2 Results
6.2.1 A new approach to detect allele-specific methylation

We developed a pipeline that can detect ASM based on long-read sequencing data
obtained from a single individual. For this, we use the methylation-detecting abilities
of the Oxford Nanopore sequencing technology (Simpson et al. 2017). Briefly, we
use read overlaps between CpG sites with nearby heterozygous SNPs to test for the
hypothesis that methylated reads associate with one of the two alleles nonrandomly using a hypergeometric test. Following this test for allele-specific
methylation on single CpG sites, we scan the genomes for areas containing allelespecific methylation in multiple consecutive CpG sites by combining the p-values for
allele-specific methylation of neighboring CpG sites using a sliding window approach.
In this way, only stretches of consecutive CpG sites showing allele-specific
methylation are considered as candidate regions, while single CpG sites that show a
pattern of allele-specific methylation surrounded by sites that do not follow this
pattern are not considered. Finally, the parent-of-origin for both haplotypes of
candidate regions is found using a trio binning approach (figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1 Schematic overview of our approach to detect allele-specific methylation. A: When
long sequencing reads overlap both an allele-specific CpG site (purple/green) and a nearby
heterozygous SNP in the genome (blue/orange), allele-specific methylation can be detected
when both alleles of the SNP associate exclusively with only one of the two methylation states
in the sequenced reads. B: Individual CpG sites are tested for a deviation from the expected
random hypergeometric distribution (panel A). These raw p-values are aggregated using a
sliding window test. C: Parent-of-origin of the methylated and non-methylated haplotype of
the candidate regions was found by first phasing the genome of the offspring using read
overlap between heterozygous SNPs (bottom half of panel), then finding the parent-of-origin
of each haplotype of the phase blocks using informative SNPs (top half of panel).
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6.2.2 Allele-specific methylation is widespread in Poeciliopsis
gracilis

We applied our approach to detect allele-specific methylation in the livebearing fish
Poeciliopsis gracilis. To do this, we sequenced four P. gracilis individuals to a
coverage of 17-33X with Oxford Nanopore long reads (supplementary table 6.1). To
find out patterns in the inheritance of ASM from parents to offspring, we sequenced
two parents and two of their offspring, one male and one female offspring. We
called and filtered high confidence heterozygous SNPs for each individual
(supplementary table 6.1).
Using our method to detect ASM in the genome of P. gracilis, we found several
genomic segments with strong evidence for methylation of only one of the two
alleles in every individual, using a false discovery rate of 5%. In total, we found 1499
genomic segments supporting ASM for the father, 3021 for the mother, 6234 for the
son, and 9949 for the daughter (supplementary table 6.2). As the parents were
sequenced to a somewhat lower coverage than the offspring, the difference in
genomic segments found per individual may be explained partly by a difference in
statistical power to find regions of ASM. However, the results are not exactly
proportional, as the son was sequenced to a higher coverage than the daughter but
has fewer genomic segments with evidence for ASM.
The genomic distribution of CpG sites within regions showing ASM roughly follows
the distribution of all CpG sites within the genome, although a somewhat higher than
expected proportion of intergenic CpG sites shows ASM in all four individuals (figure
6.2).
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Figure 6.2 Genomic regions where CpG sites that are showing allele-specific methylation are
located for the four sequenced individuals (coloured dots), compared to the genomic
distribution of all CpG sites (blue bars). The promoter was defined as -1000 to +100 basepairs
from the transcription start site.

6.2.3 Testing ASM hypotheses

To gain insight into how ASM inherits from parent to offspring, we phased the
genomes of the offspring using read overlaps between SNPs. Then, for each phase
block the parent-of-origin of each haplotype was determined using a trio binning
approach (see methods). The parent-of-origin of the methylated allele of CpG sites
showing ASM was then determined using read overlaps with the CpG site and the
nearest heterozygous SNP.
Having parent-of-origin information of loci that exhibit ASM allows us to test the
hypothesis that genomic imprinting due to intralocus sexual conflict is present in P.
gracilis: if this were the case, in genes that are under sexual selection the methylated
allele should more often than expected be inherited from the parent of the opposite
sex. Indeed, when we look at the parent-of-origin of methylated alleles at sites with
evidence for ASM, we do see that in the genome of the daughter more sites are
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methylated at the paternal allele, and in the genome of the son more sites are
methylated at the maternal allele (figure 6.3A and 6.3B). However, the differences
are not overwhelmingly large, suggesting that if genomic imprinting occurs in the
genome of P. gracilis, it occurs only in a relatively small fraction of CpG sites showing
ASM.
To filter out loci that were more likely involved in genomic imprinting, we made two
assumptions: first, the locus should show evidence for ASM in both offspring.
Second, the methylated allele in the son should be inherited from a different parent
than the methylated allele in the daughter. Using these criteria, we could increase
the ratio of father-to-daughter and mother-to-son methylation somewhat, relative
to father-to-son and mother-to-daughter methylation. (figure 6.3C and 6.3D). We
refer to these loci as crosswise methylated loci from now on.

Figure 6.3 Top half: proportion of parent-of-origin of the methylated allele in all loci with
significant evidence for allele-specific methylation in the genome of the daughter (figure 3A)
and son (figure 3B). Bottom half: proportion of parent-of-origin of the methylated allele in all
loci with significant evidence for allele-specific methylation in both son and daughter, using
the additional criterium that the methylated allele from son and daughter at this locus is from
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a different parent (crosswise allele-specific methylation) in the genome of the daughter (figure
3C) and son (figure 3D).

Besides genomic imprinting, we tested the hypothesis that ASM in P. gracilis is
associated with heterozygous SNPs within CpG sites. To test this, we extracted CpG
sites within regions with significant evidence for ASM and compared their
heterozygosity with both all CpG sites and the genome-wide average. Indeed, CpG
sites show an excess of heterozygosity in all four individuals. This difference is even
more pronounced for CpG sites within regions that have significant evidence for ASM
(figure 6.4A). In total, about 2.3 percent of CpG sites showing ASM in one of the two
offspring contain a heterozygous SNP (figure 6.4B).
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Figure 6.4 A: heterozygosity across the whole genome, across CpG sites and across CpG sites
showing allele-specific methylation. Averages are in blue bars, individual data points in
colored dots. B: Percentage of CpG sites that contain a heterozygous SNP. Averages are in blue
bars, individual data points in colored dots. C: fraction of CpG sites with evidence for ASM
following Mendelian inheritance rules in the female offspring. D: fraction of CpG sites with
evidence for ASM following Mendelian inheritance rules in the male offspring.

Alternatively, it is possible that ASM is associated with heterozygosity not within the
CpG site itself, but at a linked genomic position that regulates methylation at the
CpG site. In this case, a direct link between methylation state and genomic variation
is impossible to establish with our current data. However, we can still get a sense of
the frequency at which this happens by reasoning that if methylation state is linked
to an allele at a variable site, the methylation state at the CpG site should inherit
from parents to their offspring like a “regular” allele, i.e. following Mendelian
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inheritance rules. When checking this assumption, we found that in both offspring,
in about 35% of the cases where ASM is observed the combination of methylation
states at the CpG sites in parents and offspring are in conflict with Mendelian
inheritance rules (figure 6.4C and 6.4D). This indicates that although genetic
variation can partially explain ASM in P. gracilis, for a substantial portion of CpG sites
the methylation state is not linked to genetic variation but is regulated by other
mechanisms, i.e. epigenetically regulated.
6.2.4 Functional enrichment analysis

To find genes that may be under the influence of genomic imprinting, we extracted
every gene from the P. gracilis genome that is either overlapping or lies directly
downstream of our candidate regions (see methods for selection criteria). The
candidate regions were defined as regions where (1) both offspring show ASM at the
same locus, and (2) the methylated allele in both offspring is inherited from the
opposite parent, and (3) no heterozygous SNPs were present inside CpG sites within
the candidate regions. This led to the identification of 182 genes that are potentially
under the influence of genomic imprinting in the genome of P. gracilis
(supplementary table 6.3).
Functional enrichment analysis of this gene set revealed that a greater than expected
proportion of the candidate gene set is located in the brain, specifically in the postsynaptic membrane (supplementary table 6.4).
6.2.5 Clustering of loci with evidence for allele-specific methylation

To gain more insight in the genomic distribution of ASM on a larger scale, we plotted
the density of ASM occurrence over the genome of P. gracilis (see figure 6.5 for the
ten longest scaffolds). We found that ASM is relatively widespread in P. gracilis, with
most scaffolds having occurrences of ASM across the whole scaffolds, and specific
clusters of ASM could not be observed. However, when looking at our imprinting
candidates (crosswise methylation), we observe a much sparser distribution, with
occurrences of crosswise methylation mostly being limited to a few larger clusters
(figure 6.5, bottom panel).
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Figure 6.5 For the ten longest scaffolds of the P. gracilis assembly, for 500 kb bins, number of
regions with evidence for allele-specific methylation (top panel), as well as the number of
regions with evidence for allele-specific methylation, and the methylated allele for the son
originates from the opposite parent as the methylated allele for the daughter (crosswise
methylation, bottom panel). Only parts of the scaffolds that could be phased are shown in this
picture.

Within these clusters, evidence for ASM is very strong in CpG sites around all
adjacent genes. An example of this the promoter of the baiap2 gene, which is
involved in brain insulin metabolism and dendrite formation (Oda et al. 1999; Kang
et al. 2016). In our dataset, evidence for ASM at the promoter of this gene is very
high for three out of four individuals (figure 6.6), with only the father showing a
completely unmethylated promoter region.
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Figure 6.6 Methylation frequency across CpG sites (orange bars) and the minus-log pvalue for the test for allele-specific methylation (blue line) at the promoter of the
baiap2 gene in the genome of the four sequenced individuals.
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6.3 Discussion
In this study, we show ASM in the genome of four related P. gracilis individuals using
a newly developed approach based on methylation calls from nanopore sequencing.
With this method, ASM can be observed directly using reads that overlap both a CpG
site and a heterozygous SNP. This allows for a more direct way to observe ASM
compared to classical bisulfite sequencing, as sequencing only a single individual is
now sufficient to detect ASM. Additionally, sequencing the CpG site and the
heterozygous SNP on the same physical molecule ensures that the different
methylation states are linked to the different alleles. This is more reliable than using
bisulfite sequencing to detect ASM, as mixing cells with different methylation states
at the same locus can introduce false positives when using bisulfite sequencing to
detect ASM as the reads are too short to directly infer haplotypes.
Our results show that ASM is widespread in the genome of P. gracilis, as we found
that 824 to 3442 coding genes show evidence for ASM in nearby regions, depending
on the individual (supplementary table 6.2). Likely, the true number of genes with
nearby ASM is even higher, as with our method we could only test for ASM if the CpG
site was within reasonable distance of a heterozygous SNP. Because the used
population of P. gracilis is highly inbred, around 40% of the genome consists of runs
of homozygosity that could not be tested for ASM (supplementary figure 6.1).
According to our tests, both parents showed substantially less genes with evidence
for ASM around them than the offspring: 824 and 1513 genes for the father and
mother, versus 2986 and 3442 genes for the son and daughter (supplementary table
6.2). Part of this may be due to differences in sequencing depth, as the parents were
sequenced to a somewhat lower sequencing depth than their offspring. This suggests
that genomic segments having weaker evidence for ASM, for instance because of
tissue-specific ASM, can only be found with a high sequencing depth: if not all
sequenced tissues contain ASM, only a fraction of all reads will contain support for
ASM, and a higher sequencing depth is necessary to detect these instances of ASM.
However, many of the clusters showing ASM in the offspring show either complete
methylation or complete absence of methylation for either one or both parents
across CpG islands that show intermediate levels of methylation in the offspring (see
figure 6 for example), a result that cannot be explained by differences in sequencing
depth. Age-specific methylation differences may be the reason behind these
observations, as this processes has been observed in humans (Day et al. 2013;
McCarthy et al. 2014).
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Based on parent-of-origin tests of CpG sites showing ASM we can see that within the
genome of the son, methylation originates slightly more frequently from the
maternal genome than from the paternal genome, and vice versa for the genome of
the daughter. These differences become larger when we select for sites for which
the methylated allele is from the opposite parent for the son and daughter,
something we call crosswise methylation. Genes around these sites are highly
enriched for their localization at the synapse, something that is somewhat
remarkable given that we sequenced a mixture of fin and muscle tissue for all
individuals. The most straightforward explanation for this observation is that the
methylation at these sites was already present within the gametes from which the
individuals grew, so it is now present in all tissues, as is known to occur in mammals
(Bourc'his et al. 2001; Hata et al. 2002). However, the ASM will likely only have a
physiological effect in tissues where the surrounding genes are expressed, which
would in this case be the brain.
Currently, there are three known reasons for allele-specific methylation: sex
chromosome inactivation, heterozygous SNP-induced allele-specific methylation
and genomic imprinting (Kaslow and Migeon 1987; Li et al. 1993b; Shoemaker et al.
2010). Sex chromosome inactivation seems unlikely as an explanation for the
majority of our results because (i) the clusters of allele-specific methylation are
scattered across almost all scaffolds of the assembly, and (ii) fish from the family
Poeciliidae have much smaller genomic differences between male and female
individuals than observed in mammals, as they do not have “classical” sex
chromosomes (Haaf and Schmid 1984; Kottler et al. 2020).
Heterozygosity can partly explain our observations, as we find approximately a
threefold increase in heterozygosity between CpG sites that show ASM and the
genome-wide average. At the heterozygous site, methylation of the CpG site is
disrupted by the mutation at one allele, leading to ASM. We find a heterozygous site
in approximately 2.3 percent of our CpG sites inside regions showing ASM, but the
proportion of regions showing ASM because of heterozygosity may be higher, as it
has been shown that ASM in humans can also show linkage with sequence variants
outside the CpG site (Hutchinson et al. 2014). However, given the fact that for about
40 percent of CpG sites with evidence for ASM, Mendelian inheritance of
methylation state is impossible, variation in the genomic sequence cannot be the
sole explanation for ASM in P. gracilis.
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The third known mechanism for ASM is genomic imprinting. In mammals, genomic
imprinting is often attributed to a conflict over resources allocated from mother to
offspring (Monk 2015). This makes our study system interesting: although P. gracilis
is a livebearing fish, it does not have a placenta, and all nutrients from which the
embryo grows are supplied before fertilization in the form of egg yolk. This limits the
influence the embryo can exert on the mother’s nutrient supply, suggesting that a
direct conflict over nutrient allocation cannot be a driving factor towards the
observed ASM. Besides a conflict over resources, it has been predicted that
intralocus sexual conflict, i.e. sex-specific selection pressure on a certain locus, can
also drive the evolution of genomic imprinting (Day and Bonduriansky 2004). Given
the extensive occurrence of sexual selection in poeciliid fish (Pollux et al. 2014), it is
likely that some genes will have different selective pressures for male and female
individuals in this family. This is particularly true for genes that influence
reproductive success differently in each sex, such as genes involved in behavioral
traits.
Although definitive evidence for genomic imprinting at specific loci would require
the sequencing of multiple additional parent-offspring pairs, we found a number of
results that suggest the presence of genomic imprinting in this species. First, our list
of candidate genes contains several genes for which different selection pressures are
predicted between males and females: genes involved in brain functioning,
consistent with sex-specific selection on behavioral traits. Second, CpG sites within
regions with evidence for ASM are more often than expected methylated in a
“crosswise” fashion, e.g. the methylated allele in the son is inherited from the
mother, and the methylated allele in the daughter is inherited from the father. This
pattern has been predicted to occur at loci under the influence of genomic imprinting
due to intralocus sexual conflict (Day and Bonduriansky 2004). Third, heterozygosity
seems to only partially explain the ASM that we find, given the deviation from
Mendelian inheritance of methylation state in a substantial portion of our candidate
CpG sites. These findings suggest that genomic imprinting due to intralocus sexual
conflict contributes to ASM in P. gracilis, and invites further study to investigate this
hypothesis.

6.4 Methods
6.4.1 Sequencing of four Poeciliopsis gracilis individuals

One male and one female Poeciliopsis gracilis individual were kept in a single tank.
After offspring was born, the two parents were sacrificed using a lethal dose of MS222. The offspring were grown for three months in the same tank that housed the
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parents, until they reached a size large enough for sex determination. Of the
offspring, one male and one female offspring were sacrificed using the same method
as for the parents. For each individual, DNA was extracted from a mixture of fin and
muscle tissue using the Qiagen genomic-tip 100/G kit.
After extraction, short DNA fragments (<10kb) were depleted from the samples using
the Circulomics Short Read Eliminator kit. Oxford Nanopore libraries were prepared
using the Rapid Barcoding Kit (SQK-RBK004) and the four samples were sequenced
on a single PromethION flowcell, and basecalled using Guppy 4.3.4 at High Accuracy
Mode.
6.4.2 Read mapping and variant calling

Sequencing reads of the four sequenced individuals were mapped to the P. gracilis
genome assembly (available at the European Nucleotide Archive under accession
number PRJEB46512) using minimap2 version 2.17 using the map-ont setting for
mapping nanopore reads (Li 2018). Candidate SNPs were called using nanopolish
version 0.11.3 (Simpson 2018), with the nanopolish variants command on all four
alignment files separately, using default settings. As nanopore base calling is less
accurate at indels, only substitutions were called. All sites in the genome for which a
SNP was called in at least one individual were then re-called for all four individuals
simultaneously using freebayes v1.2.0 with the setting --use-best-n-alleles 4
(Garrison and Marth 2012). The output VCF of this program was then filtered for
calling quality > 30 and average read depth between 10 and 80 to prevent false
positive SNP calls due to structural variants.
6.4.3 Methylation calling

To find both methylated and unmethylated CpG sites, methylation calling was
performed using nanopolish version 0.11.3 (Simpson 2018) on the genome
alignments using default settings. An index was created linking sequence files with
their raw signal files using nanopolish index. After that, methylation was called using
nanopolish call-methylation, using a likelihood ratio threshold of 2.
6.4.4 Finding allele-specific methylation

From the methylation calls, candidate CpG sites for allele-specific methylation (ASM)
were selected based on a methylation frequency between 0.35 and 0.65. Because
Oxford Nanopore reads are multiple kilobases long, several reads can be found that
overlap both the ambiguously methylated site and the closest heterozygous site. If
the ambiguous methylation on this site is due to ASM, we would expect all reads that
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show the reference allele at the heterozygous site to have a different methylation
status at the methylation site than the reads that show the alternative allele at the
heterozygous site. If the ambiguous methylation on this site is not due to ASM, we
would expect no correlation between methylation status on the methylation site and
allele at the heterozygous site. We tested for deviation from expected distribution
by using a hypergeometric test, which gives a probability that our observations occur
by chance, assuming no ASM. We calculated this probability for each CpG site in our
genome for which we could find at least six reads supporting methylation status at a
CpG site and the associated allele at the closest heterozygous site.
If genomic regions, rather than individual sites, display ASM, it is expected that
multiple sites near each other show consistent separation between methylation
state and alleles. To find these regions, we aggregated the p-values among all called
CpG sites in a 500 base window using Fisher’s p-value aggregation method, sliding
100 bases for each test. In this way, a single CpG site with a low p-value surrounded
by CpG sites that seem to follow the hypergeometric distribution is not considered
as a candidate region, while stretches of multiple sites showing skew from the
distribution are considered.
6.4.5 Finding parent-of-origin of offspring haplotypes

To find the parent-of-origin of both alleles in SNPs and in CpG sites showing ASM,
the SNPs of the offspring individuals were first phased using read overlaps using
whatsHap 1.1 using default settings (Martin et al. 2016), yielding phase blocks in
which alleles could be reliably categorized into haplotypes. Because the P. gracilis
individuals used were highly inbred, only about 60 percent of the genome could be
phased because of a lack of heterozygous SNPs in some areas. Therefore, we only
continued with genomic regions that could be phased. For each phase block, parent
genotypes at offspring SNP locations were used to deduce which haplotype was
passed on from which parent to the offspring, if the SNP was informative.
6.4.6 Gene Ontology enrichment tests

Each gene for which a candidate CpG site was either within the coding region of the
gene, within the intronic part of the gene, or within 50kb upstream of the gene, was
considered. The predicted amino acid sequence for each gene was extracted based
on the gene annotation. The String Database (version 11.0) was used to find human
orthologs of these sequences, and subsequently to perform GO enrichment tests on
this orthologous gene set.
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7.1 Introduction
Unravelling the genomic basis of complex trait evolution is one of the greatest
challenges in evolutionary biology. Due to the recent decrease in sequencing costs
and the accompanying surge in available genome assemblies, there is now an
excellent opportunity to study this phenomenon (Wetterstrand 2021). In this thesis,
I have investigated the genomic basis of the evolution of one such complex trait, the
placenta in the livebearing fish family Poeciliidae. Here, I discuss my findings.
For this thesis, I have sequenced and assembled the genomes of 18 poeciliid fish
species using a variety of sequencing and assembly techniques. In section 7.2 I
discuss my experiences in the sequencing and assembly of new genomes, comparing
the results of different techniques. Also, I discuss the trade-off between the cost of
a sequencing technique and the resulting assembly quality: which assembly type is
“good enough” for which analysis? After assembling the genomes, I have compared
the genomes of placental and non-placental species. In section 7.3 I discuss some of
the comparative genomics methods that I used. In section 7.4 I discuss the biological
interpretation of my results: after four years of research, what can we say about the
genomics of placenta evolution in livebearing fish? In this section, I will go into some
of the limitations of this study as well. Finally, in section 7.5 I discuss the future of
this research topic. Here I propose a strategy that aims to answer some of the
questions this thesis has raised.

7.2 Sequencing and genome assembly
For this thesis, the genomes of 18 poeciliid species have been assembled, using a
variety of sequencing techniques (table 7.1). Thirteen of these genomes were
sequenced using Illumina short-reads, which was at the time of sequencing the
cheapest method by a wide margin. This technique is nowadays mainly used for
resequencing of individuals of a species for which a genome assembly is already
available, as assembling a genome of short reads only yields a highly fragmented
assembly. Indeed, genomes assembled in this thesis with short reads only show a
low scaffold N50 (6.4-65.1 Kb) compared to the assemblies based on thirdgeneration sequencing techniques (1.8-21.6 Mb). Still, around 80% of all single-copy
genes could be retrieved in one piece in these genomes (table 7.1), indicating that
most scaffold breaks are located in non-genic, likely repetitive, regions. When
reference quality genomes are available of closely related species, orthologs of
single-copy genes can be retrieved with high accuracy using alignment-based
methods (chapter 4). Sequencing many genomes using this cheap technique instead
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of sequencing few genomes with a more expensive, high-quality sequencing
technique has, for chapter 4 in particular, increased statistical power for comparative
methods considerably. Therefore, despite advances in the sequencing field, it may
still be worth considering short read assemblies when interested only in single-copy
gene evolution. However, for the analysis of structural variants these assemblies are
not suitable, as they are too fragmented.
Table 7.4. Assembly statistics for all genomes assembled in this thesis
Species

Sequencing
technique

Read length
N50 (bp)

Scaffold
N50

BUSCO
complete %

Poeciliopsis
retropinna

PacBio

16963

21.6 Mb

97.5

Poeciliopsis
turrubarensis

10X genomics

150

4.2 Mb

95.5

Poeciliopsis turneri

12052

1.8 Mb

97.2

6792

4.6 Mb

97.7

Phalloptychus
januarius

Oxford
Nanopore
Oxford
Nanopore
Oxford
Nanopore

8728

13.0 Mb

97.4

Alfaro cultratus

Illumina

150

57.4 Kb

86.3

Brachyrhaphis roseni

Illumina

150

41.6 Kb

82.3

Brachyrhaphis
terrabensis

Illumina

150

6.4 Kb

54.9

Girardinus
metallicus
Heterandria formosa

Illumina

150

41.8 Kb

82.3

Illumina

150

27.0 Kb

76.1

Poecilia bifurca

Illumina

150

21.4 Kb

73.9

Poecilia gilii

Illumina

150

25.8 Kb

80.3

Poecilia picta

Illumina

150

22.1 Kb

74.9

Poecilia wingei

Illumina

150

16.7 Kb

73.1

Poeciliopsis infans

Illumina

150

59.6 Kb

88.5

Poeciliopsis
paucimaculata

Illumina

150

65.1 Kb

90.1

Poeciliopsis
presidionis
Poeciliopsis prolifica

Illumina

150

38.7 Kb

84.4

Illumina

150

38.6 Kb

83.1

Poeciliopsis gracilis
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Five genomes were assembled using third-generation sequencing techniques that
should, in theory, produce reference-quality assemblies. The genome of Poeciliopsis
retropinna was assembled using PacBio long-reads (Rhoads and Au 2015), which has
yielded a genome assembly of excellent contiguity, better than the genomes
assembled with 10X genomics or Oxford Nanopore data. In fact, many of the P.
retropinna chromosomes were assembled in one contig, without the help of
additional techniques that link assembled contigs to physical chromosomes (chapter
3). Additionally, almost all universal single-copy genes were present in this genome.
However, PacBio sequencing was, at least at the time of sequencing, more expensive
than 10X genomics or Oxford Nanopore sequencing. The genome of Poeciliopsis
turrubarensis was assembled using 10X genomics linked reads. This is not a “true”
long read sequencing technique. Instead, short reads originating from the same DNA
molecule are given the same barcode before sequencing, which can be used to infer
genomic proximity during the assembly procedure. This procedure yielded an
assembly with a much greater contiguity than traditional short-read assemblies.
However, gene completeness was lacking slightly when compared to the PacBio and
Oxford Nanopore assemblies. Finally, the genomes of Poeciliopsis turneri,
Poeciliopsis gracilis and Phalloptychus januarius were assembled using Oxford
Nanopore long reads. These genomes, although not quite as contiguous as the
PacBio assembly, are still contiguous enough for structural variant analysis, as shown
in chapter 5, and show excellent gene completeness. An additional advantage is that
this is currently the cheapest of the three techniques.
Besides genomic sequencing data, with Oxford Nanopore sequencing it is possible to
detect cytosine methylation (chapter 6). DNA methylation is important for gene
regulation, and incorporation of this data type in a comparative framework will likely
yield additional insights. Therefore, sequencing genomic DNA using Oxford
Nanopore sequencing has the potential to be more cost-efficient than sequencing
techniques where detecting cytosine methylation is not possible in comparative
projects, as this will yield two data types with a single analysis. With PacBio
sequencing, direct DNA methylation detection is also possible (Flusberg et al. 2010).
However, with Illumina-based sequencing techniques such as 10X genomics, this is
not possible as these sequencing techniques are PCR-based, and the PCR
multiplication procedure erases the DNA methylation signature that is present in the
original genomic DNA.
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7.3 Methods in comparative genomics
Throughout this thesis, I have used several comparative genomics methods to
compare the genomes of placental with non-placental species. First, I used codonand amino acid-based methods to compare protein-coding sequence evolution
specifically. Secondly, I used evolutionary constraint based methods to compare
patterns of genomics evolution outside protein-coding regions. Finally, I used a
whole genome alignment based method to find structural variants. Here, I will
discuss my experiences with the different methods.
To detect gene evolution deviating from the expected degree of purifying selection
that usually occurs on protein-coding genes, I have used two separate methods
throughout my thesis: dN/dS-based analysis as implemented in the PAML package
(Yang 2007), and evolutionary rate analysis, for which I wrote my own
implementation. For the first two research chapters (chapters 2 and 3), I focused on
dN/dS-based methods, as for these methods only a single case genome is required.
In the case of the Poeciliidae, that would be one genome of a placental species, with
several genomes of non-placental species to create a background distribution. As
several genomes of non-placental poeciliid species were already available but none
of placental poeciliids, the analysis could already be performed immediately when
the first placental genomes were assembled. Although dN/dS analysis did yield
several interesting candidate genes (chapter 2 and 3), results remain suggestive
because only a single placental origin was investigated at the same time. Even when
multiple origins were included as foreground branches, the test as implemented in
PAML does not explicitly test for a greater degree of genomic convergence than
expected by chance. In chapter 4, I tried to assess this problem by performing the
same analysis on a control group of random branches in the phylogeny, for which no
genomic convergence would be expected. Here, no excess of low p-values was
observed in placental species, compared to the control group. Additionally, it is
known that dN/dS based methods lose power when comparing very closely related
species (Gharib and Robinson-Rechavi 2013). In the poeciliid phylogeny, several but
not all placental species have closely related non-placental relatives, leading to short
terminal branches in the phylogeny. Therefore, it is challenging to make meaningful
conclusions about genomic convergence using the results of this analysis: do speciesspecific differences in the results of this analysis reflect a difference in selective
pressure, or just a difference in phylogenetic topology? For these reasons, dN/dS
analysis seems not suitable as a method to assess genomic convergence associated
with phenotypic convergence.
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A method specifically designed to assess genomic convergence linked to phenotypic
variation is the evolutionary rate analysis. First used to assess genomic changes
associated with adaptations to underwater life in marine mammals (Chikina et al.
2016), this method originally compares the evolutionary rate of the amino acid
sequence of a protein-coding gene between species in two groups: one group that
has the trait of interest, and one that does not. This is different from dN/dS analysis
because synonymous mutations in the coding sequence are ignored, as they do not
lead to a change in the amino acid sequence. Evolutionary rates are normalized for
gene- and species- specific evolutionary rates, so that deviations from the expected
evolutionary rates are compared instead of the raw mutation counts. In the
Poeciliidae, it is hard to categorize all species in a group that has a placenta and a
group that does not, as a spectrum of placental complexities is observed rather than
species that have a fully complex placenta and species that do not have a placenta
at all (Reznick et al. 2002; Pollux et al. 2009). Therefore, instead of dividing the
branches in the phylogeny in two groups, I modified this method to test for a
correlation between the relative evolutionary rate of a gene in all branches of the
phylogeny and the Matrotrophy Index (MI) of the species the branches are leading
to. I recommend this adapted method for any study that tries to correlate
evolutionary rate with a trait that can be easily represented by a continuous variable.
To find consistent genomic changes in non-coding genomic regions, I employed a
method to detect evolutionary constraint in two multi-genome alignments of
poeciliid fish as implemented in the PhastCons program (Hubisz et al. 2010). This
program compares the evolutionary rate of all sites in a multi genome alignment
with that of neutrally evolving sequences, such as ancient repetitive elements or
fourfold degenerate sites. A decrease in evolutionary rate compared to the baseline
would indicate evolutionary constraint, suggesting functional relevance of the site.
Aggregates of nearby genomic sites with high evidence for evolutionary constraint
are clustered into so-called conserved elements: stretches of genomic sequence that
are predicted to be functional. This method has shown to be accurate in determining
functional non-coding elements in the genomes of model species, such as humans
(King et al. 2005). However, the length and frequency of predicted conserved
elements are highly influenced by the expected-length and target-coverage
parameters in the PhastCons program that have to be submitted by the user, and
are therefore somewhat subjective when used for species of which no reasonable
predictions for these parameters exist. In chapter 4, I did not analyze the PhastCons
output directly, but instead analyzed the differences between two individual
PhastCons analyses: one based on a multi genome alignment with only highly
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matrotrophic species, and one based on a multi genome alignment with only
lecithotrophic species. In addition to enabling a more robust comparative genomics
study, this is a good way to measure the consistency of the PhastCons output:
performing two identical analyses on very closely related species should yield very
similar results. Indeed, more than 99% of the conserved elements were called for
both multi genome alignments (chapter 4), indicating the robustness of conserved
element analysis for this dataset.
Finally, I used two different methods to find structural variants: a read mapping
based method in chapter 2, and a whole genome alignment based method that I
developed in chapter 3, and extended for multi-genome comparisons in chapter 5.
Read mapping based analysis is a widely used method to find structural variants, and
many tools are available (Abyzov et al. 2011; Rausch et al. 2012; Layer et al. 2014; Ye
et al. 2018). Generally, this method is used to find structural variants within
populations of a single species, by resequencing several individuals and running the
analysis for all individuals in parallel. In chapter 2, I aimed to use the method of
finding structural variants through read mappings cross-species, by mapping reads
from the placental Heterandria formosa to the genome of the non-placental Poecilia
reticulata, and then calling structural variants using a read depth- and split readbased method. Although this method yielded some compelling candidates,
conservative filtering was necessary to filter out false positives due to mis-mapping
of reads, as the genomic difference between these species was greater than the
difference between within-species individuals that this method is generally used for.
Additionally, several genomic regions present in both P. reticulata and H. formosa
were diverged to the point where larger-scale synteny could still be identified, but
individual reads would no longer map cross-species, leading to false positive deletion
calls. This made it necessary to omit all deletions completely from the final result, as
they could not be called accurately. Because of these reasons, I would not
recommend read mapping based methods to call structural variants across species.
In chapter 3 and 5, I used a different approach to find structural variants, based on
the alignment of whole assembled genomes, not individual reads. This approach is
not new, and has been applied before on great ape genomes (Kronenberg et al.
2018). For this approach, pairwise whole genome alignments are scanned for
genomic areas that deviate from the expected 1:1 syntenic relationship. Based on
the type of deviation a duplication, deletion or rearrangement is called. When more
than two genomes are present, generally pairwise alignments to a single reference,
usually an outgroup, are made to find structural variants for each target species
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sequentially. For chapter 5, I developed an implementation of this method that is
based on the reference-free whole genome aligner Cactus (Paten et al. 2011). This
implementation has two advantages over previous methods. First, using a referencefree alignment means that structural variants can be validated against multiple
outgroups simultaneously, which increases the robustness of the results and
decreases reference bias. Second, I included a method to select for structural
variants that occur in multiple species at the same genomic location simultaneously,
which allows for testing the hypothesis that certain structural variants are
consistently associated with placenta evolution. Although this method is more
reliable than short read mapping based methods for the identification of structural
variants between species, certain weaknesses still have to be kept in mind.
Specifically, this method is prone to false positives due to assembly errors, especially
when the compared species have been sequenced using a different sequencing
technique. Therefore, using high quality assemblies to find structural variants is
essential. If using high quality assemblies, setting a minimum contig length for the
identification of structural variants, as well as a minimum distance from the
beginning or the end of a contig will filter out the majority of false positives.

7.4 Biological conclusions and limitations
7.4.1 Main findings of this thesis

I believe this thesis has illuminated several aspects of the genomics of placenta
evolution in poeciliid fish. First, results presented in this thesis show that the
evolution of the poecilid placenta is accompanied by consistent accelerated
evolution of the protein sequence of metabolic and structural genes, as well as a
change in the regulatory sequences around developmental genes. With that, the
work done on this thesis provides the first evidence for family-wide genomic
convergence associated with placenta evolution in the Poeciliidae. These findings are
not surprising, as the combination of coding changes in metabolic and structural
genes and regulatory changes around developmental genes as a basis for complex
trait evolution has been predicted several times before, and has also been observed
in other studies (Prud'homme et al. 2007; Carroll 2008; Chikina et al. 2016; Partha et
al. 2017). It is clear that, in vertebrates, many genes involved in early development
have so many functions that a change in amino acid sequence would almost always
be deleterious due to pleiotropic effects. Regulatory changes can potentially
circumvent these pleiotropic effects while still affecting the phenotype in early
development.
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Second, there is evidence that the evolution of a rudimentary placenta accelerates
its own further evolution, given that most genes associated with placenta evolution
maintain or even further accelerate their evolutionary rate even after a rudimentary
placenta has formed (chapter 4). This is consistent with predictions about placenta
evolution being accelerated by the emergence of a parent-offspring conflict (Crespi
and Semeniuk 2004; Pollux et al. 2009), and explains why a placenta has been gained
nine times in the family Poeciliidae, but has never been lost.
Third, gene duplications do not seem to play a consistent role in the process of
placenta evolution, as duplicated genomic segments were not shared between
placental species more than expected by chance. Gene duplications are another way
to, in theory, circumvent deleterious pleiotropic effects when changing the amino
acid sequence of a protein with many functions. However, in the case of placenta
evolution in poeciliid fish this does not seem to be happening. We did find an
association of placenta evolution with the deletions of certain types of genes, such
as genes involved in the calcineurin-NFAT signaling cascade or the BMP signaling
pathway. These deletions are hard to interpret biologically, as genomic deletions are
classically not associated with the evolution of new complex functions. Additionally,
because of the teleost-specific whole genome duplication, most of the deleted genes
have a second copy that is still intact. Currently, there is nowhere near enough
knowledge about how these paralogs function to make reliable predictions about
the effect of such deletions. If I were to speculate, subfunctionalization of paralogs
would be the most likely reason for paralogous genes to co-exist after a whole
genome duplication (Lynch and Force 2000). A deletion of one of these copies after
subfunctionalization would disturb the associated molecular pathway, but only in
cell types in which this copy is expressed. Possibly, these deletions may therefore be
a representation of the pruning of certain pathways in tissue types relevant to
placental evolution, such as ovary or liver tissue.
Fourth, the dynamics of allele-specific DNA methylation in Poeciliopsis gracilis
suggest the presence of genomic imprinting in the genome of this species. This result
seems somewhat counterintuitive at first, as genomic imprinting is classically
associated with parent-offspring conflict in a placental species (Zeh and Zeh 2001;
Crespi and Semeniuk 2004). However, as discussed in chapter 6, genomic imprinting
has also been predicted to occur as a result of sex-specific selection (Day and
Bonduriansky 2004), something that occurs throughout the Poeciliidae and is not
exclusive to placental species. These results show that poeciliid genomes have the
potential for complex methylation dynamics. In placental species, for which a parent-
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offspring conflict is predicted, methylation may have an effect on the expression of
genes involved in placentation. Therefore, as a possible future research avenue,
studying allele-specific methylation in placental poeciliids may give important
insights on parent-offspring conflict in these species. The results from chapter 6
show that this is feasible, and, with Oxford Nanopore being able to call methylation
from a “regular” sequencing run, very cost-efficient.
7.4.2 Questions raised by this thesis
A few questions remain without a definitive answer, although the results from this
thesis at least allow for a more educated guess than before. First, although our
results show genomic convergence in genes with certain functions associated with
placenta evolution, it is hard to pinpoint exactly the mechanistic changes occurring
in molecular pathways that cause the evolution of a placenta. I believe this is the
single largest question that remains unanswered after the completion of this thesis.
Comparative genomics methods are very powerful for showing that certain genomic
patterns can be observed in association with a trait of interest, but to prove that a
single distinct change in a molecular pathway causes a certain phenotypic response,
more concrete evidence is necessary. Speculating, it would seem logical that the
change in tissue structure observed in extensive matrotrophic poeciliids is achieved
by changing the regulation of developmental genes that induce epithelial folding so
that they are expressed at the follicular epithelium. The principle of epithelial folding
is essential for the development of the vertebrate body (Zartman and Shvartsman
2010), therefore all molecular tools to provide such a tissue change should be
present in the genome, requiring only a change in the time and place of expression
for placental tissue to form. Several methods could facilitate the testing of this
hypothesis, with RNA-Seq, ChiP-Seq and ATAC-Seq being a few examples of
techniques that can illuminate the wirings of a regulatory network and help with the
functional annotation of a genome. Integrating these data types into a comparative
-omics framework will be the next challenge for future researchers working on this
subject, and I propose one way of approaching this problem in section 7.5.
Second, we cannot be sure of the exact functions of candidate genes that are
identified using comparative genomics methods in a non-model organism. The
currently used functional annotation methods rely on sequence similarity to
experimentally curated proteins for a prediction of function. However, differences
in functional domain composition are not usually taken into account when assigning
a gene name or putative function, especially in complex gene families (see figure 7.1
for example). Modern annotation pipelines like MAKER or BRAKER (Campbell et al.
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2014; Hoff et al. 2019) do perform scanning for functional domains, but the results
are just added to the output as is, and are not taken into account for the assignment
of a predicted gene name and function. This problem is magnified in fish genomes,
because of the teleost-specific genome duplication. Because this genome
duplication is fish-specific, some paralogous proteins with visibly different domain
compositions will be assigned the same name and function, just because they point
back to the same human protein based on sequence similarity. As a result of this,
candidate gene sets of comparative genomics analyses have to be analyzed by
looking at broad overrepresentations of certain biological functions, to prevent
single mis-annotations of specific molecular functions from influencing the
interpretation of results. Curating more Zebrafish proteins experimentally will help
with this problem somewhat, and a functional domain-aware annotation pipeline,
one that also incorporates domain predictions into gene name and function
prediction, would be beneficial to dealing with this problem as well.

Figure 7.4. Phylogenetic relationship and domain architecture of genes annotated as
cadherin-1 or b-cadherin in three poeciliid fish (P. retropinna, P. turrubarenis and P.
reticulata). As a result of gene annotation via sequence similarity, assigned genes names do
not correlate well with phylogenetic relationships or domain architecture.

Third, it is unlikely that the results presented in this thesis reflect all changes that
occur when a placenta evolves. For instance, I assumed phenotypic convergence that
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is fully reflected in genomic convergence for many of the analyses. However, from
morphological studies it is known that placental structures from different
evolutionary origins are actually not exactly the same, but show some differences in
morphology and rate of embryo weight gain (Guernsey et al. 2020; Zandonà et al.
2021)(Bart Pollux, personal communication). It is therefore likely that some genomic
changes related to placenta evolution will be unique for each origin. Possibly, I have
shown some of these unique changes using the positive selection analyses used
throughout the thesis (chapter 2, 3 and 4), as these can be applied to a single
phylogenetic branch. Ironically, genomic convergence is necessary to statistically
show that these changes are related to placenta evolution, and for changes that are
unique for a certain origin this genomic convergence will be absent.

7.5 Future directions: a network-based approach to
pinpoint specific regulatory differences between placental
and non-placental poeciliids
After showing that the evolution of the placenta is associated with both genic and
regulatory changes in the genomes of placental species, the next step towards a
greater understanding of complex trait evolution is pinpointing exactly how
regulatory pathways change in placental species. This will provide understanding of
the mechanism of placenta evolution, rather than a list of genes that is associated
with placenta evolution.
To achieve this goal, integrating new data types into one functional comparative
framework will be essential. Here, I propose one approach to infer the regulatory
changes involved in placenta evolution by modeling the protein-DNA interactions of
candidate genes in a biological network, after which it is possible to compare the
networks of placental species with those of non-placental species. The approach can
be summarized in four steps: (1) identifying proteins containing DNA binding
domains using functional annotation, (2) predicting DNA binding domain – DNA
sequence motif pairs for these proteins with the help of functional data, (3)
constructing a directional protein-DNA network based on the genomic location of
sequence motifs for each species separately, and (4) using network alignment to find
regulatory differences between placental and non-placental species.
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7.5.1 identifying proteins containing DNA binding domains using
functional annotation

As discussed in section 7.4, the identification of protein function based on sequence
similarity to proteins in model species is error-prone. However, the identification of
functional domains in a protein sequence is much more reliable due to the fact that
functional domains are generally more conserved than a protein sequence as a
whole. Specifically, DNA binding domains can be identified with close to 90%
accuracy (Mishra et al. 2019). This domain-centric approach allows us to find a set of
proteins with regulatory potential. Note that while DNA binding domains can be
identified computationally with high accuracy inside a predicted coding sequence,
the coding sequence itself cannot be predicted with high accuracy without functional
data. Therefore, for a high-quality prediction of gene models, gene expression data
such as RNA-seq is essential. Long-read sequencing techniques can aid in providing
high-quality gene model predictions, as with these techniques RNA or cDNA can be
sequenced with the whole transcript being on a single read (Sessegolo et al. 2019;
Workman et al. 2019), which increases the accuracy of both intron and isoform
detection substantially.
7.5.2 Predicting DNA binding domain – DNA sequence motif pairs

After DNA binding proteins have been identified, the next step to model a regulatory
network is to predict and curate DNA sequence motifs to which the proteins bind.
For many DNA binding domains, such information is already available in databases
such as ENPD (Tak Leung et al. 2019) or uniPROBE (Newburger and Bulyk 2009).
These databases summarize available information on functional protein domains
and the DNA motifs to which they bind, and include experimentally validated
information on several fish species, including the poeciliid fish Poecilia reticulata.
Putative domain-sequence pairs can be filtered based on available evidence, and
extra evidence can be provided with both functional data generation and
comparative genomics analyses. For important candidate genes, ChIP-seq
experiments can be performed to show that proteins indeed bind to certain DNA
motifs, and results can also be cross-checked with a conserved elements analysis to
show that candidate motifs are recurring in different fish species.
7.5.3 Constructing a regulatory network model

Once domain-DNA motif binding pairs have been predicted, a regulatory network
can be constructed by drawing directed edges between the genes having DNA
binding domains and genes directly downstream of the DNA motifs predicted to be
binding sites for these domains. The challenge here is to separate genomic locations
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with protein-binding DNA motifs that actually bind a protein from those that do not,
as protein-binding DNA motifs are more plentiful than actual enhancers. Therefore,
the selection of connections has to be refined by integrating evidence from
functional or comparative genomics data.
Genomic regions containing active enhancers can be identified using ATAC-seq
experiments, something that has been successfully done in several studies
(Thibodeau et al. 2018; Bozek et al. 2019). ATAC-seq data may be combined with
sequence conservation data from whole genome alignments, to test whether the
candidate site is conserved in multiple species. Additionally, predicted regulatory
connections may be validated by performing an RNA-seq co-expression experiment,
where we can test whether the expression of one gene really affects the expression
of a gene predicted to be downstream of this gene in a regulatory cascade. These
kinds of co-expression data are widely used for the construction biological networks,
but are also known for generating many non-physical interactions, just because coexpression does not necessarily mean physical interaction (Yu et al. 2013). However,
if used to validate a potential physical interaction of a protein domain and a DNA
motif by looking at the co-expression of a nearby gene, co-expression data can refine
a model of a regulatory network significantly.
Approaches to construct gene regulatory networks from functional data are plenty,
and excellent reviews are available (Delgado and Gómez-Vela 2019; Wang et al.
2021). Comparing different methods extensively is beyond the scope of this
discussion, but two particularly relevant points from the aforementioned reviews are
that (1) methods that incorporate multiple sources of functional data generally
perform better, and (2) regardless of the method used, large-scale (whole genome)
regulatory network reconstructions contain high levels of noise even when modeling
the simplest of organisms. By contrast, local regulatory networks can be modeled
with relatively high accuracy, especially if key regulatory candidates are validated
experimentally. For instance, local regulatory networks have, with the help of
additional functional data, been modeled successfully for the regulation of blood cell
development (Moignard et al. 2015; Pina et al. 2015).
Considering these factors, I propose to model the protein-DNA interactions and
construct a local regulatory network around candidate genes identified with
comparative genomics analyses, such as available from the results of this thesis.
Performing this analysis for placental and non-placental poeciliid species separately,
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the goal is to find consistent differences in the resulting networks. For this, network
alignment methods can be used.
7.5.4 Network alignment

After networks are constructed for each species separately, the goal is to look for
consistent network differences between placental and non-placental species, which
would indicate regulatory differences that coincide with placenta evolution. Aligning
the regulatory networks of different poeciliid species is one way to find these
consistent differences. Network alignment is a well-established method, for which
numerous tools have been developed (Guzzi and Milenković 2018; Ma and Liao
2020). The principle of network alignment is to cluster nodes in the networks of
different species together based on their interaction patterns of their neighboring
communities, so that genes with orthologous function can be identified based on
their similarities in interaction patterns. As with sequence alignment, local and global
alignment methods exist, which aim to maximize local subgraph topological
similarity and global network topological similarity, respectively. As the aim is to
model specific developmental pathway, local network alignment seems preferrable
here.
Using aligned networks, potential regulatory differences between placental and nonplacental poeciliids can be extracted easily by looking at consistent differences in
network topology between placental and non-placental species. An edge between
two nodes that is present in all placental species but absent in all non-placental
species is a candidate for regulatory change associated with placenta evolution.
Because in the proposed approach the edges represent a regulatory interaction
between two genes, a consistent difference in the network between placental and
non-placental species will be easier to interpret biologically than when looking at
gene evolution only.

7.6 Concluding remarks
The advent of third-generation sequencing techniques has brought the field of
comparative genomics a newfound significance. In this thesis, I show the power of
the comparative genomics approach while investigating the evolution of the
placental in the livebearing fish family Poeciliidae. I show that placenta evolution in
this family is associated with consistent genomic change, pointing towards
regulatory change in developmental regions, as well as changes in the protein-coding
regions of metabolic and structural genes.
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As prices of different -omics techniques continue to decrease, it is inevitable that
future studies will incorporate different kinds of functional data in combination with
comparative genomics analyses to further our understanding of complex trait
evolution. When these different data types are integrated properly into a
comparative framework, I believe that our understanding of complex trait evolution
will grow even further.
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Summary

All life that we know develops according to instructions within its DNA. As organisms
evolve, changes in an their body plan should therefore be reflected in associated
changes in their genome. However, finding the mutations that cause complex
phenotypic change is still a great challenge. In this thesis, I aim to find the genomic
changes associated with the evolution of the placenta in the livebearing fish family
Poeciliidae. For this, I sequenced, assembled, and then compared the genomes of 26
poeciliid species, aiming to find consistent genomic differences between placental
and non-placental species.
In chapter 2, I re-assembled the genome of the placental livebearer Heterandria
formosa, using existing sequencing data, after which I compared it to the publicly
available genomes of three non-placental relatives. I show that a number of genes in
the genome of H. formosa that are related to placenta formation show signs of
positive selection, while evolving under regular constraint in the non-placental
species. Additionally, I identify a small number of gene duplications that are unique
to H. formosa.
Chapter 3 describes the genome assemblies of two poeciliid species for which the
genome sequence was previously unknown: the placental Poeciliopsis retropinna
and the non-placental Poeciliopsis turrubarensis. With the third-generation
sequencing techniques that were used, assemblies of excellent quality could be
generated. I used these assemblies to reliably identify structural variations between
the two species, with the tandem duplication of the vtg1 gene in P. retropinna being
a particularly interesting result.
In chapter 4 I compare the genomes of 26 poeciliid species, both publicly available
as well as assembled in this chapter or in previous chapters. I show that placental
species within this group display accelerated evolution of genes involved with
transporter- and vesicle-related functions, providing first evidence for genomic
convergence associated with placenta evolution. Additionally, I observed differences
in the presence of regulatory elements around developmental genes that were not
observed in non-placental species, indicating that regulatory change is also a part of
the evolution of the poeciliid placenta.
In Chapter 5 I investigate the occurrence of gene duplications and deletions across
the genomes of twelve poeciliid species, three of which are placental. For this, I
develop a new pipeline that can simultaneously identify structural variants in the
genomes of multiple related species. According to this analysis, placenta evolution
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in the Poeciliidae is not associated with gene duplications, but instead gene deletions
were found in the same molecular pathways for the three placental species: the
calcineurin-NFAT signaling cascade and the BMP signaling pathway. In non-placental
species, these deletions did not occur.
Finally, Chapter 6 describes a new approach to detect allele-specific methylation
based on Oxford Nanopore sequencing. I apply this approach to four individuals of
the non-placental Poeciliopsis gracilis: two parents, and a male and a female
offspring. I show that allele-specific methylation is widespread in the genome of P.
gracilis. Additionally, the inheritance of methylated alleles is not always random, but
instead depends on parent-of-origin. The genes that are in the vicinity of regions that
are affected by parent-specific methylation are located predominantly in the brain.
These results lead to the hypothesis that genomic imprinting due to intralocus sexual
conflict is the cause of the observed allele-specific methylation.
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